


'lI CAVEAT EMPTOR ~
Many gunmakers are jealous of the great success of the Single-Six® and have brought forward
numerous imitations, but to avoid patents and to sell cheaply, they always omit the important
characteristics that give the Single-Six® its great strength and reliability.

The Single-Six® is not merely built to sell but built to last-and last it will, giving a lifetime of
satisfaction to the most critical sportsman.

There is a lot more to,know about this revolver. Please write for our complete catalog.

Manufactured In the U.S.A.

STURM, RUGER & ~OMPANY, IN~.

20 LACEY PLACE, SOUTHPORT, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

Canadian Distributor: Peterborough Guns, Ltd., Peterborough, Ontario



Prices subject to change without notice

HIGH-POWER Rifle ... from '17500

9 popular calibers

.22 AUTOMATIC Rifle. .. from '6950

.22 Long Rifle or Short

for tIle hllmall mind

There is

and sl{iIIed hands

No Substitute

And, after your Browning has served you with
unequalled dependability and effectiveness for.a
whole life of shooting pleasure, we believe you will
agree with us ... it was well worth the painstaking
manufacturing effort.

Our ruling principle:
Not how cheap or how many,

but, "how good can guns be made."

By mass production methods it is possible to save
man-hours and material costs in manufacturing a
gun. And by these methods guns are made that
function reasonably well- but not with the precision,
dependability and lifelong durability on which
Browning's reputation has been built. No mass
produced guns, we feel, are good enough nor reliable
enough to bear the Browning name.

The most modern techniques and machines, of
course, are used in producing Browning guns, but
in the more critical areas there is just NO MECHANICAL

SUBSTITUTEfor the mind and hands of skilled craftsmen.

So ... you may be sure, when you buy a Browning,
you own a flawless mechanism that has received the
individual attention of many custom gunsmiths.
You will see the difference in its hand-polished,
hand-checkered and hand-engraved surfaces. You
will feel the difference of smooth, sure function when
carefully machined parts are patiently hand-fitted
to closest tolerance.

AUTOMATIC-5 Shotgun. .. from '13450

12, 16,20 gauge and 3-inch Magnum 12

DOUBLE AUTOMATIC Shotgun. .• from '149°0

12 gauge (Light as a 20)

SUPERPOSED Shotgun. .• from '315°0

12,20,28, .410 gauge and 3 inch Magnum 12

There is a BRO WNING Just right
for every age, every size, every purpose.

Write for
FREE

CATALOG

Write for catalog giving complete facts and data on Browning
guns PLUS special chapters containing practical shooting infor
mation. For shotgunning: chapters on stance, swing and lead;
gauge, gun weight, barrel length, choke, and shot shell
recommendations for various game. For rifle shooting: chapters on
how to shoot a rifle; sighting in; bullet trajectory; where
to aim for clean kills, recommended calibers and bullet weights.

Your BROWNING Dealer
®

Browning Arms Co., Dept. 323, St. Louis 3, Missouri
- in CANADA: Browning of Canada, Dept. 323, P.O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q.
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front sights), models with fixed front
and rear sights, models with a magazine
safety, and models with a milled dove
tail in butt to accept a detachable
shoulder stock. The gun was made by
Fabrique Nationale (Belgium) and by
Inglis (Canada).

Take·down is simple: a) Remove mag
azine; b) Lock slide in rearmost posi
tion with safety lever; c) Slide-stop
may now be pushed up slightly, and
withdrawn to left; d) Slide may now be
eased off frame by holding firmly as
safety is disengaged.

The Armory of the Utah National
Guard (at Ogden) displays the Invent
or's Original Models of this important
gun; Items Nos. 79, 80, and 81.

Since WW II, Browning has added
a highly decorated version of this gun,
suited for presentation purposes, and
called the Renaissance Model. Most
parts are interchangeable, code desig.
nations being "S" for Standard aJ:d "R"
for Renaissance,

© The Firearms Encyclopedia.

AT THE BROWNING M-35 PISTOL
By SHELLEY BRAVERMAN

DESIGNED in 1923, the patent for
the last pistol of John M. Brownin9

was 9ranted in 1927, three months
after the inventor's death. Introduced
in 1935, the 9un is commonly called the
M-35. It is also known as the "U-shot,"
the "Brownin9 High Power:' "Brown
ing 9 mm Parabellum:' It is the standard
side arm of many of the NATO coun
tries, it is also available commercially.

The original magazine accepted "5
cartridges, resulting in a 16-shot pis
tol. Production 9uns have a 13·shot
magazine. It is curious to note that two
very old features were included in this
modern gun: the staggered magazine

..; was used in early Bergmanns and the
Simplex almost 70 years ago, and the
idea of Jhe "Traveling.disconnector"
was used by the early Borchardt and
adopted by the Luger! (The sear-lever
of these guns was contained in the
slide, rather than the frame.)

Variants include models with adjust
able rear sights (these have adjustable

[L®&[Q)
&[KJ[Q)

OJ] [KJ [L®&[Q)
[f&~{f~OO
EXCLUSIVE
SNAP-OUT ===~
CYLINDER· .
CENTER-PIN UNIT on two
new H & R models permits:

EASIER LOADING •••
Snap in reloaded cylin.
der.
EASIER UNLOADING •••
Just snap out cylinder
unit and eject nine emp-
ties with a single thrust
of the pin.

Yes, it's easy to use •.• and enjoy
••. these newly introduced Models
900 9nd 901 9-shot H & R re
volvers now on display at your
local dealers. Model 900, $32.25,
available in 6", 4/1 and 2~"

barrel lengths.
This outstanding snap-out fea

ture •.• another H & R first ••• is
only one of the many features
which make H & R's entire 1962
line of quality sporting arms your
best buy.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:

8)
HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON, INC.

320 PARK AVENUE, WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Maker of Quality Firearms $ince 1871
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"I've been handloading for more
years than I like. to admit:'he chuck.
led, "but I can still learn a thing or
two from the workmanship on this
new factory cartridge. With .300
Magnum ballistics on a 30/06 length
case, plus top quality virgin brass
and the amazing new Norma Dual.
Core™bullet •.. well, it's even got
the old·timers buzzin'. Test it, you'll
see what I mean!"

.308 NORMA BELTED MAGNUM

Range,yds. 0 100 200 300
Vel. (f.s.) 3100 2881 2668 2464
Egy. (f.p.) 3842 3318 2846 2427

BULLET: Norma 180
gr. s.p. Dual_Core™
design has exclusive
tapered jacket and
special cannulure that
positively controls ex·
pansion. Special, ex
clusive core design
insures perfect ex·
pansion, together
with maximum pene·
tration. Field-tested
for over 2 years under
actual shooting condi.
tions.

HANDLOADERSI De.
spair not. Norma's
high quality com·
ponents for the en-

:~eey:~~r~::ii~~r: I.J
~sz,~ gun dealer. 1: 1

For more handloading info, t·.
send 25¢ for the NEW !

IJGunbug's Guide." }

Box GM-8 !
nop...- /

//

pI' ~!,Ion

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

In Canada: Globe Firearms ltd., Ottawa
George L. McNicol ltd., Vancouver

Red Jet Correction
In the May report on these wonderful

practice "bulJets" made by CCI, the printers'
devils were at work. Primer pocket enlarge
ment should of course be done with a :lh or
9/64 drill and not a 8/16 drill-there ain't
no such thing. If, by the way, you have
trouble getting the Red Jet bullets, be
patient-CCI is trying to satisfy the huge
and unprecedented demand as fast as pos
sible, but they are having trouble keeping
sporting goods stores stocked with them.

Browning Pistols
Browning is now on the market with three

new .22 caliber semi-automatic pistols: the
Nomad, priced at $49.95; the Challenger,
at $64.95; and the Medalist, retailing for
$112.95. All guns are chambered for the
.22 LR. The Nomad can be considered a
plinker or beginner's gun, the Challenger
could be classed as junior target gun, while
the Medalist is strictly for the serious target
shooter. We saw and examined an advance
model of the Challenger and believe that
this gun will appeal to all pistol shooters,
especially the competitive marksman.

Challenger, Medallist, and Nomad, top
to bottom, are Browning's new guns.

We tested a Nomad extensively and found
it to be a fine gun that performed very
well. Accuracy at 25 yards with gusty cross
winds of 25 or more miles per hour from the
off-hand position was 3% inches, ample for
plinking and good enough for the beginner.
For the beginning shooter with an interest
in target shooting the Nomad by Browning
merits consideration.

The Nomad comes in a choice of barrel
lengths, either 4%" or 6%". The weight for
the shorter model is 26 ounces; for the
longer barrel job, 29 ounces. The wide
plastic grip is very comfortable, the extra
wide trigger is crisp and broke repeatedly at
exactly 3 pounds and 2 ounces; the thumb
safety is positive and easily reached, the
fixed rear sight is adjustable for windage and
elevation. Field stripping the gun is simple,·

but a good screwdriver is essential. Our
only complaint is that the gun does not stay
open on the last shot, nor is there any
provision to retain the slide in the rearward
position-a safety feature that we missed.

The ChalJenger model has a fully adjust
able trigger pull, wooden stocks, a steel
frame in contrast to the Nomad where the
frame is a lightweight alloy. This model and
the target gun have an automatic and manual
stop open latch.

As soon as the advance model of the
Medallist arrives for tests, we shall report
on it in detail.

TheC01nbo
If you are seeking a gun for plinking or

small game hunting, for the entire family as
fun gun, this is one you should consider.
Based on the Unique Pistol Model L, made
in France and imported by Firearms Inter·
national Corp., an American walnut stock
can be fitted to the pistol in a few seconds
and you are then ready for rifle shooting.

The Unique pistol is a highly compact .22
rim-fire semi-automatic witb standard fea
tures that grouped from a rest at 50 yards
just slightly under 2:t,i inches. Lock the
slide back, remove the magazine, push the
barrel backwards (thus removing it from the
frame), and you are ready to insert the
Unique in the carbine-type stock and barrel
assembly that FI makes available for $25.
Insert the clip, close the slide and you are
ready for rifle shooting.

Although the arrangement appears to
some as clumsy, the feel is very much like
that of a heavier rifle, with the exception
that the grip of the pistol doubles as a hold
for the right hand. The best comparison
offered was that it handles like a submachine
gun, though of course, it is semi-auto.

To change from rifle to pistol, retract the
slide with the push rod, remove the maga
zine, push forward on the butt of the pistol,
replace pistol barrel and magazine - and
presto there is the Unique again.

The Combo stock is well-finished and well
proportioned. There are rails for a scope
mount and everything has been done to make
the gun a real pleasure to shoot. Even the
price is a pleasant surprise-complete with
Unique pistol and wooden Combo stock the
damage to the pocketbook is only $64.95.

It should be noted that each pistol is fitted
to the stock-barrel unit and thus pistols now
on the market may not fit the Combo as
sembly. Iron sights on the stock appeared to
some shooters a bit higher than needed, but
we could not agree with this, especially when
we were able to keep all shots in the black
at 50 yards from the off-hand position.

(Continued on page 10)
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NOT
EVERY

BALVAR 8

MAKES

THE
GRADE

Each lens, lens mount, eyepiece housing,
main tube, locking ring and all the other big
and little parts making up a Balvar 8 Tele
scopic Sight are carefully inspected through
out the entire manufacturing and assembly
process. Altogether, 107 different inspec
tions will have been made before a Balvar 8
is marked ((0. K. for Shipment." Not every
finished Balvar 8 meets the final check. After
all, what is not shipped is the true measure
of a quality standard. You can l?~ sure that

the Balvar 8 you buy is the ((best of the lot"
because they all must pass the same battery
of tough performance tests.
The 107 inspections add to the many reasons
why a Balvar 8 offers you unequalled perform
ance in the field ... why it's the world's most
wanted scope. For 98-page manual, ((Facts
About Telescopic Sights," send 25¢ to Bausch
& Lomb Incorporated, Rochester 2, N. Y.

BAUSCH & LOMB W
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urban areas of today, we need really severe
laws covering possession or rifles, pistols,
and machine guns."

Heaven help us when such attitudes ar~

given space in print! Constitutional rights
remain even in "the industrial urban America
of today." I suppose that includes even the
right of men like McGill to exercise free
speech, but articles like this should be
challenged with articles defending our rights
to own guns for sport and defense. You
can't knock over a buffalo from many front
porches today, but any good marksman in
many an urban area could easily knock over
a hood, armed with one of the (already
illegal!) machine guns!

You have a very good magazine which
merits the support of all sportsmen and all
good American citizens.

John E. Moulton
Vandalia, Ill.

The Decatur (Illinois) "Herald" must need
filler material badly to draw it from as far
afield as Atlanta. In view of this need, why
not submerge them with articles relating the
results of anti·firearms legislation in now·
occupied countries abroad.-Editor

Lawmaker On Our Side
The following item in the Cincinnati

"Post" of April F, 1962, is heartening:
Washington (UPI): Representative

William H. Harsha (R., Ohio) says that
strict registration of all firearms might
be bad thing for the country.

"A bill for the registration of firearms
is one of the final steps that Communists

(Continued' on page 14)

ROSSFIRE

COMING: A GUN TO OBSOLETE THE ATOM!
"It is just possible that this is the biggest gun story ever to be

published in the whole 500 years of firearms history."
This was the opening sentence of one of the reader-reports on a

manuscript which will be the lead story in our September issue.
It is a story straight out of science fiction-except that it is not

fiction; it is quoted directly from sober, erudite scientific journals,
with pictures from one of the world's most respected research
laboratories. .

It is the story of U. S. scientific progress toward a weapon any foot
soldier can carry, with a present accuracy well below one minute of
angle to ranges far beyond those of any rifle, with muzzle velocities
250,000 times that of our. fastest bullet!

It is a story that may give us reason to reduce our fears of the great
bombs by envisioning weapons that could stop bomb-carrying missiles
-as easily and more surely than a skilled shotgun shooter can stop
a winged target.

An exclusive GUNS story, in our next issue. Don't miss it!

JPants Letters
Congratulations to you for your fine maga

zine, to which I subscribe. I particularly
enjoy the articles regarding anti-gun legisla
tion.

Kangaroos, ducks, rabbits, and pest birds
are the main targets for hunters' guns here.
I use a Model 1892 Winchester .44·40,
which I find quite adequate for 'roos, as
the country around here is fairly thick scrub
and timber, and a high powered rifle is
not warranted.

If any of your readers would like to swap
notes on shooting experiences, I would be
only too pleased to answer any letters I
receive. My active interests include pistol
shooting (I belong to Bunbury Pistol Club),
hunting, and handloading; but I am in
terested in all types of guns and shooting.

Bevan Harewood
Boyanup, Western Australia

Australia
Different Times,
Different Targets?

In an article titled "Mail Order Weapons
For Hoods" in the Decatur (Illinois)
"Herald," Ralph McGill (whose byline is
followed by the word "Atlanta," presumably
his address), blasts private ownership of
guns and accuses the National Rifle Associa
tion "of the responsibility for the fact that
any thug, murderer, or robber finds it easy
to possess weapons ... The NRA and a
good many affiliated Americans act as if the
industrial urban America of today was still
the old frontier when all a man had to do to
knock over a buffalo or a bear was to walk
out on his front porch. In the increasingly

Easily slips on to any shotgun
or rifle. "Progressive Action"
absorbs shock. Will give years
of service. Only $2.00.

SURE GRIP
HANDGUN CASES

3, 4 & 5 gun models
Compact, light,
these beautiful
sturdy cases have
rack for 3, 4 or 5
guns, space for ac
cessories and spot
ting scope. Avail.
with or without
back door. Exterior
is finished in choice
of 8 attractiYe col
ors and Juaterials. Fully lined
to match. 3 gun Inodel without back door
$27.50. Adjustable handgun tray extra.

NEW "SURE·GRIP"
WALNUT TARGET

GRIPS
Designed especially for the
target shooter, these fine
iInported waIn ut grips
feature finger & thUIUb
grooves. Gives you better

End view Side view control, higher scores. Ex
pertly checkered with hand rubbed oil fin
ish. A vail. in reg. or large sizes for popular
Colts, S & Wand S & '" Magnum models.
Only $15.50 pro

"10 Point" Grips
Fits all Jllodern Colts and S & W
Revolvers and pistols. Easily
installed. Improves shooting accu
racy. Preven ts gun from slipping.
Can be cut or shaped to fit your
hand. Only $5.75.
Bee flour Mershon Dealer or write lor FREE literature

"White Line" Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resistance to
recoil, instead of "mushy" cushioning or
abrupt "bottolning." There is a model for
every purpose, whether rifle or shotgun.
For quality. long life and unexcelled shoot
ing comfort, insist on "White Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75.

Deluxe Slip-On
RECOIL PAD

' .._~_~f

~

NEW IMPROVED
Mershon Sure Grip Shell Packs

Unique pat. pend. "0" ring segment design
holds variety of calibers securely. releases
thenl easily. Protects shells from loss, danl
age. Specially fornlulated of durable, light-

~~~ilf~tane~;~~~~~ltr~dmr~~5~\~ w~2~O!?e~~
Fits any belt up to 1~" wide. Red, brown.
black. Only $3.00.
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STARTS WITH VARMINTS, STOPS AT NOTHING!
(The Weatherby .300 •.. most versatile rifle for all North American big game)

tration, or the heavy full patches for the world's largest game.
Versatility? You can start with varmints and stop at nothing! The
cost? Much less than the disappointment of using a rifle that is not
equal to the hunt. Prices start at $285. Ask your dealer for free liter
ature and the new 12th edition of our 140-page book "Tomorrow's
Rifles Today," $2 per copy. Or write to Weatherby, Incorporated,
2781 E. Firestone Boulevard, South Gate, California.

When you carry a Weatherby .300, you are indeed a versatile hunter.
The wide range of cartridges available makes this your ideal rifle
for all North American shooting. (Not just for the African Safari
or' Asiatic Shikar.) We load this super cartridge with five different
weight bullets: no grain, 150 grain, 180 grain, WO grain and 220
grain. You may also select thin jacketed bullets for open country
shooting, partition type bullets for brush hunting and deep pene-

See your 2tJ~dealer
GUNS AUGUST 1962 9



MAKE THE

01 FFERENCE!'
FREE HUNTING BOOKLETS
Send a postcard for one, or all four, of these helpful booklets.
Please order by number: "How To Get Your Duck" (No. 420),
"How To Bag the Upland Fliers" (No. 421), "Federal Hunters' Pocket
Record" (No. 444), "Inside Facts on Shotgun Shells" (No. 450). Address
FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION, Dept. 331, Minneapolis, Minn.

(Continued from page 6)

Remington Guns
We recently reported on Remington's bolt

action Nylon rifle. We have now concluded
our tests on the short (two-inch throw) lever
action rifle which is very much in line with
Remington's style set for Nylon guns. 'The

ylon 76 or Trail Rider is a .22 rim-fire gun
that weighs only 4% pounds and holds 14
long rifle cartridges, the only cartridge-size
this gun will handle; Despite its lack of
weight, the gun shot well and functioned
smoothly. The Model 76 is 38112 inches long,
barrel length is 19% inches, and the tubular
magazine is loaded through the butt plate.
The gun retails for 59.95.

The much talked-about 7 mm Magnum in
the new Remington style, called Model 700
ADL for the standard grade, has finally made
its appearance. Not only is the 7 mm Mag
num a new caliber for Remington, but it
comes to us in a completely new line of guns.

Remington Model 700 ADL.

The series 700 will replace the present Mod
els 721, 722, and 725. This is not merely a
minor change in style and numbering; this
is a brand new gun with several outstanding
features.

Externally, the gun is finished to a much
greater degree than its predecessors were.
The checkering is very pleasing, the pistol
grips fits well, the Monte Carlo comb allows
a quick shift of the eye from scope to iron
sight, which has also been redesigned. We
understand that the checkering is not actual
ly a checkering in the way it is normally
understood, but tliat the effect is created by
a die being forced into the wood-a novel
way that gives very neat appearing results.

Further changes are in barrel length. In
all but the two magnum calibers (.264M and
7 mm), barrels have been reduced to 20 inch
es, in the magnums to 24 inches. By doing
away with the hinged floor plate in the ADL
series, greater rigidity is obtained and a
weight reduction is achieved. Both are
praiseworthy alterations. Weight-wise, the
.222 weighs in at about 6% pounds, the mag
nums at 7%, pounds. The action completely
encases the cartridge head, and two over
size locking lugs add extra strength. The
safety is virtually noiseless, and bolt handles
have been checkered.

- 1

Remington Model 700 BOL.

The BDL series is somewhat fancier and
heavier, and is available in the same calibers
as the ADL, plus the venerable .375 H&H
Magnum and the .458 Win. Magnum. The
latter calibers have 26 inch tubes and come
equipped with muzzle brakes. It was inter
esting to see shooters at the range look the
gun over, only to guess at the maker's name.
Not one even came close, and all had to be
shown the Remington name to be convinced.

We mounted a 4X Lyman Perma-Center
scope on the gun and sighted in with the
Sweany Site·A-Line for 100 yards. The first

(Continued 'on page 62)
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RUGER 44 CARBINE IN
AFRICA by Pete Kuhlhoff
His experiences with the killing
power of this new rifle and cart
ridge will astound you, as it did
Kuhlhoff and even the maker, Bill
Ruger.

BUFFALO HUNTERS AND
BUFFALO GUNS

by Norman Wiltsey
A rousing' recounting of the tales
of the great buffalo slaughter in
our early west. He brings to life
some of the famous' hunters and
describes the weapons used in this
infamous debacle.

RUSH ME •••
o 1963 GUN DIGEST at $3.95
o 1962 HANDLOADER'S DIGEST at $2.95
o BOTH BOOKS for $6.90
NOTE! ·Enclose remittance in full and we will pay

postage; otherwise shipment is C.O.D.
with small postage and C.O.D. fee.
Enclosed is $, _

o Check here if C.O.D. shipment is desired,

JOHN FARQUHARSON AND HIS
COMPETITORS by Lee HartMn
A .complete account of the famous Farquharson
action - Its features and its variations. Also covered
are the. West1eY-Ric~ards, Henry, Rigby. Gibbs and
other smgle shot actIons that vied for public accept
ance. Profusely illustrated and extremely well written.

THE MOSSBERG STORY By Pete Brown
Traces the history of O. F. Mossberg & Sons, fire
arms makers for over 40 years. Included is a com.
prehensive chart listing all Mossberg guns from the
first pistol to the latest rifles. and shotguns.

THE MAGNUM KICK by Lou Bretton
The author has a beef and he expounds on it! His
gripe - too many hunters are letting their manly
pride overgun them in the field, which actually
lessens their chance of bringing in trophies. After
you've read this. you'll either agree or disagree _
but you won't be neutral!

GUNS FOR THE 256 WINCHESTER
by Bob Wallack

The hot 256 cartriqge at last has a home - two of
'em! Marlin's M57 lever rifle is ready now, and a
new Ruger Pistol is in the works. Here's the very
latest on the new arms and' ammo.

BALLISTIC BULL by John Maynard
Raps the knuckles of the ammunition manufacturers
and developers. Maynard claims that the ballistic
data given to the public does not coincide with the
velocities and energies that the shooter gets from his
guns. He illustrates his point in this controversial
article.

MAGNUM RIFLES by Robt. Chatfield Taylor
This world-traveled hunter feels th~re is a definite
place for big bore Magnum Rifles - the taking of
heavy and/or dangerous game at long range.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I____________ 1

t
I
I

_____ZONE__STATE:__....,- I____________________J

MAGNUM PERFORMANCE
WITH LIGHT SHOTGUN
HANDLOADS by Francis Sell
Sell contends that you, too, can
get Magnum performance with light
shotgun handloads, and his hunting
records back up his contention.

BLACK POWDER MILITARY
CARTRIDGES AND RIFLES

by Frank Barnes
A comprehensive account of this
interesting subject. Historical and
dimensional data and loading in
formation on foreign and U.S. cart·
ridges is covered. '" description of
the weapons using them rounds
out this study of arms and ammo
of a by-gone era.

LET'S COLLECT CARTRIDGES by Stuart Miller
Outlines the basics of this most interesting branch
of the gun collecting field. How to start, where to
buy and trade, how to care for cartridges, and many
other tips are all part of this authoritative article.

CARIBOU! by Bradford Angier
Provides you with all the thrills of hunting the
game that carries one of the most magnificent racks
in North America. Guns and loads are covered, too.

HANDLOADING THE 22 JET AND THE
S& W MASTER PISTOL by Kent Bellah
His years of reloading experience are put to work as
he gives you the latest word on loading for these two.

SHOTGUN HISTORY by Jame8 Serven
Recalls the long and glorious saga of the scattergun
- from the earliest muzzle-loaders and their use as
providers of meat for the table to modem day sport
ing arms. Both European and U. S, shotguns are
covered.

CARE AND FEEDING OF THE REMINGTON
7MM ROLLING BLOCK by Walter E. Hill
Covers one of the most popular of the surplus rifles
in full detail.

THE SHOTSHELL GROWS UP by Warren Page
Part I covers the increased power and, range devel
oped in today's loads. The latest advance in shot
shell design - Winchester's new Mark 5, is covered
in Part II.

S& W's MODEL 52 MASTER 38 by Gil Hebard
Master pi9tolman Hebard does a TESTFIRE report
on the newest of Smith & Wesson target auto pistols.
Here's the complete story on the new gun - per
formance, handloading, data, faults if any, etc.

ALL THIS IS but a samplIng of the many II1fornldttve II1tclcstmg articles featUied In the 196:{ GUN DIGEST

17th Annual Edition! All New for f963!
384 Giant Pages! .•. All loaded with Brand New,
Exciting Articles ••• with Exact Ammo and Gun Data,
••• with a Jumbo Catalog Section!
Again Edited by the one and only JOHN T. AMBER!·

•••• the MAGNUM GUN BOOK every Shooter
wants! •••• there's no other gun book like the

GUN DIGEST 1963

Brand New from GUN DIGEST!
The First Comprehensive Encyclopedia

for Rifle, Pistol and Shotgun Reloadersl
Edited by John T. Amber

Nowforthen,.ttlmeunderonecover.acomplelehand'oade,'.
t,••sury.260 pag.s, many In colo" filled with facts and figure.
about "'oadlng.

~H~:f~~~1'hrt.;~e"jl~~:r.re.re~t~g~~L':"~~o~~~~~~l:1s~:6'~~
JIM HORTON and COL. TOWNSENO WHELEN.
• A complete loading and equipment catalog'- all tools, presse'.
molds, casting equipment, etc., fuffy described, profusely lUus..
trated, latelt prices Includad.
• Complete, .ell·computlng bullet energy chart.
• Comprehensive die and shell holde' chart.
• Complete cartridge dimension tables-rate of twllt. bore and
groove diameters of all popular cartridges
• Plus tips, notes, and shortcuts from the experts on how to choose
and use handloading tools to greatest advantage.
At your local dealer, or Use the Coupon At Righi to order your
1962 First Annual Edition HANDLOAOER'S DIGESTI

to DAYS FREE EXAMINATION. $2'5
\"'"'i====="=EY====A=C'" GUARANTEE I ppd.

CATALOG SECTION - Completely revised,
enlarged and up-to-date •.• with complete specie
fications and prices of all U. S. and foreign rifles,
shotguns, handguns, scopes, mounts, metallic
sights, shotgun chokes, pellet guns, ammunition,
books and reloading tools, PLUS comprehensive
listings of manufacturers, Importers, custom gun·
smiths, arms associations, periodicals publica
tions, etc.

U. S. RIFLE AND SHOTGUN REVIEW 
the latest on U. S. target and hunting rifles and
shotguns as reported by the technical staff of
Gun Digest.

U. S. HANDGUN REVIEW by Argosy's Gun
Editor Pete Kuhlhoff - all the newest U. S.
Handguns are described in detail with many illus
trations. Include all the 1962-1963 handgun devel
opments.

AMERICAN BULLETED CARTRIDGES 
A complete listing. with data and notes on each
cartridge currently made in U.S.A.

EXTRA BONUS!
32 Pages of Exploded Drawings
Handguns, rifles and shotguns, old and new.
Complete with parts description and detailed
assembly and disassembly procedures. Exclu·
sive and only in the 1963 17th Annual GUN
DIGEST! By itself a $2.95 value. YOURS
FREE between the covers of GUN DIGEST 1963!

CUSTOM AND ENGRAVED GUNS - 8 full
page8 showing the best of the custom gunsmith's
and engraver's talents.

NEWI



ALL SIMILARITY
ENDS
WHEN YOU
LOOK THRU
HERE Ted Smith, of Little Dripper fame,

(S.A.S., Box 250, North Bend Oregon), has
$7.50 dies for revolver shot loads in .38, .357
Magnum, and .44 Magnum. Alcan can sup
ply wads. The .357 dies I tried work okay
with 4 grains Bullseye, Alcan's .070 Nitro
Card, the shell dipped full of No.9 shot, a
Lyman gas check seated skirt down, and

Check case length with gauge. I'f too
long. trim cases to proper length,
using good trimmer, but check work.

heavily crimped. Practice with these loads,
that are safe in settled areas, and you can
soon hit aerial targets and game with bullet
loads. Write for complete S.A.S. literature,
if interested.

Ted marketed the first inexpensive ($7.50)
.30 caliber swaging dies for lh jacketed bul
lets. (C-H had made a few experimental
sets before their excellent Swag·O-Matic hit
the market. It sold so well they could hardly
keep up with demand, which delayed their
.30 caliber dies, until production caught up
with handgun dies.) Speer's "Plinkers," and
Hornady's "S-J" .30's were widely adver·
tised, which made them popular for shooting
fun. Millions have been sold, and more mil
lions made by shooters. I had suggested this
idea to C-H and other die makers, and so
had other people. I suggested these to C-H
before my article on Harvey Jugulars, "The
Most Deadly Bullets," was printed in the
May 1956 issue of GUNS. C-H was quite in
terested.

000
Ward Sporting Goods, Clay Center, Kan

sas, sell a dandy $15.95 Ward Shotshell Re
loading Kit. You load a good shell in 8 easy
steps, clearly pictured and described in the
directions. Speed doesn't compete with pro
duction loaders, but you carr load enough
shells after supper for the next day's hunt
ing. It puts a good crimp on worn and
assorted brands of hulls. This isn't possible
with most production loaders. You'll quickly
learn to dip powder and shot with good uni·
formity, or you can throw charges with a
powder measure. The shot dipper is adjust
able for all loads. The powder dipper is for
a fixed, charge or charges. Cupped shell
heads are reconditioned when primed.

(Continued on page 55)

CASES should be trimmed for safety and
accuracy. Don't worry if you lack a

precision mike. A 98c chain store vernier
caliper will do. It's a precision gauge, but
won't measure accurately to .001". (There's
a difference!) Measure several new cases.
Select the shortest one, wrap it with tape
for identification, and keep it for a master

gauge. Set your caliper for this case, after
you trim just enough to square the mouth.
A cheap caliper is handy for many jobs
where .001 accuracy is not necessary. It
takes inside and outside measurements and
hole depths. A precision Case Length and
Headspace Gauge, as made by Forster·
Appelt, and others, is $4.50 well spent.

000
The popular C-H Shellmaster now has

Universal Metering Bars, with inexpensive
shot and powder Metering Sleeves. They fit
your old loader. Sleeves permit loading
everything from target shells to Hi-V loads
at lower cost, with the advantage of fixed
charges. A group "N" Sleeve, for example,
is for 23 grains of the new Du Pont Hi-Skor
shotshell powder, equivalent to 23 grains
Red Dot (by weight) with 1% oz. shot in
a 12 bore. The same sleeve throws 37 gains
AL-8, 33 grains Herco, or 40 grains AL-7.

SoP (Steel Plastic) hulls give trouble with
some crimpers. The C-H Plastic-Crimper is
the best I've used on these. It also, puts an
excellent crimp on new paper tubes.

000
Inertia bullet pullers may break when

pulling GI pills. Use a good collet puller.
First seat bullets a hair deeper in your seat·
er die, so they'll pull easier. Inertia pullers
may loosen cores in some soft point bullets.
They may leave gas checks in cases. One lad
ruined a .44 Magnum this way. In breaking
down reloads, he added another charge of
fast powder in a charged case with a freed
gas check. He found the trouble when he
found sev~ral pulled bullets lacked gas
checks. Hornady "Crimp-on" gas checks,
sized in a SAECO Lubri-Sizer are apt to
stay on, even after impact.

000

here's
what
happens
...with a
MARBLE'S
SCOPE

••••..

See your deafer or write
MARBLE ARMS
.CORPORATION
GLADSTONE, MICH., U. S. A.

MARBLE TURNS
RETICLE "RIGHT-SIDE-UP" TO
GIVE YOU THE MOST PRAC
TICAL SCOPE ON TODAY'S
MARKET!

Lightweight? Corrosion
proof? Fog-proof? lO-lens
optical system? Parallax
free? Self-centering reti
cle? American made? You
bet! But, from your stand
point ... the practical
standpoint ... there's a lot
more to buying a scope
than beinli a "professional
optician' - comparing
brands with such things as
optics, parallax, eye re
lief, etc., and matching
them against reasonable
pricing. That's why Mar
ble has designed a quality
4-power hunting scope
wIth features that enable
you to make a choice
based on a "common
sense" apgroach. Because
. . . doesn t this rT\ make
sense to you? 0 It's
Marble's "ri/fht-side-up"
reticle. Here s the story!
You always bring the rifle
"down" on target. Shoot
once and miss ... the rifle
recoils and, again, r,ou
merely bring it "down' on
target (not "down" and
then "up" again as with
other scopes ... there's a
time lag). With a Marble
Scope, your rifle comes
right "down" on target
without a precious second
lost. The field-of-vision in
the lower half is always
open. Make sense? It does
to everyone.
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GUNS
THATMADE
HISTORY

(SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE)

Proven in the past - designed for the future, this
Shooting Replica of the famous "4-Barrel Sharps'
Derringer" makes an ideal self-defense weapon.
Four shots when needed instantaneously. Authen
tically reproduced in the ever popular .22 cartridge.

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG ~

NEivVAlRMSlCO. .
689 BERGEN BLVD., RIDGEFiElD, N. J.

*******************
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(Continued from page 8)

always take before they proceed to seize
a government," he wrote in a newsletter
to constituents.

"With every gun registered, they know
exactly where to go to take away the
people's arms," he wrote. "It occurred in
Spain, Czechoslovakia, and other coun
tries."
All "Buckeyes" and all shooters every

where should rally to the support of this man
in his fight for our freedom. His address:
Rep. William H. Harsha, House Office Build
ing, Washington 25, D. C.

Lloyd V. Klaas
Cincinnati, Ohio

Who Will Out-Draw Billy?
Another championship Fast Draw

contest is being scheduled as a part
of New Mexico's Golden Anniversary
of statehood-to be fired each week
end during the month of September.
beginning Labor Day. on the mile-long
street of Lincoln•. where Billy The Kid
and Pat Garrett carved their size
able niches into western history. Fast
guns from all over the nation are
invited; many will enter. if only to
share the thrills of gunplay on what
may be the most fabled street in that
"Land Of Enchantment" and legend.

Western movie and television stars
will be there; and. as if that weren't
enough. the annual Lincoln pageant.
"The Escape of Billy The Kid." will be
staged within stone's-throw of where
it actually happened: three evening
performances. August ]-5. Some 70 or
80 Lincoln County residents partici
pate in the drama.

For details, write Merle H. Tucker.
Tourist Division. Department of De
velopment. State Capitol. Santa Fe.
New Mexico.

Connecticut Collectors
At our March meeting our membership

thought it desirable, in view of the many
collectors groups now in existance, to advise
various arms media of a few pertinent facts
of our Association.

We are perhaps the oldest arms collectors
group in continuous existence in the country
having formed in October, 1936 and cele
brated our twenty-fifth anniversary last
October.

Intentionally not a large group, as we
meet monthly (except in July and August)
at the homes of our various members; mem
bership being limted to fifteen for that
reason.

It is hoped that this information is of
sufficient interest to appear in your publica
tion, and should further data be your desire,
please so indicate.

Carlos H. Mason
94 George Street

Bristol, Conn.

SeePage 16
I believe that you could serve your readers

by having more articles concerning Fast
Draw. This sport is growing more every day
and certainly deserves more space in your
fine magazine.

I believe more "how-to'" articles on Fast

Draw would minImIZe accidents, therefore
helping heal the scar fast draw has left on
the mind of the uninformed. I can't blame
the "stuffed shirts" for condemning this
sport, since all they know about it is the
imbecile who shoots his toe off because he
didn't know the safety rules. You might
even consider a regular column . . . for
instance: "Gunfighters Corner".

Buck Rybka
Birmingham, Ala.

Pistol-Packin'Texan
In September last year, you published an

article titled "Today, A Gun Could Save
Your Life," by Tom Newburgh, a Chicago
police officer who advised home owners and
business people to keep guns for protection.
Miss Melba Long, who manages a Denver
cocktail lounge, mayor may not have read
the article, but she proved it's merit!

Two masked gunmen invaded Miss Long's
establishment. One man carried a sawed-off
double barrelled shotgun. They forced Miss
Long and four employees to lie down on the
floor. Miss Long seized an opportunity to
draw a .25 caliber automatic from conceal
ment in her clothing, jammed it into the
back of the man with the shotgun, and told
him to stay put or she'd shoot. He started to
turn, and Miss Long pulled the trigger. Hit
in the back, the gunman tried to grapple
with Miss Long, but she eluded him. The
second man ran for the door, and Miss Long
snapped a shot at him which hit him in the
leg. Both men ran from the building, but the
man who had wielded the shotgun was found
dead a few hours later, and the other man
gave himself up to get medical treatment.

Miss Long said she got her training with
guns as a girl in Texas, where she frequently
went hunting with her three brothers. Those
brothers must have been good teachers; she
fired twice, scored two hits. If a few more
follow Miss Long's example, maybe the
incidence of hold-ups in Denver will take a
tumble!

John L. Foster
Denver, Colorado

Who's A Lunatic?
In the "Washington Merry-Go-Round"

column in the Philadelphia "Evening Bulle
tin" of 26 April 62, Drew Pearson accused
all who oppose legislation requiring na
tional registration of all privately owned
firearms of being members of "the gun
toting 'Minutemen' and other extremist
lunatic fringe groups."

That Drew Pearson, of all people, should
accuse others of membership in any "lunatic
fringe" is truly a magnificent example of the
pot calling the kettle black! Maybe Harry
Truman was right about Mr. Pearson,
after all!

Something in excess of twenty million
Americans, at least 99 per cent of whom are
not "Minutemen," believe that the right to
own guns is ours by specific statement in
the federal constitution, and that the defense
of constitutional rights is neither "extremist"
nor "lunatic."

I, personally, will hereafter refuse to buy
any newspaper in which Mr. Pearson ap
pears. If twenty million of us will do like
wise, Mr. Pearson's power as a rabble
rouser will diminish.

George A. Van Tern
Philadelphia, Penn.
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replaced anywhere batteries
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THE WALKIE-TALKIE WITH
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WHERE OTHERS FAIL!
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packed, precision engineered, scientifi
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2U lbs. Genuine leather case, straps,
handle. Private earphone with leather
case included.
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BY USING WAX INSTEAD OF BALL AMMO. FAST

DRAW RETAINS ACCURACY FACTOR. ELIMINATES ACCIDENTS

OF FAST DRAW... By GEORGE VIRGINES

WHETHER the supporters of the
older shooting sports like it or not,

and some quite outspokenly don't, Fast
Draw is very definitely here-and if one
can judge at all from its phenomenal
growth and from the number, size, and
magnificence of its "championship" tour
naments, it is here to stay.

And why not? Fast. Draw is a sport,
and as such it needs no justification. But
because it is criticized, let's justify it. That
can be done very simply, in just two
syllables: "It's fun!" What more does a
sport need?

Fast Draw got more than it's share of
adverse publicity sQme years ago because
a few people who knew nothing about it
attempted to practice it, without instruc
tion, with guns loaded with b'all ammo.
Just as would happen if untrained people
attempted fencing with naked blades and
no protection, there were accidents. To
day, responsible clubs all over the country
are teaching men, women, and children
to practice Fast Draw with ammunition
that won't hurt them - not, at least,
beyond skin burns to remind them of
the precautions their instructors have al
ready drilled into them-and the much
publicized bullet-in-the-Ieg trademark is
a thing of the past. It can't happen in
properly directed practice, certainly not
in competition-because there are no
bullets; only blanks, or wax that stings
but can't wound much beyond skin
blisters.

The only remaining criticism is, "It
isn't practical." It isn't meant to be practi
cal! The Fast Draw addict isn't practicing
to put notches on his gun; he's playing a
game; a game in which he will match his
speed of hand, his manual dexterity, his ,.;
skill, and his accuracy, against other
players-exactly as the golfer, the bowler,
the tennis player, the swimmer, matches
his or her skill against competitors, for
fun, medals, trophies, or simply for self
satisfaction. What's practical about golf,

Regular Draw: Hand is at least b inches from gun. Hand sweeps back,
thumb cocks trigger. Hand continues swing, draws and levels gun, but
trigger finger is not around trigger. Gun is level, now. pull trigger.
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FAST
DRAW...

Left hand, palm up, is held
belt-high. Right hand starts
draw, but the thumb does not
touch the hammer, see right.

Index finger of right hand hooks
into trigger guard and holds the
trigger back, thereby releasing the
hammer for the fanned shot.

Left: Trigger depressed, rest of
hand clears gun from holster. Now
left hand starts turn, while the
right levels, moves gun forward.

Gun has been brought forward, index finger still holds trigger back.
Left hand sweeps down and back onto and over the hammer, gun fires.

bowling, or tennis? And who cares, so
long as millions get enjoyment from
them?

But whereas millions of words have
been printed on the "how to" techniques
of other sports, practically nothing h~s

appeared in print about the actual "how
to" of Fast Draw. Newspaper and mag
azine publicity about the Fast Draw meets
-Fast Draw and gun-juggling exhibitions
by the various traveling professionals
and the tremendous interest inspired by·
"westerns" on television-have sent thou
sands of people to the nearest gun shop
to buy guns and holster rigs-without
giving them more than the very sketchiest
(and often misleading) clues as to how
Fast Draw is actually accomplished.
Fortunately, the increasing number of
Fast Draw clubs throughout the country
has enabled thousands to obtain the
needed basic instruction; but if there is
no club near you, here are a few tips that
may help.

Fast Draw is a highly skilled sport that
requires excellent mental and physical co
ordination and fast reflexes. Given these,
the next four basic fundamentals are
the gun, the holster, the ammunition, and
the techniques.

Judging by the guns one sees in com
petition, most Fast Draw shooters seem
to prefer the Colt Single Action Army re
volver, in .45 caliber. It has superb bal
ance, a well-shaped grip, and a large ham
mer spur "that makes for easy thumb
action in cocking. Colt's are not the only
guns used; Rugers, Great Westerns,and
Hy Hunter's Frontier are favored by many
shooters. Some prefer revolvers of .22
caliber; others use various .38 caliber or
.44 caliber guns. The most favored barrel
lengths are 43,4 and 5Y2 inches.

The Fast Draw holster is especially
designed for the sport (not for defense
or combat use). Two types have been
most commonly used, and just recently a
third type has beed added. These holsters
are built around special metal founda
tions which permit the cylinder to revolve
freely in the holster, so that the gun can
be cocked in the holster and drawn with
out drag. The metal is some holsters goes
all the way up to the belt slot, so that the
holster can be bent to angle the gun butt
outward or inward according to the user's
preference. Holster-belt combinations are
called "rigs."

Arvo Ojala, who added steel to holsters
to stiffen them, was one of the first to
introduce the fast draw holster as used
today. But specialized rigs have changed
fashion as often as the Paris styles. Arvo
OJ ala's holster and belt (one type)' is
contoured (Continued on page 47)
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·THE FOnOOTTEH nIFLE

RIFLE WON FAME ABROAD

And, like the Luger and the Maxim, al·
though the Peabody rifle did not make the
grade here, Henry Oliver Peabody's in·
vention did playa vital role in the growth
and in the wars of several foreign coun·
tries.

The original Peabody rifles are very
scarce, but I found one splendid example,
carefully preserved, in the Holyoke.
French Historical House, Boxford, Massa·
chusetts-Peabody's birthplace.

Peabody was born in a small country
farmhouse on a lonely backwoods road,
May 13, 1826. He was the son of Sarah
A. (Towne) and Oliver Tyler Peabody.
It is still possible to wander up the quiet
rural lane, pass through white wooden
fences, and climb moss-covered stone walls
to view the old cellar hole that was built
in 1728.

Some of the stones of the old well have
tumliled in; the meadows and pastures
have been over- (Continued on page 40)

NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR US. THIS

By JOAN CAHOON

ON JULY 22, 1862, application was
made for United States Patent num

ber 35,947. The applicant was Henry
Oliver Peabody, and the patent brief reo
ferred to his invention as a "breech·load·
ing" rifle and carbine. It was a gun that
easily might have shortened the bloody
Civil War.

Actually, the Peabody rifle had no in·
fluence whatever on The War Between the
States-fof the very simple reason that
the United States Government rejected the
gun. In similar fashion, many years
later, we turned thumbs down on the
Luger pistol and the Maxim machine gun.

Peabody rifle in excellent con
dition, left, is now the propertr of Holyoke-Fr~nchHistor
ica House in Boxford, Mass.,
Peabody's birthplace. Though
excellent, the rifles were not
accepted by the U.S. Army.

• •
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British service gun, Brown Bess (top) was no
match for the Kentucky rifle in the hands of
wily, sharpshooting American backwoodsmen.

By LOUIS WILLIAM STEINWEDEL

AT THE TIME King George was having con
-,-I-\. siderable trouble with his unruly subjects
in the Colonies, one loyalist warned that his
county had mustered "a thousand riflemen, the
worst of whom will put a rifle ball in a man's
head at 150 or 200 yards. Therefore, advise your
officers who shall thereafter come out to America
to settle their affairs in England before their
departure."

This forbidding warning had its origin in a
peculiarly American invention: the graceful, eye
catching Long Rifle of the colonial backwoods
man, later to become known as the Kentucky
rifle.

The colorfully but incorrectly named Kentucky
rifle is a classic example of necessity being the
mother of invention. The pioneers roaming the
unexplored frontier forests of Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, and beyond, quickly found
that they needed a highly specialized gun if they
were to grow bald slowly rather than suddenly
and painfully. What" these men required in a
gun was enough to make a gunsmith throw up
his hands in horror and turn to some other
profession.

Those persevering craftsmen who. dared listen
to their customers' requests heard a gun described
that would be light, sure-fire, rugged, fantastical
ly simple, easy on ammunition, but highly accu
rate into the hundreds of yards with a simple.
fixed sight, packing sufficient wallop to bring
down a howling redskin or growling bruin. So
challenged, the immigrant .gunsmiths in the
Southern Pennsylvania frontier towns of Lancast
er, York, and Reading marshaHed their recollec-

TAILORED TO FRONTIER

NEEDS. THE INCORRECTLY NAMED

KENTUCKIES SHOT TOO STRAIGHT TOO FAR

FOR TROOPS ARMED ONLY WITH MUSKETS

The rifle was the only tool on which frontiersmen lavished
such ornamentation as inlaid patchboxes like that pictured.
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Woods-trained Virginia riflemen caused consternation among New Englanders, terror among the British.

tions of a super-accurate gun that they ~ad known in the
"old country," a gun used by the professional hunters, the
Jaegers. This was one of the very early guns which used
rifling to give the bullet a spin as it left the barrel to guide
it accurately to a remote target. Despite its attractive accu
racy, the Jaeger rifle was completely unsuited for the
A~erican frontier. The gun weighed from 10 to 20 pounds,
took an eternity to load because of its extremely tight

GUN~ AUGUST i962

fitting three-quarter-inch bullet that had to be pounded
in with a hammer; and, anyway; it was much too expensive.

Nevertheless, the germ of an idea was there, and when
the Pennsylvania gunsmiths had finished slimming, length
ening, simplifying, re-designing, and inventing, something
typically American had been born. The well-received result
was a sleek-looking rifle that averaged between .40 and .55
caliber, WflS about four and a (Continued on page 51)
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Dress position of Hayesling on Enfield sporter
(top) and Gunslinger in emergency carryon gun
without swivels. This sling rolls up neatly.

which SLINe for what?
By TOM HAYES

A RIFLE SLI G on your hunting gun can make or break
your hunt. It can be an invaluable aid in shooting or

in carrying the gun; but the wrong sling-or improper use
of any sling-ean also cost you that once-in-a-lifetime shot.

Let's differentiate right now: There are carrying slings,
and there are shooting slings. (And I am talking about
hunting guns only; let the target shooters solve their own
problems! ) The carrying sling is designed only for carry
ing the gun in the field. Usually made of leather, most
carrying slings are adjustable for length, serving to free the

hunter's hands while walking, climbing, or dragging out
game. If the usual carry sling has any other virtues or
uses, I have yet to discover them.

The use of the carry sling as "hasty" sling in game
shooting has been advocated. For this the supporting arm
is thrust between sling and the gun's fore-arm, the sling
slack is taken up by grabbing a handful of strap along with
the fore-arm. The hasty sling idea is as old as slings them
selves, and was long ago discarded as completely imprac
tical by experienced hunters. Regardless of the speed with

Gunslinger carries gun muzzle
below snagging brush, limbs.

The Continental carry is
fast, but -sling hampers.

The hasty sling is a
snare and a delusion.
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ARE SLINGS GOOD OR BAD

ON HUNTING RIFLES?

BEFORE YOU BUY. BETTER DECIDE

which the shoulder-slung gun (upside down or in any other
position) can be put on target, the gun which is entirely
supported by the hands can be brought into play faster.
And the experienced hunter wants no binding 01' restricting
of either arm when a whitetail explodes suddenly from the
timber. The hasty sling is of dubious value in any shooting
position, and I declare it to be "a snare and a delusion."

A sling is of no value in shooting game from the off
hand position, and it is an actual encumbrance in shooting
close, running game. A loose sling is prone to catch on
brush or clothing, and it adds needless weight and bulk to
the brush rifle. The side-to-side swing of the sling is trans
ferred to the gun when the hunter takes aim. A very light
carry sling that can be' attached or removed quickly is a
very important item, but it should repose in your knapsack
or pocket while you are actively hunting. This sling will
come in handy in dragging out a deer, or as an emergency
belt or tourniquet. It will also ease the carrying chore when
you climb or have distance to cover.

Permanently attached slings and sling swivels have no
place on a brush gu·n. Several years ago, I designed a very
light and compact swivel-less, carry sling, the Gunslinger,
that can be put on or removed in a jiffy. If you must have
swivels on your woods rifle, be sure that they are of the
quick-detachable type. Permanently attached swivels have
the tendency to rattle at inopportune moments, and are
prone to catch on brush. The quick-detachable (Q.D.)
swivel has made fixed swivels obsolete for all hunting guns,

Correct sitting position with elbow well placed
on knee, the tight-loop Hayesling high on arm.
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The carry sling is just that and was not designed as
a shooting sling. Here author's Guntoter sling, left,
in the conventional carry, and for climbing and riding.

and the Gunslinger has made swivels obsolete except on
long-range rifles. However, if you must have swivels on
your woods rifle, the Guntoter will make a neat and handy
carry sling that can be attached or removed in a matter
of seconds.

The shooting sling appears to be an American discovery
and has been used for nearly a century. Essentially, it is
a leather loop of proper length attached to the proper point
on the fore-end of a gun. For practical use, the loop must
be tightly bound to the shooter's upper arm; hence the
designation "tight-loop" shooting sling. Until recently, all
such slings required the use of a "keeper" or two. These
are small, tight-fitting, bands of leather encircling both
straps of the large loop, 'and their purpose is to restrict
independent movement of the loops. After the shooting
loop is in place on the upper arm, the keeper is slid down
to tighten the loop, and a second, or "keeper's keeper," is
jammed against the first one to prevent its loosening. Al
though some recently developed slings operate on a slightly
different mechanical principle, all worthwhile shooting
slings secure the loop in its high position on the upper
supporting arm.

The heavy, bulky, military-type sling is still the most fre
quently met tight-loop shooting sling. Savvy riflemen have
long ago abandoned it in favor of the handier Whelen-type
sling. This is a vast improvement over the military sling,
since the one piece Whelen sling is simpler to attach, use,
and adjust. It also has less weight and bulk. The Whelen
sling requires keepers, and precious time is wasted in find
ing and jamming them snuggly against the arm. The
sling's construction doesn't provide for tightening to
"dress" position, and, because the "shooting" length is
usually excessive for convenient gun carry, the claw hook
or frog must be adjusted for each intended sling use.

Over the years I designed a two-piece leather sling that
overcomes most of the disadvan- (Continued·on page ,33)
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Above left, George Parker is shown with whopping grizzly he took
in Alaska with 7 mm Mashburn Magnum. Right, the Prince Abdorreza
Pahlavi with excellent Rocky Mountain Bighorn taken with a 7 mm.

AUGUST 1961GUNS

By COLONEL CHARLES ASKINS

-from
Karamojo. Bell

to Remington's
new Hot-shot

T HE MOST FAMOUS 7 mm user the sporting world has ever
known was probably Karamojo Bell. This hardy Scot shot 1100

elephants in the short span of six exceedingly busy years, and most
of this shooting was done with a 7 mm rifle. Today, in East Africa
you cannot go into elephant country with a pipsqueak of this size.
The johnny nabs will heave you in old cold and stoney; nothing
lighter than the .375 is now cricket. .

Bell (called "Karamojo" because he did the most of his hunting
in the Karamojo district, Uganda) depended upon other light ·cal·
ibers besides his 7 mm. (This seven millimeter is called the .275 by
the English.) He also shot the .303 service cartridges a good deal,

Remington Model 700 is only commercial
U.S.-made 7 mm. Giant Sable of Angola
was dropped by Parker with Mashburn.
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Peter Byrne. a, firm believer -in the performance of the
.275 H&H Magnum, now guides tiger hunting parties in
Nepal. H&H Magnum caliber is very popular in Europe.

One shot from Weatherby 7mm Mag. accounted for this
stone ram with 443,4" curl. George Parker took the
prized trophy in Alberta during hunt in Fall of 1961.

Roy Weatherby's 7 mm Magnum rifles have
taken trophy heads all over the world.

and had plenty of confidence in it. The .303 is in a class with our
.30-30 and, these days, is not considered more than marginally
adequate for Africa's larger antelope.

Just how this fantastic Scotsman enjoyed his extraordinary shoot
ing successes is at this time and from this distance hard to explain.
I have discussed old Karamoj 0 by the hour with white hunters
hanging out in the New Stanley bar, Nairobi, and the consensus of
opinion seems to be, after you have strained out the sOur grapes,
that, "Bell must've'been an 'ell of a fine shot, you know." Which
is to say he placed his bullet with a precision which left absolutely
no margin for error. He shot his tuskers in the head and at dis·
tances from 60 feet down to 10. It took guts to do that, let me
tell you!

Discussing his selection of shooting irons, Bell said, "As regards
rifles I have tried the following: the .256 Mannlicher, the .275 H&H
Magnum (this was his famous 7 mm), the .318, the .350, and the
.260 calibers. Among the larger bores, I have tested the .416 Rigby
and the .450 Nitro Express. At the time I entered the Karamojo,
I possessed a double .400 and also had my .275. Sometimes I used
one and sometimes the other, and it began to dawn on me that
when an elephant was hit in the right place with the .275, it died
just as quickly as when hit with the .400. And, vice versa, when
the bullet from either rifle was wrongly placed death did not ensue.
In pursuance of this train of thought, I wired both triggers of the
double .400 together so that when I pullta the rear trigger both
barrels went off simultaneously. By doing this I obtained the equiva
lent of 800 grains of lead propelled by 120 grains of cordite. The
net result was still the same. If wrongly placed, the 800 grains
from the .400 had no more effect than the 175 grains from the .275.
For years after that, I continued to use the .275 and the .303 in
all kinds of country and for (Continued on page 36)

Remington's 7 mm got first wringing out in
Les Bowman's camp. Col. Askins, AI Biesen,
Mike Walker examine elk killed by new 7 mm.
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By JOHN STUART WATKINS

TR.Y

AUGUST 1962

IIA JERKED TRIGGER IS

A MISSED SHOT" IS THE

RULE. BUT BEFORE YOU

SAY TH IS LAD IS CRAZY.

LOOK AT HIS TARGET

GUNS •
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Above. Watkins demonstrates off-hand position
that has produced targets like the one shown
at right. Perfect 100 score was fired by jerking
the trigger. Note that the target is witnessed.
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JERKINO THE TRIGGER.!
"SQUEEZE that trigger. Don't jerk it. Just exert a

steadily increasing pressure on the trigger till she
lets off."

This, or similarly-worded good advjce has been handed
out by thousands of coaches to millions of shooters, espe
cially those addicted to small-bore or four position shoot
ing. Is this sound advice or is this one of those old-wives'
tales that have been perpetuated for many years? I would
not know, for I jerk the trigger in the off-hand position!

Why should I be proud of the fact that I am a trigger
jerker? Well, I have managed to get some pretty fair
scores with my method of trigger handling, and until
someone cOmes along and proves that I can do better by
squeezing the trigger, I'll keep jerking my shots.· Shooting
my way, I have racked up a modest stack of medals and
trophies, culminating in being named to the All American
Collegiate Rifle Team for 1961. And I am willing to bet
these medals that, admit it or not, many other top shooters
also are jerking their triggers ... Some have even told
me so!

In March of 1962, after I had won the Gold Nugget
Tournament at the Tanana Valley Sportsmen Association in
Fairbanks with a score of 786 out of 800 using iron sights,
the range officer walked up to me.

"John, how do you fire your off-hand shots?" he asked.
"I jerk them," I replied.
"Oh. Don't you mean that you squeeze the trigger fast?"
I explained that I jerk the trigger, jerk it so distinctly

that it could not possibly be thought of as a squeeze.
The range officer didn't comment, but as he walked

away I almost could hear him thinking, "Well, the kid will
learn!" He didn't know it then, but I had just finished
firing a 98 and 96 in the off-hand position.

When I ask other shooters how they handle the trigger
in the off-hand position, I am told they use a fast squeeze,
or what is known as an educated (Continued on page 50)

Close-up of Watkins in the off-hand position shows how only the
tip of index finger touches trigger, just enough to, enable him
to jerk trigger. At right, coach MjSgt. Everad Horton extends
congratulations to author for winning trophies, medals displayed.
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thor Watkins shows young wife
Jeanette latest accomplishments.



MODERN GUNS. CUT FROM RAILROAD IRON

WITH HAND TOOLS. FLOW THROUGH ILLICIT EASTERN MARKETS FROM

The Gunsmiths of Darra
By WILLIAM B. EDWARDS

Barrel boring mill is operated by foot power and work
is done by eye without help of gauges or other tools.

High valley towns on Northwest Frontier's trade route
support a very thriving home-handicraft gun industry.
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Well-used u.S. Enfield was made for British in 1914.
The .303 ammo worn by daggered tribesman is home-made.
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T HIRTY MILES north of the last outpost of modern Afghanistan, on the
road from Peshawar to Afghanistan, a sign warns, "Tribal Territory;

Go Carefully." This marks the end of the authority of Pakistan President
Field Marshall Mohammed Ayub Khan. From this point on, the land be
longs to the proud and unconquered Afridi tribesmen-men not too much
unlike our own American pioneers in their fierce independence and in their
love for (and knowledge of) the guns they bear.

The main street of the town of Darra is the show place for a never
ending gun collectors' convention. Since the days of battle-axes, these
men have made weapons. Gunmaking skills date back to the long, curved
stocked "j inghals" and the forward-striking matchlocks, festooned with
ivory and brass, which were made here and shipped out over the trade
routes of the East. Today, the Darra smiths are making modern guns
passable facsimiles of Webley revolvers in .38 and .45 calibers; wrist
busting Martini-actioned pistols chambered for the powerful British .303
rifle cartridge; highly polished "Berettas:" and, naturally, rough but serv
iceable "Bren" machine pistols and burp guns. In a pile of captured rifles
held by the Iranian army at Abas Abad Arsenal outside Tehran, I ex
amined one of the Darra products: A "spittin' image" of a Czech VZ·24,
with the carefully hand-stamped lettering "WAUSER-WERKE OBAN
DORF" on top of the receiver. For serial number, the Darra craftsmen
had stamped a series of ampersands-&&&&&&; not very informative, but
very official-appearing!

Darra is legally cut off by the governments of Pakistan and Afghanistan,
Young tribal gunsmith visually checks
headspace of copy of Webley Mark III.

Darra arms dealer holds current production model of VR-and-crown stamped Martini rifle. Wall behind him is full
of home-made Enfields with Mauser Karbiner sights and locally designed and made additions, innovations, changes.
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but gun-running is old hat to the men of Darra; they get
the guns out. It is said that you can have even a 40 mm
Bofors cannon built in Darra, if you have the money and
are in no particular hurry-and the betting is that the gun
will be delivered (piecemeal, probably, but ready for as
sembly and service) almost wherever you want it.

Like everything else in Darra, gunmaking depends heav
ily on camels. Camels bring in the necessities of life, carry
out the tools of death. In an earlier day, camels carried
tribesmen on raids to steal rails from British railways.
Chopped into convenient lengths, these rails were hacked
and shaped and filed by Darra smiths into action bodies
for Lee Enfield rifles. Today, camels bring raw iron and
steel over the final stages of journeys from as far away as
Belgium; but rails are still used too; where they come from
is nobody's business. Files wear out, are at a premium,
hence are used mainly for finishing. The rough work is by
chisel and hammer, and I doubt that the word "gauge" can
even be translated into the lingo of the hill tribesmen; yet
they make parts that fit together into guns that shoot.

The boring of barrels is an art. Hand-forged on a com
mon anvil to length and roughly to shape from the same
friendly old Bessemer iron rails, the black rough barrel is
then turned on a lathe to outside shape. These tools have
no power except that of the knotty, muscled legs of the
artisan ceaslessly working a treadle. With these tools, mod
ern in the days of Alexander the Great, the Afridis produce
firearms that, even on close inspection, have the well
finished appearance of western work. (That they are
butter-soft, and that the barrels are not necessarily bored
down the middle, are considered minor objections.)

To get the hole inside the barrel, a horizontal boring rig
is used taking one barrel at a time, of course. A string,
attached to the mounting clamp for the bit, runs forward
toward the muzzle, from whence a heavy stone weight pulls
it into a hole in the ground. As the bit cuts into the barrel
from the breech end, the stone drops into the pit, drawing
the drill along. Boy-power on a flywheel handle furnishes
the drilling motion and water the lubricant. This done,
such matters as fine boring, reaming, and straightening
are given minor attention, though at the last a surprisingly
good finish is obtained. Shotgun barrels, bored from the
solid this way, are lapped by hand.

Rifling is by guess and by Allah, to localize a phrase.
. The rifling bench would be familiar to only those Amer

icans who have studied the books on Kentucky rifles and
the tools by which they were made. The frame work of the
machinery is two mule shoes, at the ends of which are fixed
guide rods. The bend of the "U" is welded, at the front
end, to a stake set in the ground; at the rear, a solid tree
stump is the support. Crossing the gap between the ends
of the Us are solid plates as guides. The rifling rod itself
is a flat piece of iron bar twisted evenly to give a spiral of
approximately one turn in 12-14 inches. At its near end is
a cross handle which the young "Harry Pope" of the hill
tribes pushes. There is no fixture to index the barrel regu
larly-all is by eye and chance. The cutter is a small chip
of steel with three teeth, about a half-inch long and Jio"
wide, set in a rifling rod that runs in and out when the
workman pushes and pulls the handle.

With nothing but their eyes to guide them, these people
have created an amazing array of hardware. The primitive
arms once forged there might make an endless list. I have
seen two pocket Model 1849 Colt revolvers, rudely but
serviceably done, winsomely (Continued on page 44)

Accuracy of the Darra guns depends largely on
skill of barrel straightener's eye and hammer.

Cautiously shopping tribesman checks sF0rter
Enfield. Martini shotguns, left wall, sel well.

Hand-filed gun parts are praised by street
vendor who also displays sporterized Enfield.
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By LT. WILLIAM H. TANTUM IV, USAR

ALTHOUGH war had been threatening Europe for sometime, when it
fi did become a shooting war, the British Army was caught without
snipers or riflemen who could be pressed into serving as snipers. When the
clamor for snipers came in from all fronts early in 1940, the War Office
heeded the demands and opened a school for snipers at the famed Bisley
range.

The school at Bisley laid the groundwork for later training schools, but
all of them followed the basic concept of the original school. The curric
ulum at the new school was tough, the course short, the training hard, and
the men who graduated were well trained for the job of killing enemy
personnel. In two short weeks, students had to cope with five major topics,
all of them tailored for actual field usage under rugged conditions. Sniper
students first learned the organizational set·up, (Continued on page 42)
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Rifle No.3, Mark 1(T)
A with Aldis scope at
top. Same, with bases
for Pattern 1918 scope
left. No.4, Mark I (T)
with scope #32, right.
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T RAP AND SKEET are busting out all
over! There are more shooters in both

games, more registered tournaments are
scheduled, publicity and recognition for
shooting performance is greater, and new
clubs are building almost daily.

With all this hoop-la and interest in the
clay target games, it's obvious that there is
no real need for a change in the scoring
rules of either game. But, with all the boom
(no pun intended) in the clay target sports,
there still remains a large number of the
unchurched, who either have not been ex
posed to the fun of grinding up clay targets,
or, having been exposed. failed to catch the
fever, under present scoring rules.

Let's make it clear that I don't propose to
tamper with the rules for tournament shoot·
ing. When you have a good thing going,
leave it alone, is always a good philosophy.

But a conversation with personable Ernie
Fritz, vice-president and sales manager of
Auto-Trap, Inc., Champaign, Illinois con·
eerning a scoring 'system he has worked out
for his indoor clay target game, which uses
junior size clay targets and .22 caliber
smooth-bore rifles, intrigues me. Ernie has.
applied the scoring rules of bowling to his
miniature game, and the results are great.

The present boom in bowling might not
have come about without the scoring system
that is used in the game. If, for example,
your score was the sum of pins you had
knocked down, some of the excitement and
suspense would be gone from the game. It
occurs to me that applying similar rules to
either trap or skeet, at the club level (cer
tainly not in tournaments), might generate
a lot of fun, enthusiasm, and interest.

IMPROVE YOUR SHOOTINGI

ONLY
83,/4

Ibs.

COMPLETE WITH PORTABLE MOUNT AND
EXCLUSIVE TRIUS GROUND ANCHOR
• Only substitute for fleld shooting
• On:y complete trap sold
• Throws regulation distances and much farther
• Can be tripped from distance
• Sets up Quickly without tools
• Top Quality construction throughout
• Order now from your dealer

TRIUS PRODUCTS
BOX 331140, SAYLER PARK, CINCINNATI 33, O.
FREEl Send stamped, self-addressed envelope for

useful Hunter's Check List.

There are infinite possibilities for scoring
trap and skeet along these lines, and the
reader may well figure out a far better plan
than the one that comes off the top of my
head. But, here goes a possibility.

For the game of trap, give the first 15
shots ten points each. The next five count
20 points, an'd the last five shots are worth
30 points each.

Scoring a round of trap in this manner
would keep the boys on their toes, and make
{or {un and gaiety. Under these rUles, a be
ginner who missed three shots before get·
ting the range could tie a hot-shot who got
careless on the last post. Or five men who
had identical scores under regular rules
could have a variety of scores, depending on
where they missed or hit.

Skeet might be scored in this way. Let
each of the singles have a point value o{ 10.
Count 20 points each for doubles, and give
the optional 50 points. This system would
have put in orbit a friend who just told me
the bad news that the previous Sunday he
had run 24 straight, then missed the option.
al. If he had been in squad scored by the
rules I mention, he might have been low
man.

While I have made it clear that these rules
are not for registered competition, they might
not hurt the tournament shooter, because
they would certainly give him a taste of that
pressure which builds up toward the end of
a round, and reaction to pressure in tourna
ment shooting is what separates the winners
from the also-rans. Many a tournament has
been won by a shooter who was no better
than the pack, but who simply could stand
the pressure.

It's possible that the "{un" rules I have
proposed could attract and keep more shoot
ers, and make better pressure gunners of
those already in the game.

Another endorsement for a little experi
mentation along those lines comes from the
reaction of one arms company executive who
tried Ernie Fritz's game. When asked how
many targets he broke, he couldn't remem
ber, but he said he sure could remember his
score!

If any club is brave enough to give this
system a whirl, I'd be interested in learning
what happens.

@ @ @
Speaking of trapshooting busting out all

over, I recently stopped in Kankakee, Illi
nois, for a welcome chat with an old shooting
buddy. He reminded me that five years ago
he was about the only real clay target buff
left in the Kankakee area, and that he had
to do a lot of traveling to get in his target
smashing. Now, he said, there must be five
hundred shooters in the area, and a shooter

can pick and choose for spots to bang away.
One of the area shooters, Irwin Loitz of

Peotone won the 16-yard Class C Florida
Open Championship at Tampa. Thirty-seven
shooters braved wind, rain, and cold in the
Wesley Sportsman's Club first registered
shoot of the year. Vernon Vondracek took
the 16-yard event, and runner·up weilt to
Robert Bclmore, from Bradley. Harry Skal
sky topped the handicap gunners, one target
better than Les Schaal. Les Schaal also
locked horns with Pete Ptacek for high-over
all and lost the decision to Ptacek.

The Bradley Bourbonnais Sportsman's
Club announces night shoots the first and
third Friday of each month. The lights will
be on from six until ten each night. This
club has scheduled a Sunday event the
fourth Sunday o{ each month. according to
R. W. Belmore, prexy of the trapshoot com
mittee. The Sunday programs run from noon
until six P. M.

R. Law, D. Glenny, and C. Anderson were
the respective winners in one of the Peotone
club's early events. The River Valley Sports
man's Letter comments that all the Peotone
shooters are tough to beat anywhere. so Pull!
congratulations go to Law, Glenny, and An
derson.

Shooters Decker, Fornango, and Schaal
pnded in a dead heat {or one of the Wesley
Sportsman's Club events. Schaal showed the
way in the shoot·off, with Fornango second
and Decker third.

@ @ @
Turning {rom Kankakee to Canada, if this

column is any judge of shooters, the mem
bership of the Edmonton Gun Cluh is due
for a sharp jump. The Edmonton Gun Club
Bulletin relates that, among other valuable
prizes, every member enrolling three new
members will receive one round of shooting
(shells and targets) FREE for every three
memberships sold. Some shooters I. know
would enroll their mother-in-law, maiden
atmts, uncles, cousins, in-laws, out-laws, gro
cer, butcher, and candlestick maker to get a
free round of shooting.

If other clubs are seeking new members
and new shooters, this gimmick is worth a
try.

@ @ @
And for another big jump. from Canada

to the BI uegrass Country, Bill Steele, secre·
tary of the great Jefferson Gun Club, at
Louisville in Old Kaintuck, reminds our read
ers that the Southern Zone Shoot (trap
shooting) will be held at the Jefferson Gun
Club July 25-26-27-28-29. Bill believes that
for the past two years the Southern Zone has
heen the best-attended Zone Shoot in the
country. I haven't checked on this, but I
don't usually talk back to Kentucky Colonels,
and if Bill says it, that's good enough for
me. I'll also print a retraction if another
Zone Shoot feels that they have been down
graded.

For the edification of shooters who have
not attended the big Bluegrass Skeet Shoot
at the Jefferson Gun Club, winners receive,
in addition to their trophies, commissions as
Kentucky Colonels. So if you have a hank
ering to be a full-fledged, died-in-tbe-wool
Kentucky Colonel, sharpen your shooting eye
and head for Louisville.

Pull! hopes to have the new crop of Blue
grass Colonels ready for listing in ~
our next issue. ~
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Shp. Wgt. 2 lb••

Available
(specify). Price for any pistol
or rifle cartridge 42~
Shpg. Wgt. 8 oz. ..,..

GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE SAME DAY DELIVERY.
Write today for first FREE reloading book
that really ma~es it possible for you to
reload rifle, pistol. shotshell ammo in mat
t.r of minutes by superior European method.
Send today for huge FREE catalOC) of re
loading tools. dies. supplies. Dept. K2G

KRUPP - AMERICAN CORPORATION
Formerly Luger American Corporation

Glenwood,' Minnesota, U.S.A.

ORDER DIES AND TOOLS. USE FOR
SIX MONTHS. RETURN IF NOT FAR
SUPERIOR TO ANY MADE IN EUROPE

OR NORTH AMERICA.

~DlIVr
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA

BUY RELOADING DIES AND TOOLS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

KRUPP·WORLD'S FINEST PRECISION

RELOADING DIES

$61!.
Made under Ik:ense. Shpg. Wgt. 4 lbs.
• Years ahead engineering and accuracy.
• Two le.... ling screws.
• Built in cross level.
• Frame twice as lal"g. fo stop vibration, protect

bearings.
• Built in oil dampener.
• 1/10 grain accurate. 325 grain capacity.

Stays accurate.

KRUPP - AMERICAN WORLD FAMOUS

POWDER SCALE

Made under license.
• Guaranteed world's most accurat. pOW

der measure.
• Quick accurat. micrometer letting.
• Vertical filling and dumping no travel.

no powder grindinCJ.
• Automatic powder knock prevents powder

clinging in powder chamber on static days.
• Short powder tub. to prevent powder

clinging.
$n,~. T.bl. ,I.nd - you work on I.bl. nol

7 ~ table edge.
Shpg. Wgi. 7 lb•.

STANDARD MODEL II TYPE.
2 pc. Rifle die $5.49
3 pc. Pistol die $7.19

Standard 'l's x 14" threads fit any tool. Die
steel, hand polished. precision machined.

STANDARD MODEL I TYPE.
2 pc. Rifle die sets $4.75
3 pc. Pistol die sets $6.49

~HOOTEHS

~ERVICE, INC.
CLINTON CORNERS, N. Y.

CHRONOGRAPHING
lOAD DEVElOPMENT
SEND 25c FOR COMPLETE

CATALOGUE OF 55 PRODUCTS
PLUS LOADING DATA.

The front swivel's pOSItIOn determines
where the supporting hand will rest, and the
position of the supporting hand governs the
direction in which the rifle will point when
the sitting position is assumed. Consequent
ly, the swivel must be positioned so that the
rifle will automatically point toward the
horizon, and not up or down. The front
swivel position for you may be determined
by first assuming the sitting position without
the use of the sling, and then sliding your
supporting hand back and forth until the
gun points to the horizon.

Prone position shooting requires that the
front swivel be located about Ph" fonvard
of its normal location.

Slings for military and target use are usu
ally fairly wide, 1%" is standard. Not hav
ing to stay in the sling for long, the hunter
should select a 1" or %" sling. If made of
good leather, even the narrower wid th hai'
strength to spare.

The "tail" of the shooting sling plays no
part in actual shooting, but must be adjusted
loosely enough to avoid strain or· binding
across the chest while the loop is being used.
The tail restrains and suspends the loop in
an easily accessible position and completes
the circuit between the two swivels, thus
making it possible to use the sling as carry
ing strap.

The properly adjusted shooting sling ex·
erts considerable pressure on the rifle's fore
end. This pressure is partly transferred to
the gun barrel. If the barrel is reasonably
stiff and heavy and is carefully bedded, the
normal sling tension will result in only a
minor shift in the rifle's point of aim. A
well - bedded, standard - weight bolt action
rifle should give no more than one minute
center-of-impact deviation between the tight
sling and no-sling shooting. Experienced
shooters sight.in under the tight-sling con
dition.

Improperly bedded rifles and especially
those with slender, featherweight barrels,
usually are sensitive to the slightest variation
in sling tension.

Slings can help you bring down that buck,
either on a long range shot or in the brush.
But in order to get the most out of the de
vice, you must learn to use it properly and
speedily. Like most other things in shooting,
once you get the hang of it, you won't under
stand why you had so much trouble ~
with it in the beginning. ~

YOUR CASES $4.75
OUR NEW CASES $7.85

PER BOX
OF 50

HUNT WITH THE
9MM LUGER

(Continued from page 23)

WHICH SLING FOR WHAT?

tages of other shooting slings. This sling is
neat, simple, easily adjusted and installed.
It weighs only four ounces, and is known as
the Hayesling.

No man can shoot well enough from the
off·hand position to make a telling shot on
big game at long range. Opportunities for
shooting from the prone position are rare in
game shooting; the kneeling position is
hardly better than the off·hand. That leaves
the sitting position. Although the best of
the shooting positions for hunters, lack of
shooting practice in general makes a shoot- •
ing sling essential for most hunters.

For persons of average build, the front
swivel should be located exactly 15 inches
forward of the trigger, not the trigger guard.
When doubled flat and stretched back to the
butt, the arm loop normally extends to the
trigger guard-pistol grip area. I found
that most men require nearly the same size
arm loop regardless of height or build. Per
sons with longer or shorter than average arm
length require a front swivel located ome
what forward or rearward of the standard
IS-inch distance. To find your correct loop
size, experiment with different length ad
justments, until you find one that per
mits the rifle to be place·d to your shoulder
in a normal manner in sitting position, with
supporting hand properly placed, and sup
porting arm engaged in the sling. The hunt
ing sling should be snug, not as tight as a
target sling, but by no means should it be
on the loose side. Unless the sling is fairly
tight, you won't benefit from it.

Here is how a right-hander gets into a
shooting sling. The rifle is grasped near the
balance point by the trigger hand, the left
hand gives the doubled loop-strap a half
turn in a counter-clockwise direction. The
now upper strap is picked up by a finger of
the trigger hand, and the loop drops open,
and the left arm is pushed into the loop up
to the armpit. With the Hayesling, the loop
is instantly and automatically tightened by
thrusting the elbows apart. With conven·
tional slings, the right and left hands must
now be exchanged on the gun so that the
right hand can be used to place the keepers
in position. The supporting hand comes up
and over the sling, grasps the fore-end, and
is moved forward until it comes to rest
against the forward swivel. The right hand
comes back to grasp the pistol grip in the
shooting position, and rifle shouldered.
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FAVORITES

MERICA'S CREATE

RGAIN:
~

SELECTENFIELDS!SHAMROCK

Low numbers

ONLY

ONLY

$1695!

U. S. SPRINGFIELDS!

ROYAL' ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINE!

CUSTOM ROYAL ENFIELD M60 SPORTER!

ONLY

The only ~enuln•• true. orig- $24951inaI Jungle Carbine on the
market. Insist on an ori~inal while they still last

and in g'ood condition. BEWARE of the fake, crude
copies floating- around these days. Be sure of the best. order now. •

MODEL 1911 SWISS RIFLES!

The late model 1911 (not to be confused willi
. the old Mo~~1 18~9 models advertised else

whe.r*::,) In good Co~dltlon. lSome very good OlllY !S~.OO

the watc~~~~;~°'i,11.. q~~;ll~.rl~;.~~mSe'ritzaef~~~~tew~~de fn~~ci(~iJO~o~~
s(>mi~aU:tomatl.c) With Its straight pul bolt. (Swiss 7.5 Soft PO'nt
ammunition only $4.45 per 20 rds.) Qrig-!nal bayonets only Sl.~:.}.

ONLY

ONLY

$2995!

ENFIELD NO. 1 MK III !_...,!!lCAL••303

SPORTER SPECIALS!
• M91 MAUSER MANNLlCHER CARBINEI

Cal. 7.65MM

CERTIFICATION: with each SHAMROCK ENFIELD you ~1}ili}1{:ijliD1i0j[:;-~ifiliH·:;.1·~
are furnished ABSOLUTELY-FREE WITHOUT CHARGE, ,,~

a beautiful wall certificate GUARANTEEING AND Q)l:l(!;fX.!I"t !ij~.'lJ)l!l: £:X'11i;U ,~~
CERTIFYING the authenticity of your SHAMROCK EN- ...._.~~_~,._._ ',':
FIELD by number! This certificate ALONE is worth the __.".' __,__ .._.. ,__
price however tiny you pay for these beautiful ~"~" o:=o:::.,:;:.,..~:".::::.:,;....;.:::::::::.:::
SHAMROCK ENFIELDS. It will assure their continual ~~~"Ulnns100'( INC.~::'-I.:"~
increasing collector and historical value for years to :~~.; -- :.•. ..:.:;;--:::'.....- .... ~-=;~
come! A collector's wildest dream come true at last! i.i.1(!~,;\@~:~.:;g~.~~.

CAL••30-06
U.S. MODEL 1917 ENFIELD!

ONLY
The perfect sleek, trim fast-handling Bttle car-
bine that will set the design standards for decades $24951to come. AND IN MANNLlCHER STYLE-usualll'

g-rossly more expensive. Even Ferdinand Ritter von Mann-

or bette~ic~oe~d~?~~dJ.Yn~p ain ~rPl~~s~~r~ dae~~l?:h~at:l~iA~v~~~g~~~ •
This tl'uly must be seen to be appI·e('iated. Carbine design at its best.

The incredible No. 1 MK III Enfield
_ ride of the British army-now in

.~':~ofliS~~nih~CJea~jfit~~~~'19Gt8 $14951BUT NOT THESE-NOT THE
IRISH SHAMROCK MQ the OTHERS have fought their

way to glory throll h mire and mud. ave been carefully stored for the
glory which is yoWnS today All in good or much better condition, MOST very . •
g"ood or much bett.er onl£; $3.00 more. You'll never find THIS superb model in THIS condition

. ~ill~litbJ~Ii'nli~~~~' ~~y~rig~ WI¥HO~~:bb~~J~~~a$l~.f~A1u3s'hd y~~Srko~~e~hrogi~Ww?lh~U~e~~ir~~~

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREV!
;

ONLY

$995!.

NOW ONLY

$3495!

WEBLEY & SCOTT
REVOLVERS!

PRICES!PISTOL
SMITH & WESSON

.38 SPECIALS!

RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 I

Still another Ye Old Hunter spec-

~~~t~Jut~in~~icc~are's :~ni-HloC~liif
that even Niklta may order one! All ~~~dMg?EL. hndba~ta price so LOW
g-ood select specimen only $5 00 more) and. (':;::;clete ewer (some very
mag-azme and two orl!~"lOal take down tools. Th~ 10we~~~pr?~:~Ch;~~
quality semi·auto ever! A prize ""'estern purchase ready for your order.

LOWEST
~ SMITH & WESSON
~ .38 SPECIALS!

ONLY

ONLY

M91 MAUSER SPORTER!

FINCUB 7.62 RUSSIAN SPORTER I

ONLY

$1645!
The ultima
handguns
ON E·H
price! Gen
\Vcsson Rc
plctely
convcrtc
by thc famous ONLY
firm of Cogswell • ar-
rison. ~112" barrel \\ ith $3995 J
~~~a *~Triut :~rps~~e;~: •
pletcly factory rcblued. the



REGISTERED DEALERS. Write on you~ official
business letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE or YE OLD WEST·
ERN HUNT!:R during weekdays for greatest
Dealer bargains EVER. Also many choice unad·
vertised items! America's Biggest Gun Housel

THE FAR EAST CRACKED AT LAST!
FIRST shipment already docked of a "never ending" convoy with many, many more en route!
(Some slightly delayed to bypass Christmas Island.) Fresh from the Orient's most guarded ar
senals. Historical treasures that have blasted their way to both glory and oblivion at the
hands of numerous Nationals in scores of gory engagements. So RARE that even the most avid
collectors throw up their hands in livid frustration. SO RARE that a' score of foremost experts
are behind lock and key in a vain attempt to solve the riddle of these contemporary "Patter
sons". All this joy can be YOURS today. First time available in America-three unusual rifles
and one unique pistol-with a price SO LOW that the collectors' market will NEVER recover!

HUNTERS LODGE-
or MEMBER of the

Jnk-JiaMnUi- GROUP
"WORLD LEADER in ARMAMENTS"

i

M95 DUTCH MANNLlCHER JUNGLE CARBINE!
Famous M95 Dutch Mannlicher

Cal. .303 British system in the unique Jungle ONLY
Carbine version. Complete with

• special combination compensator
and a flash hider. Rebored and rechambered to Caliber .303 British in the early $12951
1950's with exotic receiver ring markings depicting the Indonesian Star and
date of conversion. Some equipped with British Carbine Type rubber butt pads

only $2.00 additional. All in good condition. A virtually unknown model. Prized so highly that only the dis- •
arming charm of Ye Old Hunter convinced everyone that these would find homes to insure their perpetual
prominence. No collection is REALLY complete without THIS one! Don't let this LOW price scare you!

M95 DUTCH MANNLlCHER CARBINE! M95 DUTCH MANNLlCHER RIFLEl

ONLY

$1695•

"

Cal••303 British

The rifle only released
after a peaceful solution

to Irian Barat appeared imminent. The
devastating long range model of the "INDO

NESIAN STAR" .303 (1954 converted) Dutch Model 95. All in
PRIME good condition-some even SELECT only $3.00 more.
A weapon so effective it was never subjected to rough jungle
in-fighting. Don't let this low price hold up your order.

ONLY

$995!

Cal. 6.5 Dutch

Most of the same superb
features of the "Junllie

Carbine" Model but in the standard Carbme
version. If this little Carbine could talk what

stark tales it would unfold about the horrible guerrilla
in-fighting from pre-World War II through present

~te~~·. ~ gf~~i.;'oen~~~e~uig~3'ba{~~.e1~11ba.~daCtOfg~t~oa':n:Yo~b~i~~~

MODEL 1874 DUTCH REVOLVER!
Cal. 9.4MM Dutch

One of the VERY earli
est black powder revolv
ers. The ultra-rare Dutch manu
factured Model 1874 adapted from
the "Chamelot Delvigne sYstem."
Never available before at EVEN
astronomical prices. Strictly good
condition. Some select. add $3.00.

'- ..
ONLY

S995! 'J

~~JL i: ~ y ~0%¥tF~ ~ '" y ~>X='~I

World~Fam~us MAUSER Rifles! Jon

The LOW pnce bar
rier broken at last.
The absolute finest
ever in workmanship
and on a Mauser to
boot. This real!.y must
be seen to be appreci
ated-ask the man
who owns one! NO\V
at this reduced price.
it is the rifle steal or
all time without ex
ception. All In VERY

GOOD or hetter cun
dition. Some abso
lutely EXCIi;LLI'.::NT
or BETTER condo
only $4.00 additional..
Plenty of 1.65:\D1
military ammuni
tic.n in stock only
$6.00 per 100 and
!tort point ool"
$3.45 per 20 rounds.
NE\'V Bayonets with
Scabbards $1.95t

GERMAN MADE
ARGENTINE
MAUSERS!
Cal. 7.65MM

(Ammo in Stock)•
Cal.7MM

(Ammo in Stock)•From Guatemala. a
stul)endous shipment
of the world famous.
ultra rare. Bit N 0
VZ 24 M98 ~J auser
wit h the beautiful
Guatemalan Quetzal
"FREEDOM BIRD"
H.eceh·er Crest - and
in the ever - popular
7MM Caliber. 'l'he ul
timate Mauser desired
hy EVERYONE
there were relativelY
few 98 Mausers made
in the 7~fi.{ Caliber.
All ml1led parts. in
good or better condi-

tion onb' $29.95
. a few in select con
i dition 0 n I y $5.00

more. G e n u i n e
Mauser 98 Ral'onets
with scahhards
~3.95. Order YOllrs
today from this ad!

~ VI·24
'FREEDOM BIRD'

i M98 MAUSERS!

200 SOUTH UNION STREE
Al.EXAN DRIA' 2, ·VIRGIN f
11033 WASHINGTON BLVD. • CULVER CITY, CAUF.l

ONLY

$2795!

Cal. 8MM
(Ammo in Stock)•A trim, light (Only 8

lbs. ) fast - handling
genuine small ring 08
~:tauser in the pOtent
8MM caliber. The per
fect rifle for target or
field and one or the
few Mausers with the
sporter tl'pe. straight
tape!.' 24" harrel. All
milled purts and
turned down bolt han
dle. Each rifle has
he('n rully ARSEN
AL reconditioned and
comes complete wi ttl.

arsenal target. A
rare opportunity that
yoU can til atfor()
to pass up and
at an unprecedented
low prIce. Less than
thIrty thousand left
so don't be caught
short. Be sure to
place order today f

KAR M98
MAUSERS!

ONLY

Cal.8MM
(Ammo in Stock)

A special, exclusive
deal with the Shah!
Your choice of the fa
mous B R N' 0 VZ24
with either original
B R N 0 markings or
those with the beaut!
fuI. rare PERSIAN
SUN LION crest. The
Mauser 98 without a
peer as any real gun
smith w ill confirm.
Smooth. with unequal
ed machining and in
totally good condition.
One of the finest finds

of all times-don't
lose out on this
super bargain! 8~fM:
M.C. ammo $4.nO

- Sporting am
munition 0 n 1 y
$5.90 per 40 rds.
Original M98
Bayonets 0 n 1 Y
$3.95 complete
wi th scahbardsl

PERSIAN Vl24
M98 MAUSERS!

ONLY

WHAT A FINDl The
ultimate. ultimate, ul
timate Mauser 98
Carbine at an unprec
edented low price. The
strongest. yet trimmest
carbine elfer available
-forerunner ot VZ33
and almost identical
to the famed G33 / 40
Mauser. In top shoot
ing shape and in good
or better condition.
complete with PER-

SIA" S{;l\' LlOi'1
CR~~ST Al"D 1814"
harrel. S 0 M E
BRAND NEW IN
ORIGINAL FAC
TOR Y CONDI
TIO!'\' ONI..Y $15.00
ADDITIONAL. AN

T:\'CRF.DIBLF.
OPPORTUKITYI
Bayonets wit h
scabhards $3.n5!

PERSIAN M98
MAUSER

CARBINES!
Col. 8MM

(Ammo in Stock)•

ONLY

G33/50
SWEDISH
MAUSER

CARBINES!
Cal. 6.5MM

(Ammo in Stock). ~
Still AN OT H ER
shipment just in
and iust in lime tor
season. The finest or
the fine-the racy. su
perbtr finished Swe
dish G33/50 in the
efTectl\"e 6.5 X 55 Cal
iber. The surplus pace
setter at a price that
even the most venuri ~

OtiS cannot afford to
pass up. Factory RE
.'OXDITIO"ED and
factC'fY RE·BLCED.

Select. genuine wal
nut slocks and metal
absolutely excellent.
For an ultra select
specimen add only
$5.00. 6.5 Swedish
hunting ammunition
only $5.90 per 40
rds. OrilX'inal Bay
onets 0 n t y $1.50!

HUNTERS LODGE
YE OLD WESTERN HUNTER
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AMMUNITION larity that it was ultimately dropped from
the line. MyoId man, Maj. Charles Askins,
in collaboration with gunsmaker, John Du
biel, made up a wildcat, the .276 Dubiel, on
this case. Like the original, it never went
over very big.

The .275 H&H Magnum is still loaded in
England and rifles are still in production by
Holland & Holland. I have seen two of
these guns in Africa in the hands of white
hunters. The cartridge is looked upon as an
excellent meat-in-the-pot number, good on
any of the antelope. The current round
drives a 160 grain bullet at 2700 fps. These
are ordinary ballistics, indeed, in these days
of jet-goosed super loads.

In the 7 mm category, there was another
which antedated the .275. This was the.280
Ross. It was used by the Canadians during
WW I, and while the rifle was on the weak
side-it was a bolt gun but a straight-pull
the cartridge was a real whingding. It drove
a 145 grain slug at almost 3100 fps which
in its day, some 52 years ago, was really
sumpin!

As a matter of fact, the cartridge was
away ahead of the bullet. The manufacturers
in those bygone days did not know how to
make a bullet which would hold together
under velocities such as these. The jackets
were too thin, and the Ross would some
times blow up on the surface of tough.
skinned game.

The original 7 mm has been around much

YOU GET ALL THESE

ADVANTAGES
WITH THE DOUGLAS

ULTRARIFLED*

BARREL

A ROUNDUP OF 7 MM CALIBERS
(Continued from page 25)

all manner of game!"
Bell goes on: "The deadliest and most

humane method of killing the African ele
phant is the shot in the brain ... again the
smallest bore rifles with cartridges of modern
military description such as the .256, the .275
and the .303 are quite sufficiently powerful
for this shot. The advantages of these I need
hardly enumerate, such as handiness, light
ness, and freedom from recoil. For the brain
shot, only bullets with an unbroken jacket,
i.e. solids, should be employed and those
showing good weight, moderate velocity and
with a blunt or round-nose are much better
than the modern high-velocity sharp-pointed
variety. The former keep a truer course and
are not so liable to turn over."

This professional, one of the greatest
huntsmen who ever lived, killer of more than
1100 pachyderms, must be listened to care
fully and his opinions given weight. He
favored the 7 mm, so it must have a lot on
the ball!

The .275; so esteemed by the remarkable
Bell, is 'not the garden variety 7 mm. It is
an English version which \ltilizes a short
magnum case. It is a shell with a belted
head and quite a sharp slope at the case
shoulder. It is a development of Holland &
Holland, and has been around since the turn
of the century. Despite its antiquity, it still
looks surprisingly modern. It was loaded by
the Western cartridge company for a num
ber of years, but enjoyed such scant popu-

$7.50
25.00
10.00
17.50
8.00
8.00
5.00

10.00
6.00
8.00

15.00
8.00

17.50
10.00
10.00
8.00 •

10.00
5.00

12.50
17.50
17.50

NEW LOWER PRICES
MILITARY

.30'06 CARTRI DGES per 100
405 Winchester Rifle Cartridges

Per 100 ..........•.•.......••
32 Winchester Self Loading Soft Point

P 00 ............••••••••••
7x57 Factory Loads

P . . •....••••••.•••
218 B Cartridges

P ............••••••••••
9 MM Luger Pistol Cartridges

Per 100 .•..........•....•.•••
338 Winchester Magnum Rifle Cartridges

Per Box-20 rounds .....•.....•••
458 Winchester Magnum Rifle Cartridges

Per Box-20 rounds ....••••••••••
. Cal. .41 RF Short for Derringer-

• 50 rds•••••••••.•••••••••••••
• .351 Wlllc/lester Self-Loadlllg Metal Patch
• Pf>r 100-Value $14.00 ••••••••••
• 250·3000 Savage Soft Point
• Per 100 ••.•.•••••••••••••••••
• 8MM Mauser MIlItary Cart.
• Per 100 .....•.•.••.•••••••••
• .35 Rem ington Soft Point
• Per 100 ....•....••••••••••••
• .45 Automatic Pistol Cartridges

Factory loads, per 100 .•••••••••
762 Russian Military Rifle

Cartndqes. pet 100 ..••••••••••
.25-20 Repeating Rifle Cartridges

Per 100. . . . .. • ..••••••••••••
30-40 Krag Blank Cartridges

Per 100 .....•.•••..••••••••••
32 Long RF Cartridges

Per 100 .•••••••• , ••••••••••••
32·40 Soft Point,

Per 100 .•.•.•...•••••••••••••
270 Winchester Soft Point,

Per 100 ••••••••••.•••••••••••
30-40 Krag Silver Tip,

Per 100 •..•••••••••••••••••••

32 R~r;:npJ~n.S.o.f~ ~~:n.t: • • • • • . • . • • • • • 12.00
Send 10c covering Postage, Printing of
new low-price list of ammo available.

~:~~~~~~~~r~~:t~~.t~~.~'O°~~:tP:r;~~· 1.00
Bore Scopes .50 Cal. Govt. Surplus: Ppd. 7Sc

•••••
: RUBBER

: R EC 0 1L BOO T5· .• tor shotgun $5
: or rifle
•

... direct to you from the

"RIFLE BARREL CAPITOL OF THE WORLD"
High quality production and continued excellence of Douglas
barrels have led a leading market survey to refer to Crosslanes
(Charleston 2), West Virginia, the home of the G. R. Douglas Co., as
"the rifle barrel. capitol of the world."

Now Available
BUTTON RIFLED*

MUZZLE LOADER BARRELS
We now have muzzle loader barrel blanks avail

able for dellvery. These blanks wlll be supplied_in
three sizes of octagon shaped steel-~B". 1", and 1\8"
across the flats. They wlll finish up to 42" long. AU
blanks have a high quality coldflnished outside sur
face. Callbers avallable are 32, 36. 40, 45, and 50. We
at the Douglas Co. feel that our experience in pro
ducing some of the world's finest rifle barrels wlll
enable us to make a muzzle loader second to none in
quality and performance. Price wl1l be $32.50, subject
to regUlar gunsmiths discount. Please write for com
plete information on these barre's. sent free. 'Those
barrels of larger callber made in the smaUer steel
wlll be cut rifled since It Is impractical to use the
button process In this Instan~e.

• Highest Quality • Button Rifled since 19S3
• Low Cost • Finest Inside Finish
• Best Discount to Gunsmith • Record Holding Barrels
• Stainless Steel • Straightest Sporters
• Chrome-Moly Steel • Most Calibers 20 to 4S0
• Timken (17-22-AS) Steel world's longest wearing barrel

steel for express cartridges. '

The Douglas ULTRARIFLED* "button rifled"
barrel is the finest production made barrel obtainable
today. Day after day these barrels insure the attain
ment of highest accuracy for its owner, are the least
trouble and the most profitable for the dealer-gun
smith. You can depend on Douglas.

Write for free descriptive data.
*Patented T. M. Reg. Made Exclusively by G. R. Douglas.
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Fully guaranteed by

HOLLYWOOD
Automatic

Reloads J800 Shotshells an hour
Here is a production tool of speed,
accuracy and durability that com
bines the perfection of material,

design and workmanship so
greatly desired by shotshell
reloaders today. $575.00 com
plete FOB Hollywood, Cali
fornia.

Write for free literature
Dealer Discounts

HOllYWOOD GUN .SHOP
Dept. G, 6116 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Colifornia

PRIMERI POCKET CLEANER
onlySl·e:.m gg;::t~ ~~~k~~Se 1~i~~:. ~~~~~ oS:
Pa Res Add hand·driven chuck. Or can be
40/; Sal~8 Tax manually operated. Fine steel

DEALERS &: Wire brush, With metal sleeve.
JOBBERS Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether

INQUIRIES for large or sman primers.
INVITED KUHARSKY BROS•

2425 W. 12th St., Erie, Penna.

Sectional Ballistic
Caliber Bullet, Wt. Density Coefficient

.25 cal. 87 grain .188 .294

.264 140 " .289 .482

.270 130 .241 .395

.30 no .166 .261

.30 150 .225 .218

.30 180 .270 .288
8 mm 150 .205 .298

of-mill out-dated cartridges like the 7x57
simply cannot keep up.

The 7 mm bullet measures .284". Despite
this diameter, it is sometimes referred to as
a .275, a .276, a .280, a .284, and at least
in one instance, a .285. This is confusing
but somewhat irrelevant. The main thing is
that it appeals to a lot of smart shooters and
hunters because you can get just about as
much punch and wallop out of this bullet as
you do out of a .30 caliber. And the really
imposing facts are that this can be done
with a cartridge which kicks less fired in a
rifle which weighs less.

The sectional density and ballistic co
efficient of the 7 mm is especially outstand

'ing. These factors point up the truth that
the bullet will carry 'way down range with
out dropping -but very, very little and while
it is reaching out to these maximum dis
tances it is shedding only smallish bits and
pieces of its initial velocity. These are ex
traordinarily desirable characteristics in anv
sporting cartridge. .

Beyond this, and again quite happily, the
7 mm slug penetrates deeply and delivers a
lethal killing effect, all because of its excep
tional ballistic coefficient. Here is the way
it stacks up in its immediate range:

longer than either the .275 or the -.280 Ross.
It was developed about 1890 by the Span
iards, and we had our attention rather force
fully drawn to its capabilities in 1896. That
was the year we fought the Spanish in Cuba.
The military from the Iberian Peninsula
were shooting the 7 mm in their brand-new
Mauser Model 1893 bolt action rifle. They
were good shots, and the long 175 grain slug
reached 'way out there and pinked many a
good Yankee. Not only that, the Spaniards
fired only smokeless powder, and it was
hard to spot their riflemen. We were still
shooting black powder, and it was easy to
pick up our sharpshooters.

Right after this summer war, we decided
to do two things: (1) Modernize our mili
tary rifle by the adoption of the Springfield
Model 1903; (2) Investigate the highly
lethal 7 mm cartridge. This we did, and both
have been with us ever since.

The 7 mm was loaded in this country for
a great many years in two bullet weights;
the first, a 139 grain slug which turned up
2800 fps; the second, a 175 grain at 2490
fps. The 139 grain eventually went by the
board; dropped, it is claimed, because of a
lack of demand. The 175 grain load is still
with us.

Norma, the great Swedish ammullitlOn
firm, today offers a choice_ of 3 bullets; a
no grain with a speed of 3070 fps; a 150
grain at 2760; and the 175 grain at 2490 feet
per second. Despite the well deserved popu
larity of the 7 mm, now more frequently
called the 7x57, it has been thoroughly out
classed by the new family of souped-up
7 mm magnums. This is the age of the
nuclear-powered sporting round, and old run-

Wide quick targeting sights.
square notch rear and serrated
front.

Serrated sighting plane.

Simultaneous ejection with
rebounding ejector rod.

Precision rifled 2", 4", or 6" barrel.
8 shot swing out cylinder chambered

for .22 Short, Long, or Long Rifle.

Bushed free floating firing pin.

Smooth single and double action.

Unbreakable one-piece grip
with sharp checkering.

WRITE DEPARTMENT G-8 FOR CATALOG
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SAYS JIM CLARK, SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

PRIMERS . .. that's my choice
WORLD'S LARGEST PRIMER SELECTION FOR RELOADING.
IiOWDER ACTUATED TOOL CARTRIDGES FOR INDUSTRY.
RED·JET BULLETS FOR INDOOR SHOOTING.

Cascade Cartridge, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho

"lf you can find a better primer,
let me know" . . .

2985 for the 173 grain), and reported pres
sures of 62,533 pounds per square inch with
the 160 grain load, 63,910 psi with the 173
grain bullet. These pressures are much too
hi gh for safety.

An excellent 7 mm Magnum is the Weath
erby. This past season my gun-swinging
partner, Parker, took a Weatherby MarK V
7 mm Magnum to the North West Territory,
in the vicinity of Great Slave Lake, and
killed a Woods buffalo with it. The Woods is
the biggest of all our bison. When the bison
were all hut exterminated in the late 1880s,
the only remaining herd of any size were the
Woods bison of the distant NW Terri
tory. Mature bulls will range somewhere
over a ton in weight. Parker collected a
splendid trophy head. In telling me about
the shooting he said, quite frankly, he had
to place four 175 grain NosIer partition slugs
in the huge humpbacked target to bring him
down.

He then moved southward a few hundred
miles and gathered in one of the largest
Stone rams ever killed, with a curl on one
side which measured out to 44% inches.
This is a trophy for the Boone & Crockett
manual. The 7 mm WM performed per
fectly.

The Weatherby Magnum case can stow
away a lot of the propellant, even though it
is sort of a shorty. It measures 2.253" for
length-not as long as the .270 Weatherby
Magnum which has a linear dimension of
2.555 inches. The Weatherby drives a 160
grain bullet at 3140 fps out of the 24-inch
Mark V barrel. Roy says he gets 3060 fps
with the 175 grain bullet, and this in stand·
ard Norma cartridges; but this is but from
a 26-inch barrel. There's difference of ap
proximately 60 fps in that two inches!

There are other 7 mm magnums, liten~lly

scores of 'em! They are wildcats all, but un
like so many wildcats, most of these are
very much worthwhile. Space precludes
touching on all of them but here are a few:

An old timer and a good one is the .285
OKH. This is a 7 mm slug in an '06 case,
first whumped up 30 years ago by Elmer
Keith, Charlie O'Neal, and Don Hopkins.
Elmer and Don, both ranking big game hunt
ers, have killed trainloads of game with the
wildcat. These days, the cartridge is more
commonly referred to as the 7mm/06. It
will push the 160 grain bullet at around 2900
fps out of the ordinary 24-inch sporter barrel.

Another one is the 7x64. This is the .270
case necked up to take the .284 slug. The
7x64 and the .285 OKH are twins; the form
er will boost the 160 grain pill to about
2950 MV, just like the old·timer.

That very well known gunsmithing team,
the Luft boys of Spokane, have also con
tributed to the 7 mm magnum picture. Like
Phil Sharpe, the Luft Brothers began with
the .300 H&H Magnum casing. They sawed
the shell off to a length of 2.440" (just a bit
longer than the 7x61) and, with a 160 grain
bullet, ohtained velocities of 3060 fps. This
was with a loading of 67 grains # 4831
powder in Remington cases.

Fred Huntington, the RCBS tycoon, has
cooked up a new magnum by necking down
the .338 Magnum brass to accept the 7 mm
bullet. Out of a 24-inch sporter, Fred gets
3110 fps with the 160 grain Sierra 'bullet.
His load is 70 grains of 4831. With the 175
grain Hornady, speeds stand at 2925; the
load 65 grains of 4350. This Huntington

One of the first and still one of the best
of the modern family of 7 mm Magnums is
the Mashburn, developed by Art Mashburn
and Warren Page. Page, well known gun
writer and gun-editor, has downed more
than 150 head of game with it in hunting
trips around the world.

The 7 mm Mashburn Magnum was made
from the .300 H&H Magnum case, chopped
back from 2.850" to 2.635" in length, blown
out, and a sharp shoulder added. This is a
big fat case, with considerable powder ca
pacity. Many loadings have been used, with
160, 173, and 180 grain bullets. The Speer
Reloading Manual, notable for sane recom·
mendations, says that, with the 160 grain
Speer bullet No. 284-160,SP, 67 grains of
#4831 will produce a muzzle velocity of
3090 fps. My own favorite load for my 7 mm
Mashburn is 69 grains #483.1 with the
NosIer 160 grain bullet, for a velocity of
3100 fps. Higher loads have been recom·
mended and used, but it is worthy of men
tion that loads heavier than these produce
pressures too high for many run-of-the-mill
rifles. An extra 50 or even 100 fps of velocity
is hardly worth the risk, for Mr. Average.

A case in point (speaking of high pres
sures) was the much touted and ultra-high
stepping Sharpe 7x61. Phil Sharpe used a
belted case with measurements exactly the
same as those of the .300 H&H Magnum. He
whittled it down considerably in length
(from 2.85" to 2.094"), hlew it out, and add·
ed an abrupt 44 degree shoulder. Phil used
both 160 grain and 173 grain bullets, claimed
3200 fps or better for both. Tests by the
H. P. White Laboratory showed considerably
less speed than that (3139 for the 160 grain,

Current National Civilian Champion.
National Open Champion, 1958.
National Civilian Champion, 1957·58·59.
60 and 61.
Holder of numerous national awards
including civilian aggregate record of
2652·121X.

"CCI primers are tops in my book
and I certainly recommend them to
all shooters who want maximum
ii!sults and top performance from
their reloads."

"In the past 7 years I have shot

thousands of CCI primed pistol
loads for match shooting. I load
CCI for rifle and shotgun too-CCI's
eleven different primers are always
uniform for really versatile loads.

KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner. Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money .back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the bigllestpistolshoot
ing value ever for $1.00. MaIled Immediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAYI

GIL HEBARD GUNS
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brainchild is generally referred to as the
7mm/.338. It is also called the 7 mm Belted

ewton.

More recently, the Remington Arms Co.
has brought out a 7 mm Magnum of their
own. This is a load put up in the conven·
tional belted case with sharp shoulder, of
such a length as to work through the stand·
ard bolt action with ease. The Remington
line of centerfire bolt action rifles has been
shaken up and the Models 721, 722, and 725
have heen cashiered in favor of a new num·
ber, the Series 700. This is essentially the
original Model 725 except for the addition
of .an improved stock. The new stock is a
Monte Carlo type, with a better·feeling pistol
grip and forestock, slightly improved bal·
ance, and a bit sleeker appearance.

The new Remington 7 mm Magnum load
will deliver a 175 grain Remington hullet at
3020 fps from a 25·inch fully chrome·lined
barrel. There is also a 150 grain bullet which
will drift along at 3260 fps, or so the com·
pany says. These two bullets are all that are
currently offered.

This cartridge has been under develop·
ment since 1946. I watched the new rifle and
its 175 grain load drop two elk out at the
Les Bowman hunting camp, Cody, Wyoming,
last fall, and while one of these wapiti reo
quired 5 or 6 shots, it was no fault of the
ordnance. The other bull was dropped cleanly.

It may be that the new rifle will prove
better than its load, for certainly the cart·
ridge has nothing to distinguish it from a
number of its contemporaries.. The standard
for comparison among the 7 mms is based
on the 160 grain bullet. All of them can
register from 3100 to ·3200 feet per second.
The new Remington load, whether inten·
tionally or not, has skipped the 160 grain;
but as soon as the rifle and cartridge is in
circulation, you may be sure the handloading
clan will stuff one of the many good 160
grain slugs into the new Remington case. It
will hit 3100-3200 fps speeds, just as the
others will do.

Those who possess the .280 Remington
M725 rifle will wonder if they may reo
chamber the rifle for the new magnum load.
The answer is in the affirmative. Ballistics
for the .280 are considerably below the hot·
rock performance of this newcomer. The 150
grain bullet from the .280 has an MV of
2810 fps. The same slug out of the new
7 mm Magnum scats along at 3260. The 165
grain from the .280 does only 2775, while the
160 grain, when the reloaders get their hands
on it, can be expected to do 3100·3200 at the
muzzle. Yes, a prompt rechambering of the
older .280 is in order. My own pet Model
725 Remington .280 is up with Art Mash·
burn, the Oklahoma City gun·shark, for this
change·over as these lines are written.

In summation, let me say that I like the
7 mm Magnums. These are good cartridges
for the sportsman who is looking for an all·
around, all·purpose cartridge. Possessed of
long·range, flat·shooting, hard·hitting quali·
ties combined with good accuracy, the
heavier bullets in the caliber all possess ex
ceptional sectional density and splendid bal·
listie coefficients. Along with these sterling
virtues, the cartridge does not generate much
recoil. Because of this, the shooting man
can get away with a rifle which is lighter in
weight, handier, less cumbersome, and ~
faster to bring onto the target. ~

Fast Guns In Seattle
Fast Draw is going great guns at

the Seattle World's Fair. Under the
management of Gerry Schafer and
starring Arvo Ojala, Chuck Montero,
X Brands !the "Pahoo" of the Yancey
Derringer TV series J. Astel Longwell,
Barbara and AI Siegal, and George
Fisher, the Fast Draw Theater show
is a sure-fire attraction. Visiting

Montero, Arvo Ojala. and "Pahoo."

youngsters will be timed in Fast Draw,
for worth-while prizes. Running from
April 21 to October 21 also is a
"World's Championship" Fast Draw
contest, $25 entry fee, best three-shot
time throughout the show to take the
title and top money-the latter to be
$5000 if enough entries are recorded.

But $5000 is only money; the title
is immortality!

~

SIGHT FOCUS READ
TARon TURN DIAL so Dt5TANCE

IS DOUBLE IMAGES MOGE ON DIAL

INSTA"T MARKS~fANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 inches long. Deluxe set including
Rangefinder, Leather Holster Case. and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focussing-$29.95 com
plete. or you may order the Rangefinder alone for
$19.95. (Also available 250-yd. models from $9.95.)
Ideal gilt. FULLY GUARANTEED. Send check to:

Dealers: FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC·B,
Write us. 92.60 Queens Blvd., REGD PARK 74, N. Y.

FAST DRAW

The Original

Nitrogen Processed
Fog-Free Scopes
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But it was too late! On July 12, 1866, as
the nation slowly began to recover from the
Civil War, General A. B. Dyer, Chief of
Ordnance insisted: "The necessity for im
mediate selection of a model having ceased
to exist with the termination of hostilities,
further action is suspended."

At the time Peabody's "side-hammer" de
sign was doomed by the Army big-wigs, the
Canadian government was, in turn, delighted
with its possibilities. That same year., 3,000
Peabody rifles were shipped to our northern
neighbors. One year later, Switzerland con
firmed the gun's excellence by ordering
15,000 for their .41 rim-fire caliber ammu
nition, while 25,000 guns were ear-marked
for Roumania, chambered for a .45 center
fire cartridge.

Other orders soon followed. France was
supplied with 39,000 guns adapted to a
Spanish cartridge for me during the Franco
Prussian war, and a limited number arrived
in time for one of Cuba's numerous and
turbulent revolts.

The over-all length of the Peabody rifle
was 53*" with a 33" barrel, and the gun
weighed slightly over nine pounds. It seems
almost certain this was the gun mentioned
in reference to New York States' ".433 cali
ber," while Massachusetts adopted the same
cartridge and caliber for their state militia.

Fredrich Martini, impressed by the enthu
siasm of the foreign countries, attempted to
improve the design of the Peabody action.
However, his "improvement" was practically
a duplicate version of Peabody's second de
sign, which later became known as the sleek
"Stricker" model or the "Peabody-Martini."
This gun accepted a standard charge of 80
grains of powder, a plain lead bullet, and
weighed approximately 8% pounds. Turkey
placed an order for 600,000 of these guns in
1877 for the anticipated Russo-Turkish war.

The Peabody-Martini carbine was some-

THE FORGOTTEN RIFLE

l/tI/9's

ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGER $10.95

WITH KICK·OFF
Fitted to your Mauser or
F.N. Action (no others).
54.00 more. Ace Single
Stage Set Trigger. $10.95.

content. All blanks are

ACE FINISHED
BARRELS AND

Barreled Actions
(White)

GENUINE HORN

1. Fancy Oreuon Mvrtle; 2. Rare Fa,ncf/
Oreoon Myrtle .. 3. Rare Flaked Maple; 4.
Foncll C1l,rly illollle,' ;). Rare Birdseye !Ifople.
NOTE: In Mannlicher length, rifle blanks or
turned and seml-lnletted stocks cost $5.00
more than prices shown.

I

Ba"e' IOlam. atIOlam. at I Lgth. a·t I Weight r
~~UZZ~I~_

Lightweight ~~6~0_~~
5porter-WeiClht _l..¥s_ ~615__24~ __3_'_b._
Med. Hvy. Wgt. 11/8 .700 26" 4 lb. 4 oz.

TWIST: Ace Barrels come in standard twists as follows:
Cal. 243. 257. 270. 7MM•.25-06. 280. 338 and 30·06.
1.10. Cal. 244, 250. 300 and 308. 1-12. Cal. 22·250,
220 and 222. 1·14.
F' N Ace Barreled Action (White), $72.S0-Add $5.00
for ·F.N. Supreme (Series 400) Action.
Fitting Service: Flaig's will fit any ACE Barrel to your
action, Slamp caliber, headspace and test fire for 55.00.
Hetul·!l!."d Lo.b. Milvale. Pa., unless postage and insurance
remitt:mce is enclosed.

I

Ace 24" or 26" Barrels for .338 or .264 Win. fitted
to youl' action. (Win..70, Enfield. High No. Spring
tield. FN or 98 Mauser-no others/.
Head s aced and test fired ....•..•....•.. $40.00
If we ~rn}Sh FN Del,uxe Action .. ' . . . . . . • •. 84.00
If we furOish FN Sel'les 400 ActIOn. . . . . . .. 89.00

Specify weight, caliber and twist when ordering Ace
barrels.

(Continued from page 19) ,

grown by trees and brush; and the original Ordnance had M systems of breech-loading
house, which was located about a quarter- firearms under consideration. Extensive tests
mile from the dirt road, was laboriously gradually slimmed the number down to
moved in 1851 by a team of powerful oxen eight. Then the endurance tests hegan.
to the center of town, where it stands today. For ten days, the competing arms were
In excellent repair, it is now the home of rusted, exposed to the elements, drenched
postmaster Horace Moore, reflecting its daily with water. They were subjected to
colonial background against the quaint freezing temperatures under blankets of snow
charm of this tiny village. and ice, then quickly 'thawed and dried by

Little is known of Peabody's early efforts, excessive heat, without wiping or dismantling.
trials, and failures. However, we do know These violent experiments narrowed the
that, although his gun was adopted and field to four. Then came the final challenge.
manufactured by the Providence Rhode Charges of 60 grains of powder and three
Island Tool Company, three long years balls, each weighing 450 grains, were loaded
elapsed before it reached the testing grounds and tested. Gradually, charges were in-
of the Springfield Armory. creased to five balls of the same weight, and

In January, 1865, the United States Army 80 grains of powder. It then became evident
that Peabody's rifle was the only firearm
capable of withstanding the pressures.

Despite this show of strength, and realiz
ing that these tests far exceeded former
requirements, the Ordnance board boldly
demanded even greater powder charges.
This time, five balls, totaling some 5 ounces
of lead, were backed up by a charge of 120
grains of powder.

The Peabody Rifle still did not burst!
A glowing report was immediately draft

ed: "We unquestionably recommend the
Peabody arms to be considered for military
service."

Polished Basket Weave Butt
Plates, size 1%" x 5", $2.00

each. Solid Horn Blocks for

Fore-end, size 2" x 1V2",
h~~~I:J f'o~c;.kg;:te.s:?fht~i~~~~:~Pe $2.00 each.

:Oe~e:I~~e~yttgru~~~ld~Ni,gr.rr~nu:rc:.;.
1903 Springfield. including .03-A3.
Increases resale value to your Sporter

ized Springfield.

GUNS • GUN"PARTS • SCOPES
• AMMUNITION • GUN STOCKS • BLANKS

• GUN SMITHING SERVICE
Write for
Free List
#37

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ibs. 4 au.

TURNED & SEMI·INLETTED STOCKS AND BLANKS

PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G 11 5. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

with
1shell$.95
Express
Collect

~ Additional shells $.50 each
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent
looking fountain pen type TEAR GAS Device. Used for
police and civilian defense. Causes no permanent
injury. Highly polished heavy nickel case! spnng
steel clip. SEND CHECK DR MONEY ORDER. NO COD's

Registered Colt Distributors· Suppliers for
Official Police Equipment

This product is not intended for, s~le in 5~tes or
localities which have Jaws forbidding their sale.

c

'95 MAUSER ACTIONS
& BARRELED ACTIONS

I

95 Mauser Actions in excellent
condo $15.00; Actions with
our Ace borrels in calibers
22-250, 220, 243, 244, 250,
257, 7MM & 308 calibers
$40.00; Polish and blue
the above unit $10.00
additional

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
For most riAes, shotguns

and handgurlS. $250Specify model &
caliber of gun.

OREGON MYRTLE

~m~~a~l~~.s~~~,,~~~n~c.t~~d. ~~o.c~~ •. ~r.a~~).::::::::::::: :$~g:gg ~~ $~~:gg
Shotgun l.>Janks ............•..........•.•...... 10.00 to 35.00
Pistol zrip blanks (pair) ..........•••..••.••..••. 2.00 to 6.00

FINEST PENNA. BLACK WALNUT
~1;»r~el~l:nn~S S~~.i:i~~~t~~d. ~~o.c~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $ ~:~g ~~ $;g:gg
Shotgun 1.>Innks ..........•...........••.•••.... 2.00 to 20.00
Pistol grip blanks (pair) ......••..........••.•..• 2.00 to 7.50

RARE CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
(Imported, distinctively altl·active. light weig-ht. yet very close grained
\~alnut. Takes smooth lin ish and sharp checkerin~.)

ftrri'~egh~nnkC; s.e~i:i.n.l~t.t~~ .s~~C.k.S. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $l~:~g ~~ $~g:gg
Shotgun blanks ...........•....••.............. 10.00 to 50.00
Pistol grip blanks (pair) ......•.................• 2.50 to 7.50

All our stock wood is both air dried and kiln dried to below 7% moisture
sent subject to customer's approval. All grades are available in lots.

RARE CURLY & BIRDSEYE MAPLE

~~~¥;€~:n~~;:~i~\n:l~t:t~~ :S;~C:k:S::::::::::::::::::: :$~i:gg!~ $ii:gg
Pistol 2Tip blanks (pair) ..••..••.....•...•.••.••. 2.00 to 5.00

Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 oz.

Made exclusively for Flaig's by a notionally known
barrel maker. Eci'cl,harreris'i;est quality 6.groove with
smooth, hard-swedged "buttonll patented rifling.
Threaded for '98 Mauser, F.N. Mauser, HVA, Springfield,
Enfield, Win. '70, Rem. 721 & 722, Norwegian Krag,
Mex. Small Ring Mouser, Jap 6.5 ond 7.7.
Chambered for all standard calibers, including the new
.338 Win. and .264 Win.
Choice of medium heavy, sporter weight or light weight.
~allY priced: Ace Barrel (white), $24.00-except
264 and 338 cal. ($2.00 more for Enfield barrei.)
Guarantee: Barrels are made to the highest standards
of workmanship and after a five day inspection period
customer has the privilege to return for full refund if
not 100% pleased. Barrel should be head-spaced before
use b' a competent gunsm ith.
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Progress report to handloaders from Hornady research

Hornady introduces a new and
MORE EFFICIENT BALLISTIC SHAPE

30 caliber, 150 grain

shown twice actual size

maintain maximum accuracy.

Sharper points with the secant

The secant ogive spire shape enables
us to produce bullets with sharper
points for more retained velocity than
bullets of other design. It makes possible
both a more efficient point shape and
maximum bearing surface for deadly
accuracy at long range.

We made and
fired innumerable
test bullets with
slight variations
in point length
and shape to ar
rive at this opti
mum profile-and
a more handsome
one, too.

The shooting proves the point

This test target is only one of many
offering conclusive proof of the fine ac
curacy achieved. This accuracy com
bined with more retained velocity and
energy assures exceptional hunting re
sults. Performanceon game is impressive.

Hornady spire point bullets are now
being made with the new secant ogive
point shape-and your shooting will
prove our point. .

CALIBERS-SEND FOR LIST

With maximum accuracy,

greater retained velocity, and

deadly dependable expansion

SECANT DOIVE
SPIRE POINT

As you see from tb,e bullet illustration
and diagram above, our formerly straight
spire point now has a slight curve. This
curve is drawn with- a secant radius
twice the length of the tangent radius
(used in spitzer bullet design).

Hornady Bullets with straight spire
points have long been famous for their
deadly long range accuracy. So ...

Whychangean alreadygood bullet?

Only to make it better. Continuous im
provement is policy at Hornady's. In
our modern, fully equipped ballistics
laboratory and 200-yard underground
testing range, we are developing much
significant ballistics research, resulting
in better bullets for better shooting.

How long the point of a bullet?

The longer and sharper the point, the
less the air resistance to its flight and
the better the retained velocity and
energy at long range. But if too long,
the bullet loses stability and accuracy.

To shoot accurately, a bullet must
also have an adequate amount of straight
bearing surface against the rifle barrel
-long an outstanding advantage of
Hornady spire point bullets.

So point length is precisely calculated
to provide the longest point that will

:-,:

BULLETS IN ALL POPULAR

H e>::r:.1o,d.Y
B"U"LLET&

HORN4DY MFG. COMPANY. DEPT. G • BOX 906 • GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA

thing different. Said Phillip B. Sharpe in
"The Rifle in America": "This gun was
somewhat shorter than the standard rifle,
bearing a barrel between 20" and 21". The
two cartridges (rifle and carbine) Were both
bottlenecked and are extremely rare at this
time. Indications are, both types had a
paper-patched bullet, but whether this was
purely for target purposes or military use is
not established."

Birmingham Small Arms fitted the Pea
body-Martini action with a .22 caliber barrel
and custom target stock, producing a #12
small-bore match rifle. This gun proved to be
a very accurate and efficient small-bore rifle,
one that is still popular today as a target •
and sporting arm.

The English also took a crack at improv
ing the Peabody-Martini. Alexander Henry
added a fancied improvement in the form of
a "not-new" rifling system, and the outcome
became known as the "Martini-Henry"
leaving Peabody's name out entirely!

In the late 1870's and early 80's, Ameri
can military men once again attempted to
adopt a good army rifle. Despite its world
wide acceptance, Peabody's gun still had
little chance of getting the official nod. The
customary system of selecting a rifle was to
modify and, if possible, improve a previous
arm, and this system still prevailed.

The Army brass dawdled; refusing to make
a design change for fear that a vastly su
perior rifle would suddenly appear after a
commitment. Consequently, the old Spring
field Model 1860 was finally put into ob
livion and the Springfield breech-loading
rifle, Model 1873, or the old .45-70, was
selected. According to Ellis Christian Lenz,
noted gun authority lind author of "Muzzle
Flashes": "This particular rifle had a latch
breech which popped open occasionally at
the wrong time, but since it was a fairly
accurate shooter, it was OK'd by the 'brass
hats' of the day."

One of these brass-hats jadedly declared .
in defense: "The present improved arm can
not be rendered worthless by the introduc
tion of an improved weapon, because as long
as small arms are fired from the shoulder
and the propelling force is gunpowder, the
caliber of gun and dimensions of cartridge,
now regulation, will be changed and the
improvement will only consist in more rapid
manipulation and increased rapidity of fire."

This long-winded report came from the
Chief of Ordnance in 1878!

Emphasis was still on "improvement"
rather than on something new and different.
Thus, near-sighted blundering caused the
United States Army to lose what some be
lieve to have been the best single shot
breech-loading action of the time .•. the
Peabody rifle.

In 1920, the Peabody rifle once more
banged itself into prominence. This time,
the Swiss government employed it during an
International shooting event and the U. S.
team lost the match ingloriously.

To save face, our shooters were speedily
outfitted with rifles bearing the American
Peabody action. But the reporters of the day
insisted they had been forced to use "for
eign guns" in self-defense. The Peabody rifle
had been away from home too long!

Henry Oliver Peabody rests today in the
local cemetery of Boxford. Buried beneath
the dust of time, he is forgotten by a nation
he might have served in its ~

time of need. ~
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Other Redding Reloading Equipment

in brown or green, to conceal the face and
break the outline of the head. In contrast to
other sharpshooters, the British sniper did
not wear steel helmets.

Other equipment issued included a pris
matic compass that each man had to use
extensive'ly before graduating. Special com
bat watches were also issued. Each sniper
carried two hand grenades, 50 rounds of- .30
caliber ammunition,' plus five rounds of
tracers and five rounds of armour piercing
ammunition. Ammunition was carried. in a
leather bandolier worn over the shoulder.
In combat, snipers carried a water canteen,
one emergency ration, and tubes of green
and brown paint to apply over face and
hands.

When British snipers worked in teams,
they were issued two other pieces of equip
ment. One was a 20X, three-draw type tele
scope with sunshade, with a shutter on the
eyepiece. This was a precision telescope of
excellent quality. The other item of equip
ment was a standard military 6x30 binocular.

The first sniper weapons issued were
Pattern 14 (P-14) guns, originally made in
the United States during World War I, and
chambered for the British .303 cartridge.
When the .5. entered the first fracas, a
stock of the P-14's were rechambered for the
U.S. Cal. .30 cartridge and the gun then
became known as the Enfield, M1917. Be
tween World Wars I and II, the British
Army changed the name of the P-14 to No.3,
Mark I and Mark II". This was the rifle
issued to the newly trained snipers after a
Pattern 1918 telescopic sight was fitted to
the arm. Once a gun was equipped with
telescopic sights for sniper use, the designa
tion of the arm received an additional (T),
thus making it the Rifle No.3, Mark 1 (T),
Cal. .303.

The Pattern 18 scope is mounted on the
forward' part of the top of the receiver and
on the left side of the rear sight bracket.
Mounting is accomplished by means of two
legs on the scope that fit into the front
mount, while a similar rear leg on the scope
fi ts in to the left side of the rear sigh t
bracket where it secured with a swing-over
locking bolt. The telescope is sighted over
the axis of the bore. Magnification of the
Pattern 18 telescopic sight is 3X, field of
view is 7.5 degrees. The scope is equipped
with a focusing method and windage ad
justment. The reticle consists of a crosshair
and a post or pointer that is adjustable by
means of the range drum on the scope.
Aiming through the Pattern 18 scope is
achieved by moving the head until a clear
sight picture is obtained. Eye relief is, of
course ·an individual matter, but it averages
between 1% to 2 inches. If blurring occurs,
especially on the edges of the sight picture,
sighting is improper and the head is not
positioned correctly. To aim, the tip of the
marker or post is placed on the target at
6 o'clock. When not in use, the scope was
carried in a leather case, and the breech of
the arm was covered with a special cover.
This British sniper rifle did not have a
cheek piece attached to the stock.

Another adaptation of the Pattern 14 rifle
issued to British snipers was the Rifle No.3,
Mark I" (T) A, also chambered for the
.303 cartridge. The Aldis scope was mounted

FOR ENGLAND AND KING GEORGE
(Continued from page 31)

The Redding Master

Case Trimmer is an

extremely fast, easy
to operate tool that

will completely trim

and chamfer in one

pass; any caliber, rifle

or pistol case. Unique

design permits all op

erations to be done
with handle alone.

their equipment, the tactical handling of
snipers, their duties and their use in over-all
deployment of troops. Observation training
included the proper use of telescopes, bi
noculars, and locating enemy fire with their
equipment. Field training comprised cam
ouflage, movement, and stalking, while actual
shooting exercises, dusk firing, recognition of
targets, estimating distances, and field prob
lems constituted the final phase of training.

The sniper graduating from the Bisley
school joined his combat unit-a well
trained, well organized, and capable soldier,
a hunter of men. It is amazing to find then
that the British sniper had equipment that
served him well and that it was at least on
a par with sniper equipment of nations
who had long prepared for such warfare.

Perhaps the most distinguishing mark of
the British sniper was his Dennison smock.
Worn ovcr the light battle dress, the smock
was absolutely wind-proof, very roomy, and
replete with many pockets. The camouflaged
smock shortly became the symbol of the
expert rifleman in battle conditions and was
worn proudly by the men who were entitled
to wear it. In additioI) to the smock, each
sniper was issued two face veils, camouflaged

$12.50

Standard Powder Measure
Removable metering cham
ber. Capacity 0 to 100
grains.

Master~owder Measure
All caliber tube; microm·
e'er setting. Capacity V2 to
100 grains.

$18.50

$14.50

MASTER CASE
TRIMMER

Only hand loading
gives you precision

'" loads for your BEST
shooting.

"TIGER" SADDLE CARBINE

Standard
Reloading Press

All rifle & pistol cartridges
$16.00

Shell Halder $1.80
Primer Post $1.50

Powder and Bullet Scale
Standard of the industry.
Guaranteed accurate to a
tenth grain. Capacity 325
grains.

$14.00

One-pass trim and cham
fer any caliber rifle or
pistol case.

A RARE COLLECTORS FIND
.44-.40 Caliber. Original

Blue Finish, in Good Mechanical
and Shooting Condition, Complete

with Saddle Ring..•..••.. , $49.95

GERMAN
OVER & UNDER

DERRINGER
22 Cal. Blue Finish ..... $16.95
22 Cal. Chrome Finish.. 19.95
22 Cal. Gold Finish. . . .• 26.95
38 Spl. Blue or Chrome. 27.50

HUNGARIAN
P-37 AUTO

380 Cal.

Beautiful Original
Walnut Grips.
Excellent Condo ••..•••• $24.95
Near Mint Condo ..•.... 29.95
Used Holster-Fair Cond.. 2.00
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with off-set mounts which are a permanent
part of the arm. This scope strongly re
sembles the Pattern 18 scope, but lacks the
windage adjustment. Windage adjustment is
accomplished through the mount which, in·
cidentally, places the telescope above and
slightly to the left of the bore. In order to
overcome the obvious sighting disadvantage,
this arm came equipped with a detachable
cheek rest, fixed to the rifle stock by means
of a wood screw.

Inasmuch as the scope mounting precluded
the use of a breech cover, a cover that en
closed the scope and the breech was issued.
Why did our British cousins go to all the
trouble with the Pattern 14 rifle when they
had standard SMLE Mark 3 rifles on band?
Basically, it was a matter of accuracy. The
P-14 has a stronger receiver, the barrel is
heavier, and the locking lugs are at the
forward end of the bolt-and this means that
the gun has greater degree of accuracy than
the SMLE, especially at the shorter ranges.

Late in 1941, a new sniper rifle was issued
after gruelling Ordnance and field tests. For
regular troops, the gun was earmarked as
the No.4, Mark 1; with a special sniper
scope, the gun became known as Rifle No.4,
Mark 1* (T). The telescope No. 32 was
originally issued for the Bren light machine
gun, and was then adapted for sniper use.
J1agnification of the scope' is 3X, field of
view 9 degrees, and reticle arrangements are
identical to that already described.

Mounting of the scope was accomplished
by means of bases fastened to the left side
of the receiver. Two thumbscrews on the
scope fit into the bases, and the spring
washers of the screws fasten the scope
securely. The telescope has sunshades at
both ends, but it lacks the focusing adjust
ment of the earlier scope.

The Rifle No.4, Mark 1* (T) is issued
to each sniper in a rifle chest that contains
all the essential accessories. The telescopic
sight is housed in a metal case, the rifle
cbest is equipped with carrying straps. In
asmuch as scope and gun are fitted together
at the factory, both pieces of equipment
are marked not only with their own serial
number, but also with the serial number of
the matching piece. The telescope case is
furnished with a leather sling for easier
carrying, and also contains leather lens caps,
telescope adjusting tool, and cleaning ma
terial.

The stock of the rifle is equipped with the
now standard cheek rest, and an American
type loop sling has been added. On the
inside of the lid of the gun case, the sniper
finds not only a complete listing of the
contents, but also instructions for the care
of his weapon. Although this sharpshooter
kit and content are of acknowledged merit,
the British sniper has been saddled with a
gun and optical equipment that complicates
his work: Gun weight alone is 9% pounds,
and the sighting equipment adds another 4
pounds! This weight factor hampers the
sniper who must move easily and without
being encumbered by equipment.

Despite the fact that the British Tommy
got such a late start as a sniper, when he
did get into action his training and equip.
ment made him a man to be feared. That
be was feared was evident in the extreme
precautions the enemy took against him.

e;

Two great
names make

double news

Savage presents a new prestige model
of the famous Fox double shotgun!
Just look at this handsome new model of America's most
famous double, renowned for fast action, dependability and
handling ease. To the new Fox de luxe, Savage has brought
fine new finishes and features usually found only in costly
custom guns. Decorated frame and trigger guard are satin
chromed. Safety and trigger are gold-plated. Lavishly
checkered walnut stock has white-line butt plate and grip
cap. Single trigger and ventilated rib are standard. 12 gauge
only. Wouldn't you, or any sportsman, be proud to own this
great American-made shotgun? See the Fox B-DL at your
sporting arms dealer,now!

FREE! Colorful, illustrated, 28-page catalog of Savage,
Stevens, Fox (irearms. WRITE SAVAGE ARMS, WESTFIELD 24. MASS.

Prices subject to change. Slightly higher in Canada.

$134.50 FOX B·DLby

Sal/age
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~ 1962 w. R. Weaver Company

or Delhi, impeccably imitated on the side of
a Darra-made imitation.

Rifles, Lee Enfield system. The Dana
craftsmen roll with the times. Before World
War II, Darra turned out the early moRels
of Enfields. Though made of railroad iron,
tiring Dullets salvaged from Army target
butts and carefully filed clean of rifling
grooves, these arms did constitute a war re
serve potential which the Indian Government
was unwilling to destroy. For years prior to
1941, the British administration in India had
considered shutting up the Dana factories.
As Brigadier C. Aubrey Dixon, subsequently
Chief Inspector of Armaments of Pakistan,
puts it, the closure "never came about be
cause of many major political considera
tions." Certainly one major political reason
was the strategic location of these independ
ent tribesmen across the route of access to
the Indus valley and the plains of India,
from the North. India, historically fearful of
invasion from the North, preferred to keep
the mettlesome Afridis in business to give
warning and a first defense line in case of
invasion. Closing the tribal factories would
not have been practical, anyway. The Afridis,
if refused the right to labor in the craft they
loved (and lived by) would merely return
to pillaging and border raiding. Further,
every cottage in the hills was engaged in one
way or another in this gun trade, the families
filing out parts, to scale if not to gauge, for
later assembly in one of the village shops.
If the trade was suppressed in one place, it
would merely spring up again somewhere
else.

But one practical suggestion was attempt
ed: buying up the output for use by the
Police. The quality of the Dana products
was too poor to make the police very happy,
but it was the right idea. In 1942, the tribes
men agreed to the removal of all their· "ma
chinery" to Peshawar, where six separate
"factories" employing over 800 men were in
operation by January, 1943. Tabbed "Police
Arms Factories," these stable-boy craftsmen
were producing 1200 rifles a month-about
1Y2 rifles per workman per month. Not bad,
for hand tools, hand (or foot) powered.

Rifles made in Peshawar were Lee Enfield
No.4, and the Martini-Henry. The Martini
was more popular with the Afridis, who rec
ognize, as the mark of top quality in this
rifle, the Imperial Crown over VR-made
during the reign of Queen Victoria! Hence
hill rifles stamped with these markings-but
dated 1946 or later-are still made!

A special Dana version of Mauser cum
Enfield has been built in the hills. It has
the receiver and two-piece stock of the Lee
Enfield, but the barrel and front band, with
bayonet stud, are finished like the short
M1924 Mausers. Caliber is almost invariably
.303, but 8 mm is also made. Whether .303
cartridges will work in Dana 8 mm rifles,
and vice versa, is an experiment I have not
cared to try.

Basic copies of the Mauser have been
made, usually the 1924 type commercial guns.
The Model 1914.303 "American Enfield" and
the M1917 are also copied, and a few Spring
fields are for sale. The influence of the
Mauser salesmen in the days prior to WW II
when Germany was not supposed to be mak·
ing rifles is still strong. Though a. Springfield-

(Continued on·page 46)
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WEAVER-DETACHABLE
TOP MOUNT

America's largest-selling
scope mount. Proved in
the field by shooters
everywhere. Quickly
detachable - accurate
sturdy - dependable.

$9.75

stamped ADDDIl.ESSS COL. SSAML NEW NEW

AMEIl.ICA, (as near as I can recall) with
some of the S's lying on the side, for a
change. Found by a collector in Turkey, they
came once upon a time across the Great
Road of Cyrus on the laden back of some
groaning, fussing Bactrian camel, from the
market place in Darra to the bazaars of the
Golden Horn. But the modern list of arms
from Darra is most impressive. Fabricated
there currently are:

Shotguns, Martini system, single shot.
Though not so good as Messrs. Greener's re
doubtable Birmingham-made "GP" gun, they
look almost as fine from a slight distance.
And should Greener's be so unwary as to
allow a genuine proof tested GP gun to fall
into the hands of these clever tribesmen, you
may be sure that very soon the big GP trade
mark will be seen "bootlegged" in Karachi

fREE!

Name _
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City Zone_State _

W. R. WEAVER COMPANY
DEPARTMENT 43 EL PASO, TEXAS

Model K Scopes
have these important features:

• Large, hard-coated lenses for
best image qualities

• Weaver Patented Fixed-Reticle·
with internal adjustments,
crosshairs always centered in
field of view

• Positive compression O·ring
sealing plus nitrogen proc·
essing

• Accurate micrometer click
adjustments for windage and
elevation

• Sturdy construction for depend·
able performance in the field

There's a K Model for every type of
shooting-seven models from 1· to
10·Power, See them·at your sporting
goods dealer,

'Except on Model Kt"

AMERICA'S
FINEST GRIPS

~:S:~eq'it~fl~~~'PO~:~
er Stocks are the
Jinest grips money can
buy. Unique design in
sures you the greatest
shooting control &
shooting accuracy. UN
CONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED FOil. A
LIFETIME OF SERV
ICE. Will never warp,
flare-up, crack or lose
its original luster. For
sharp appearance &
gTeater accuracy. make Pointer Stock your next buy.
A vail. for ALL popular handguns in your choice of
finishes. IVORY. $8.00; WALNUT & EBONY, $7.50.
Headquarters for gen.uine PEARL, IVORY & STAG grips.
CLEAR SIGHT SCOPE CAPS. Protects scope. in·
sures clear visibUity under any weather or hunting
conditions. Avail. for all popular scopes. Please give
brand, power & model of scope. Only $3.25 pl'. Fine
filter lens $4.95 each. Leather scope' cover $3.00.

Southwest Cutlery & Mfg. Co., Inc.
1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 39, California



$29~~
CREDIT

BALANCE $1.51 A WEEK
FOR ONLY 22 WEEKS

WAR SURPLUS PURCHASE!
SMITH & WESSON $2988

.38 S&W or .38 Special Caliber! Up

No revolver can touch the Smith & Wesson Mili.
tary and Police Victory Model for dependability,
trouble-free performance and accuracy! Limited sup.
ply in NRA Very Good to Excellent Condition-rifling
sharp and mechanically perfect. Square notched rear
6-shot, 30-oz., overall 101/.. " with 5'" barrel. Walnut griPS,
lanyard swivel. Snub-nose models are expertly converted to
21/." barrel length and equipped with fixed ramp front sight.
.38 Specials expertly converted from .38 S&W.
E20·T994.•38 S&W Caliber, 5" barrel ••••.••••••••••••.• 529.88
E20·T995••38 S&W Caliber. 21/." barrel .•••••••••••••••. ,1532.S.
E20.T996. .38 Special Caliber, 5" barrel ••• ' ••••••••••••. 1$32.8a
E20.T997. .38 $pecial Caliber (Illustrated). 21/4" barrel .•••. $34."

With RECOIL PAD •. SWIVELS

~~=~~::::~~~:;;;~ SLING •. PRICE CUT $25.07!THIS IS FOR YOU: For every man who knows _
solid $25.07 savings on the most wanted lever action rifte

madel ••• and you not only get big savings but given with every rifle a,...
factory mounted swivels! ••• a factory mounted recoil pad ••• and a fine slingt

THESE MARLINS ABSOLUTELY BRAND NEW, factory packed latest 1962 models with full
Marlin warranty. Famous Marlin fast short throw lever action. Tubular magazine holds 7 shots

Select oiled Walnut pistol grip stock. Famous Marlin Micro-Grooved barrel. Hooded ramp front sight, adjustable
open rear sight, receiver drilled and tapped for adapter mount (furnished) for tip-off scope bases. 20" barrel.
381/2" overall, 7 Ibs. Included FREE: factory fitted recoil pad, sling swivels and oiled leather sling with brass 5698 •
fittings. State choice of 30/30 or .3S Remington caliber.
C20-T773. Certified $94.95 Mfr'. List. Pay only $1.00 down, balance $3.60 a week for 22 weeks. ·or •••••••
MARLIN 336C WITH 4X SCOPE-Mounted ••• Ready to shoot! Well known, fine quality 1" diameter 4X Scope with hard
coated magnesium fluoride lenses, click stops for windage and elevation adjustments. Tip.oH mounts for quiCk, simple SCOl*'
removal. Scope is nitrogen filled to prevent fogging. Leather lens caps included

~:0~~~';4~3~~y~~.~gO:o~n~~~~9iS~~~~~lf~t;:'W~::~Y~r~~.~~~~~•• ~~I.':~~~ •••~o.'~~~r;.~~ ~~~~:~~.~l~~:~~r.e: $94.81
SPECIAL WAR

SURPLUS PURCHASE!

ENFIELD SPORTER-NRA EXCELLENT!
AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT SCOPES •••

Amazing low price d"e to huge special purchase from British Air Min·
i,try! The finest lot of Enfield No.1. Mark IV Rifles we've seen •••
and possibly the last of this quality that may be available for a long,
long time! Buy with complete assurance your gun will be mechan
lCitlly perfect ••• with clean sharp rifling ••• with smooth, oiled
fine.grained Walnut stock with little appreciable wearing of wood.
Sporterized stock has 900d clean lines, balances well-permits fast han·
dllng. Rear ,ight adjustable for windage and elevation. blade front
s.ght. Turned-down bolt handle. solid brass butt·plate. 10-shot remov.

~~~~~~:9tin:i~::iv~~S..y .~~~:. ~~~r.a~l: • ~~~. ~~i~i.s~. ~~I:~~r: $11.88
ENfiELD RIFLE with FLEETWOOD 4&X SCOPE, 3/4" diameter, Mounted-

:~~r :O;"e::a;:;":i ~~:k~~:~: .~~y• •~1..~~. ~~~.n:. ~~I.a.n~~. $21.88
ENfiELD RIFLE with new TASCO 4&X SCOPE, illustrated, I" diameter,
crosahair reticule ••• Mounted, Ready for Shooting! Leather Carrying
Strap Included!

~~~~~9:; .P,,~. ~~ ..~~ .~o~~ •• ~;I.a~~ .~~.~~. ~ .~~~~ .f~~ .~~ $44.88
E20-7'999. .303 BT. MilitaTY Ammo: peT 100 Tds •• ••••••••••. $8.88

U.S. M1 .30 CALIBER CARBINE-15 SHOT
Semi·automatic

Limited q~antity. Original Royal Enfield No.5-not re.
built. Streamlined flash hider. rubber recoil pad. Adjustable

~~a~e~~~~.t. P~~-$~~~O2c?;w~~r$~1.4l9:/~ee~v1~~1~2N::ekC;~od $2888
~:~g:~~~i~=~~~~'e' • Car'b'in~ • ~·ith· • b;and' 'ne~' 4X' .sco·p~." dia.,
mounted. $1.00 dawn, $1.92 a week for 22 weeks, or ••.••••. $37.88
E20-T999.•303 BT. Military Ammo, peT 100 Rds•• •••••••••.. $8.88
C20-T1128. Scope and Mount SepaTately ••......•••••.••••. $8.88

U. S. SPRINGFIELD M1903-30/08
PRINGFIELD M1903'S! LIMITED QUANTITY! Most pop.

ular military rifle for sporting use of them aliI ••• and this
lo~ are all Model 1903-Al's with high number Nicksl-Steel

rece!vers, milled working parts. Made in Rock Island Arsenal_
not commer:clally assembled. 30/06 caliber, 5-shot magazine. Adjustable
rear leaf Sight, blade front sight. 431/,," overall. 8.69 Ibs. American

~2a~~~~S~~c;"ay;ol~~oD~:~~;;.C:4 ~o~~:~o~~r 22 Weeks, or $39.95

1917 Rifle-30/06 Springfield Cal.
The Model 1917 is the LOWEST PRICE RIFLE in the MOST DESIRED 30/06 CALIBERl Known supplies
are very limited-more are not likely to be available! •

Top gun authority Major General Julian S. Hatcher in Hatcher's Notebook says of the U. S. Model 1917 Rifle-ubas..
ically a typical Mauser, it was improved in several respects, and has a bolt and receiver of high grade Nickel Steel

that gave it a superbly strong action." General Hatcher further says-"many tests over the years have shown the Model
1917 barrels will always outwear the .03 Springfield barrels."

Specifications: G-.hot, top loading, 1 in 10" 5·groove 26" barrel with sharp clean riflin.9, rifle overall 46.3", Peep sight ad.justa!Jle
from 200 to 1600 yards, blade front sight. Foolproof safety. Turned dawn bolt. American Walnut Stock and hand guard With sling_....;:; -,swivels. All milled parts, perfect shooting condition!

$
$99..99 ParUicee goo.. d 'til Au • 25! NEW MATADOR DOUBLES ~:~:c~3$1.~~/~6w:~~efO~a~~lyby22E~::~~~eor.~~~ .~~.~~..~~~~'. $29.95
;169 50 Va C20·T34. 30/06 Rifle made by Remington or Winchester ...•..•••• $34.95

. SAVE $69.51! NOW! First I~E=2~O~-!T=.10~O!!:O~.~A~m:.:m:::O~.~3~O~/~O~6:.:.·21;.:5~6:.:g!!:'::..21~2~O~'~o~u.::.nd~.~...:...:..!$!.7;;.2~O~;~W~it.!:.h~'~ifl~e:..:...:...:..!$!5.~8~O~!:================:::::!
.l-/ quality, the very latest 1962 models. Deep

. cut low prices only because of minor moch
fications on forthcoming 1963 models. Made for Fire

arms International by the world renowned house of AY".
CHECK THESE QUALITY FEATURES: Selective automatic ejectors; •••
• ingle selective trigger; ••• Anson & Deeley double underlocks; •••
ha.nd engraved receiver; ••• gold inlay ••. firing pins individually
.pnng mounted; ••• close grained hand checkered French Walnut stock
a.nd beavertail forend. Chambered for 23/4" high-velocity, Magnum or
.\ug \cads. Weighs S1h-lbs. in 410 Ga., up to 71/.-lbs. in 12 Ga.
Overall lwith 28" barrels) 45", length of pull 133/.", drop at comb
1'lf.", drop at heel 21/.", pitch 21/8".
C20·T1126. MATADOR FOR 23/." STD. or HI·VELOCITY SHELLS. State

:~:·~h::esl~'est~d.2~a:r$t.~~~~~:, ';5d.l;a~re~e~tn~~~ $9999
22 Weeks. or ••.•••••••..•••.............•......
C20-T1127. 20 GAUGE MATADOR FOR 3" MAGNUM SHELLS. 28" or
30" Mod. and Full Chokes. Pay $1.00 Down, $5.17 a Week for 22
Weeks, or •••..••.•.•.••••••.•.•.•.••..••••••........ $99.99
C20.T1132. 12 GAUGE MATADOR FOR 3" MAGNUM SHELLS. 32"
Full and Full Chokes. Pay $1.00 Down, $6.34 a Week for 22 weeks.
or •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $119.99



African, Australian, and Indian-made cases,
with bullets recovered from the butts and
filed clean. Primers, as often as not,· are
actually reprimed - by knocking out the
dents and filling with some mixture such as
potassium chlorate or old match tips. The
gunpowder may be any weight: say 32 to 38
grains, on the average. Chopped movie film
is preferred! Velocities for this .303 are low,

under 1300 f.p.s., and the main difficulty is
getting the bullet out of the barrel. In a
Martini pistol made for this junk, a good
round might blow it up.

Since 1946, automatic arms have been ap
pearing in increasing numbers in the hills.
The tribesmen are reluctant to show anybody
the shops where these guns are made. Very
good copies of the 9 mm M1938 Beretta
"moschetto" are made, and the Sten gun is
also copied. Fabricating the SteD. is rather
ridiculous, except for its durable qualities.
The Sten was designed to be made cheaply
by machinery, with a minimum of hand
work. Chopping one out of rails and Belgian
steel blanks is not easy.

It is reported that automatic pistols are
now made north of Peshawar. Lugers are
mentioned, but their existence is doubted.
But if the Darra workers should manage to
add the Luger to their list of wares, they
would have achieved a real triumph. With
movie-film ammunition and bullets under
sized from shooting once before, to get any
reliable functioning in a Luger would be a
miracle.

Their tools are from the Early Iron Age,
but the Darra gunsmiths have been hit by
modern inflation. Ammunition prices between
1954 and 1959 have more than doubled, from
about 9c a round to about 25c. Martini and
Lee Enfield rifles that cost between $39 and
$60 in 1954 have risen lately to $50 to $250.
Webley revolvers at $18 (1954) have in
creased to $25, and automatic pistols are
said to bring $100. The strict Communist
regime in Tibet has caused some of the in·
f1ation: formerly, Chinese soldiers were will·
ing to lose their rifles to the Tibetan chief
tans for very little. Now, if a Communist
Comrade peddles his one-time Lend Lease
M1917, he may lose his head. With demand
reflecting the supply, the Darra makers have
hiked their prices accordingly.

Like arms makers the world over, the
Darra tribesmen take no part in the great
global conflicts which rage around them.
They are content to work hard and make
rifles, do a little shooting up of the coun
tryside to let off high spirits, and then settle
back to the serious business of gun trading.

Vice President Lyndon Johnson recently
in,vited a Pakistani camel driver over to the
U.S.A. to show him how things are done
here. I'd like to invite Darra rifle factory
owner Akbar Shah over to an American gun
collectors' meeting. I think it would ~
be quite an experience for -both of us! ~

Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

(Continued from page 44)
copy vendor was overheard proclaiming the
virtues of his rifle by crying "The Americans
won the war, didn't they?," his customer,
who preferred the Mauser, was not con
vinced.

Handguns of Darra are so closely imita
tive as to fool the most discerning. Precise
copies of the popular .38 Webley Mark III
p'ocket and police revolvers are made with
every Webley mark upon them in very neat
simulation. The tops of the barrels used to
be stamped "Made in U.S.A., Birmingham
and London," but somebody finally explained
where Webley is located, and now the words
are simply, "Birmingham and London." The
finish of these little pistols, with their recoil
plates drawn to a bright straw color in simu
lation of Webley's finish, and their rich
chemical blue, is surprisingly good; but
there the quality ends. Others do, but I
wouldn't shoot a Darra Webley on a bet.

Less neat are the .303 Martini pistols.
Chambered for the .303 British Rifle cart
ridge, . these sawed-off jobs -are true pistols,
built on the big military Martini rifle action.
Inevitably, I suppose, some gun bug will get
the yen to fire one of these, mainly to see if
he can "take" it. I strongly advise, if you
must do so, using a long, long string. The
ammunition sold in the Afridi shops is not
SAAMI standard fodder; it is much weak
er, put up in old British, Canadian, South

For all~round shooting pleasure. ; . for downright
value : .. Husqvarna is your rifle. Powerful! Accu
rate! Weighs just 6 Ibs. 6 oz. This time choose
Husqvarna-world's largest selling, bolt action, high·
powered lightweight. Available in calibers .243,
.30-06, .270, .308, 7 mm., .358 Magnum-with strong
HVA Mauser action. Write for literature on this and
other fine imported firearms.
P.O. BOX 11 91 TA COM A, WAS HI NGTON

gives you vveight-free
povver and accuracy

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates -grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

FREE
CATALOG

For All American, Many Foreign Cunl

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable made I Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral lind vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel, Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-5ee our complete catalog!

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

Eley shotgun shells, 22 rimtlre high velocity
cartridges and centertlre sporting ammuni
tion are of the highest quality-for all guns,
all game. Ask your dealer now, and write
for FREE literature. Dealer inquiries invited.

S. E. LASZLO - HQuse of Imports
25 LAFAYETTE STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Dreyse
Hi-Standard 5 & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Others

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-8, Chicago 40, III.
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Lincoln, Nebraska

THE FORT
BENNER8~OOK

CANNON
COLLECTION

OF HOWARD K. BROWN

Box GC. 860 Lexington Avenue
New York 21. N. Y.

Beautifully Photographically Illustrat
ed Sales Catalog of 250 Cannons
Models: 18TH CENTURY-CIVIL WAR
-ACTUAL FIELD PIECES-BRONZE.
IRON. BRASS-CONFEDERATE-NA
POLEONIC-WAR OF 1812-DECO
RATIVE MODELS.

CATALOG ••• $1.00

ROBERT ABELS

~t'4't4
your shot.un or rifle. . . ' ••

~;i~lnSi~Ohc:d~r9to%nf~n~~hed~~~-;;;dard~.
finished or custom finished. We will send
you literature describina: what we offer for ~Jj
your needs. Or. ask your dealer or aunsmith, :I)~(l!
he also can furnish free catalor. "'EI,IIo

E_ C. BISHOP &. Son. Inc•• Warsaw. Mo.• Dept. J1DL 4r;>0

GUNSIGHT COMPANY

NEW DELUXE TRIMMER
A completely new trimmer concept from
PACIFIC, using a regular shell holder
head instead of collets. Extra economy
for those who use removable head shell
holder. Fastest on market today. Also
use as a power trimmer with *" drill.
Completely adjustable, can be bench
mounted or clamped in a vise.

STANDARD TOOL
The new PACIFIC STANDARD TOOL is designed
to do all regular reloading jobs, including full
length sizing and case forming. This inexpen
sive, rugged tool incorporates all of the fol
lowing features:
• Choice of up or down stroke action in one

tool.
• Pressure cast alloy frame.
• Maximum leverage action for ease of

operation.
• Hardened and Ground Link and Toggle pins.

$1550
Complete with shell holder

head & pilot

only

$12.90

~
~ PACIFIC
\lo,~

. Box 4495 Dept G,

~:

TWO NEW FRIENDS from PACIFIC

times can be extremely fast with blanks,
since accuracy (hence, aiming time) is not
a factor. Blanks are seldom used now ex
cept in the Las Vegas-style "shoot-out" con
tests, in which eagle-eyed judges try hard to
make sure that the gun is at least pointed
level before the shot is fired.

But most shooters find it far more inter
esting when accuracy is a part of the con
test, and wax ammunition makes this possi
ble without danger to shooters or spectators.
The only "bullet" is a wax wafer cut (often
by using the cartridge case itself as a cut-

• ter) from a quarter-inch-thick sheet of ordi
nary wax - the ordinary kitchen paraffin
obtainable at any grocery store. Commercial
wax bullets are also available, ready-cut to
various calibers; and wax-loaded factory
ammo can also be purchased. I,n all instances,
handloaded or commercial, the primer is the
only propellant; no powder is used.

These pellets, at ranges of about 15 feet,
strike with sufficient force to actuate the
timer - targets which record the shooter's
speed, and they mark the targets to prove
hits. Ammunition for Fast Draw is the
cheapest (and the safest) of all ammunitions
used in any of the shooting sports. It places
accuracy on a par with speed in the scoring,
which is all that even the heaviest bulleted
loads could do, and does it without jeopardy
to life or limb. Remember, Fast Draw (the
sport) is not a combat training course-any
more than bowling is meant to teach delivery
of hand grenades! Once you learn to draw
correctly, then practice for smoothness, ac-

around the hips just below the waist line so
as to cause the thumb to be even with the
bammer when your arm is held naturally by
the side. This style is also tied down with
a leather thong.

Andy Anderson, former foreman of Arvo's,
went out on his own and developed the walk
and-draw type holster. It featured the first
forward slant, and is worn higher up around
the waist. This style holster also changed the
technique of fast draw from cocking the gun
in the holster to drawing the gun and "fan
ning" the shot off. The Las Vegas "Shoot
out" type of competition, a favorite with the
spectators, has influenced this type technique.

The latest type of walk-and-draw holster
is made by Alfonso Pineda, who added more
steel to the belt and holster, and gave the
holster still more forward siant.

There are certain fundamentals in drawing
a gun that must be mastered to succeed in
Fast Draw. Once these elementary rules are
fulfilled, then it is just a matter of practice
and developing your own special technique.

In the first method of Fast Draw, the gun
is cocked in the holster. This is accomplished
by extending the hand about six inches for
ward from the initial point of contact with
the gun, which in this case will be the thumb
striking the hammer. The hand is brought
back sharply, and the cocking of the hammer
is accomplished by striking it back with the
outstretched thumb before the last three
fingers even touch the grip to make the draw.
For absolute safety, keep the trigger finger
extended alongside the trigger guard until
almost on target. .

Once you are in position, the draw is
a simple three-step sequence: 0) thumb
drives hammer back; (2) fingers close on
grip, yanking gun clear of holster and point
ing it; (3) finger closes on trigger to fire
the shot. Always concentrate on this se
quence; start practice in slow motion, in
creasing speed only as the flow of movement
is perfected.

The second method of Fast Draw is called
fanning. With this method, the gun is drawn
with the right hand, the trigger is immedi
ately depressed as the gun is drawn. The
left arm is extended across the front of the
body about waist high and the hand is open,
palm upward, just forward of the holster. As
the gun is drawn forward -toward the left
hand, the edge of the left palm strikes the
hammer. Quite contrary to the old fashion
idea of fanning a single action until the gun
is empty, in Fast Draw only one shot is fired.

In the case of left-handed shooters, there
are left-hand holsters available, and the same
techniques can be applied in either methods.

The fourth and final basic fundamental of
Fast Draw is ammunition, and I have left it
until the last in the hope of giving it added
emphasis. There are two-and only two
kinds of ammunition permissible in the
sport of Fast Draw. They are blanks (.22 or
larger), and cases loaded only with primers
and wax "bullets," no powder. Ball ammu
nition should never be used in any form of
Fast Draw practice or competition.

In the early days of Fast Draw as a sport,
blanks were used far more than tiley are
now. Times were all that mattered, and

THE HOW-TO OF FAST DRAW
(Continued from page 18) ,
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5. Guns and ammo must be encased and
locked at all times, except in the shooting
area.

6. Misfires, broken parts, or missing the tar
get will be scored as one hundred or a
full second.

7. Contestant will load only 5 rounds. No
more, no less. If gun or ammo become
defective while shooter is competing, con
testant may borrow another gun or forfeit
contest.

8. Neither hand is to be ·closer than 6 inches
to the initial point of contact with the
gun.

9. The gun must be fired in a direction so
as to hit a target, robot, or silhouette
placed at 15 foot distance. The target
should be a man size silhouette. Scoring
area should be between the knees and top
of the head. A light signal will be con
nected in the silhouette or robot's eyes.

10. Electrical timing device will be used in
all contests.

11. Total of ten draws - five draws in each
phase. One phase: Standing reaction.
Second phase: Walk-and-draw against sil
houette target.

12. a. Standing reaction will be 15 ft. away
from silhouette. The contestant stands
and waits for the silhouette's eyes to
light up, which is the command to draw
and fire at the silhouette.

b. Walk·and-draw will be from 21 feet to
15 feet. The contestant starts walking
toward the target at 25 feet. When the
contestant reaches the 21 ft. mark,
somewhere between the 21 ft. and the
~5 ft. mark the silhouette's eyes will
light up, which is the command to draw
and fire at silhouette. If the contestant
passes the 15 ft. mark, no score. The
contestant must shoot that shot over
again.

13. JUDGING: There will be one shot per walk,
best three out of five shots scored in each
phase. Officials will check contestant's
weapon before and after each elimination
to insure the gun being empty. Weapons
will be loaded at the firing line only, and
pointed down range. Any distraction to
contestant, Judges or timing officials may
call "No Contest." Failure to fire gun
because of malfunction or ammo will not
be grounds for "No Contest." Judges wj]]
have final authority to disqualify any con
testant for the violation of these rules or
any unsafe act. Only the Judges or
shooter contestant can contest any breach
of rules.

14. All rules will be striJctly enforced by con
test officials..

15. A minimum of five practice shots in each
phase; more if time allows.

16. No fancy gun handling allowed, unless
-cleared by judges. Also 5-in-l blanks, or
similar type blanks, must be apvroved.

17. Normal returns of guns to the holster on
firing line.

18. Only alibi is timer malfunction. Judges'
opinions are final.

19. All safety rules will be enforced at all
times.

20. There will be at least 3 judges. Hand
judge, target judge, timer judge.

Anyone who is interested in joining a
fast draw club or forming a club, please con
tact the Mid-Western Fast Draw Asso-~
ciation,5096 Wick Dr., Oak Lawn, IJJ. U.

0.66 Brand Gun Blue is a solid paste you wipe
on. Unlike old fashioned liquid blues, which may
produce uneven or spotty blueing, G·66 Brand Solid
Gun Blue· instantly produces a Rich, Doric, Even
Blue, which won't rub off or discolor. $198 pp.

Ask your deoler for other G 66 produds

{' Jet.Aer Corporation Paterson 4. N J

curacy, and finally, speed. Practice dry fir
ing until you have the fast 'draw technique
perfected. Then, and only then should you
progress to shooting wax bullets or blanks.

Like any sport, fast draw also has a
standard set of rules that govern most con
tests. The main rule is "Safety First!" Re
spect a gun as loaded until proved other
wise. Always check a gun to make sure it is
not loaded. Be your own policeman; check
and double check any gun that you handle.
Never carry live ammo, wax bullets, or
blanks in cartrid'ge beIts of fast draw rigs.

Here are a set of contest rules that govern
most Fast Draw contests, with the exception
of some slight modifications in certain areas.

1. All guns must be single action type, with
a minimum of 4% inch barrel length,
center fire.

2. Contestants will furnish his or her own
ammo. Positively no live ammo. Only wax
bullets will be used. Only primer will be
used in discharging wax. Positively no
powder. Brass and primers must be the
same caliber as the bore of the gun. No
5-in·l brass, etc.

3. Guns may have minor alterations made to
suit the individual taste. No essential
parts may be removed from the gun or
made inoperative. Hammer spur may be
turned up or out and lengthened no more
than % inch above the horizontal top of
barrel. Trigger ring may be cut down but
not through. Lock slots may be deepened
but not through chamber wall. Sights
may be altered to suit individual taste, or
removed. Guns must have a full hammer
fall.

4. Holsters must be open top western style.
No swivel or "half breeds" are allowed.
At least 90% of the cylinder and all of
the barrel must be covered by the hol
ster. Degree of slant allowable, 20'10 from
perpendicular.

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CHA.LOTTI, N. C.

Priced at $1.50, GB L1N-S PEED is available
from all better S PORTING GOODS DEALERS•

The Oil Finish __

Only
Buehler offers you

lour s~yles 01 moun~s

Irom which ~o select ~he

one ~ype bes~ lor YOU
YOUR Scope and YOUR rifle.

Send ~oday lor lull inlorma~ion on Moun~ se
lection, Low Saletys, Gun Screws. Cat. 17-G

Sleek· Smooth· Strong

As is well known, the oil finish has been used to finish the
stocks of "best quality" guns for many, many years. How
ever, as done with ordinary linseed oils the finish leaves
much to be desired. For that reason it became the inclination
of sporting writers some years ago to discourage the use of
the oil finish in favor of the more modern surface finishes.
In 1950 the trend was reversed when Geo. Brothers offered
the first of the now famous GB laboratory refined linseed oi Is.
Once more the oil finish became the preferred finish for fine
gunstocks, and with good reason. GB lin-S peed, the modern
much improved linseed oil, combines ease of application with
results of the very highest order ... a true oil finish within
the surface of the wood, revealing all the beauty while pro
viding the utmost protection. Moreover, to all this is added
the capability exclusive with the oil finish of being easily
refreshed after extremely hard use with no necessity to re
finish the entire stock. It is the finish for valued gunstocks.

Work.

The Boy who Starts with a

5~em111OJ1Rl

~
~ - •• STARTS
\(~tl right!

V THERE is no b~safer
way for a father to introduce

his son to the world of firearms·
than with a high quality, truly

accurate SHERIDAN Pneumatic Rifle.
The SHERIDAN shoots accurately and

quietly in the basement or with great
effect outdoors. It's a real father-and-son rifle
. . . and for only $27.50.
NEW! SHERIDAN rifles can now be had with an
Intermount to fit the Weaver B4 Scope with
Tip-off Mount at a slight additional charge.
Write today for the big.
SHERIDAN story which is •

YOS~ERrliiit· .... .'.
PRODUCTS, INC.

Dept. 462-H, 1234-13th Street, Racine, Wis.
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a 99, and in practice I fired my first possible.
I offer this as proof that good scores can
be fired using my method of jerking the
trigger, and as an incentive for other shoot-
ers to give this method a trial. .

In firing off-hand, I employ the regulation
N.R.A. approved position, using a palm rest,
but no butt hook. When firing the riRe there
are three points I concentrate on primarily.
These are the sight picture and sight align
ment, holding of the sight picture, and
getting off the shot. The latter is the most
important part. I hold my sight picture until
I am satisfied with it, then jerk the trigger,
moving only my trigger finger. If the shooter
twitches his shoulder muscles, twists his
wrist, or blinks his eyes as he jerks .his
trigger finger, then that round will miss its
mark. If, however, the shooter hoMs his
sight picture, Ricks his trigger finger, and
continues holding the sight picture until
the round has cleared the riRe, he will have
fired a shot that really counts.

I have been shooting competitively for five
years, and began perfecting my trigger jerk
in the latter part of my junior year in high
school. I have chalked up several wins of
which I am especially proud, and 1 have
used the trigger-jerk to achieve them. These
include winning of the Virginia State Mili
tary High School Championship 1958-59 at
Fishburne ;\1ilitary School in Waynesboro,
Virginia. That same year I won the William
Randolph Hearst National R.O.T.C. RiRe
Match in the military high school division.
The highlight of my shooting career was
being selected to the All American Collegiate
RiRe Team in 1961 while a sophomore at
the University of Alaska. Recently I won
High Individual in the Kansas State Turkey
Shoot held at the Kansas State University
in Manhattan, Kansas, in November, 1961.

I am not suggesting that every shooter
use my method of trigger pulling, but I am
certain that it could improve the scores of
some shooters. My scores are improving,
and I offer J;Ily method as a possible solution
for those shooters who are not satisfied with
their present off-hand scores.

Instead of squeezing your next shot, try
holding the sight picture and jerking the
trigger. Give this method a fair trial, and
see if you don't get better scores. If not,
than go back to your former method, but
remember, good scores do not come for the
asking. They are the result of practice,
patience, determination, and-a will-~
ingness to learn. ~

ED/TOR'S NOTE
fohn Stuart Watkins was born on De

cember 9, 1939, in Richmond, Virginia. His
home was in Charlottesville, Virginia, where
he resided with his mother and brother. He
first became interested in shooting while a
cadet at Fishburne Military School in
Waynesboro, Virginia. Upon graduation from
F.M.S., he enrolled at the University 0/
Alaska where he is majoring in education.
At 22 he is married and has a two-month old
son. After graduation he will go into the
Army as an R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt. He hopes to
make the Army Marksmanship Unit at Fort
Benning, Georgia. Watkins will make Fair
banks, Alaska, his home when he leaves the
army, and plans to teach in the elementary
schools there.

Send 25¢
for 2.0%.
"sample

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

or Money Back

!:!!!!
$5.00

Cleans 40 cases
at a time

Dealer
Inquiries

Invit'ed

New. non-corrosive solvent will give
your cases that "new ammo'" look.
Just throw your fired cases into so
lution and forget them; they'll be
ready for rinsing out at your con·
venience. CASE LIFE won't attack
brass, your hands or your clothes.
Cases· can stay safely in solution for many days.
Eliminates need for wire brushes, steel wool, strong
acids. tumblers, etc. Cleans primer pockets perfect
ly. lab tests prove that one pint can clean up to
2,000 cases' I/S¢ ea.}. Send 2S¢ for 2·0'1. -sample.

Ask your dealer for CASE LIFE, ·or order direct. We
pay postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money
back.

TRY JERKING THE TRIGGER
(Continued from page 27)

Takes hours 'of wark out of case cleaning

WINFIELD LABORATORIES, INC.
1750 Harding Rood "Box 56' Northfield, m.

squeeze. Sometimes the shooter will admit
that he jerks the trigger when I ask him if
that isn't what he does.

The fast squeeze is simply what the name
implies--the shooter squeezes the trigger
in a fast manner. An educated squeeze is the
method of putting pressure on the trigger
until most of the pressure is taken up. Then,
when the sight picture looks right, the
shooter takes up the rest of the pressure
and gets off the shot.

I have had four different riRe coaches
since I began to shoot in competition, and
none of them have ever told mc to jerk the
trigger. They all said to squeeze the trigger
in the off-hand position. I am sure this is
standard for most coaches, and yet most
shooters will admit that they "squeeze" the
trigger differently as they move from the
prone, to the sitting, to the kneeling, and
to the off-hand positions. Most shooters
squeeze the trigger several times faster in
the off-hand position than in the prone
position.

It is this fast squeeze that coaches are
afraid of, and rightly so. It is easy for a
shooter to have a poor sight picture and to
yank his trigger in the hope that the sights
will be on the bull by the time the round
is fired. But it is equally easy, while squeez
ing the trigger slowly, to find that by the
time the round has left the chamber, the
shooter has a bad sight picture and a bad
shot.

The shooter who jerks his trigger must
watch for several pitfalls. He can not expect
a good shot by jerking his trigger as the
target moves past, for he must have a good
sight picture. He need only he "on the bull"
for an instant, but in thac IIlstant he must
get off his shot. He must jerk his trigger
straight back, taking care not to pull his
riRe off the target. Position, natural point of
aim, breathing, sight picture, steaay hold,
and trigger control are all essential elements
of shooting that every marksman must ob
serve, especially the shooter who jerks his
trigger.

This year I have fired a 97 or better out of
a 100 possible in the off-hand position at
least ten times. My highest match score was

,.

Most accurate. powder measure made.

Empties nearly upright, not 90 de
grees - prevents powder sticking.

Automatic powder knock. Only meas·
ure with bearing on drum. No long
tube to catch powder. Double pow
der c·hamber.

Stand to work over table not edge.
Comes with 4 drop tubes for all sizes
of rifie, pistol and shotgun cartridges.

Use any Herter +ools or dies for '
two months. Use them hard and"
if in your judgment they are not
of the best workmanship and made
of the best materials, return them
within 2 months for a fu/I refund
plus transportation charges.

HERE
15 OUR
OFFER.

4Z¢

HERTER'S MODEL 45 POWDER MEASURE

HERTER'S FAMOUS MODEL 3
SUPER RELOADING TOOL

WORLD'S LARGEST MAKERS OF AMMUNI
TION RELOADING TOOLS, MACHINES AND
COMPONENTS.

HERTER'S FAMOUS RELOADING DIES

.Accurate to 1/10 grain~'
• Mechanical da~pener and " ....

beam lift. . "
.325 grain capacity.

• Beam insulated against the
forces of galvanic action $62.5
and static electricity. Super
sensitive with large easy to
read calibrations. Patents Pending. Shp. wgt. 4 Ibs.

HERTER'S MODEL B POWDER SCALE

Shp.'wgt. 6 Ibs.

STANDARD CONVEN.
TIONAL TYPE MARK IRE·

4
LOADING DIES

$ 79 Famous throughout the
world. Herter dies are
equal or better than any
reloading dies at any price.

2 pc. set 'Finest precision machined t

hardened, polished. ALL
Shp. wgt. 2 Ibs. POPULAR CALI BERS.

_IM;_
• Price for any pistol or rifle cartridge 42¢. Shp.

wgt. 8 oz.

• Price for any shotgun shell 49¢ Shp. wgt. 8 01.

• Finest procurable quality.
.Available in white or red.

~::tl~~; ~;o~~f~:~'ffI Send 25f: for giant;:-
load by G.crge ...~.'" 400 pag. relcwders oJ .:
leonard Herter. "!i:r; CHtalog.....ept. 2AH .t£~,f

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY" ALl 'RICES FO' W ASf A. ""NN

HERTER'S INC. SINCE 1893 'WASECA, MINN.

HIGHEST QUALITY
HIGH VOLUME LOW PROFIT PRICES

• Loads rifle, pistol or sholshells~

~
• Full length resizes and swages hul ..

lets with ease.
l • Lathe bed cast iron frame not

aluminum or aluminum alloys.

. .Complete with primer arm, insert
and shell holder of your choice.

• New Primer catcher $1.3T

$/39£ Shp. wgt. 23 Ibs

-;!1iijjia;l:;t.'t)3C(·J4·11)·]3i"~'t·\jiJiJ.
• Only measure of this type made with r"~l

genuine micrometer setting_ j J
.Permits rapid precision adjustments. t ~ ~
• Has Herter's famous baffle powder ..

hopper thai takes all weight off from "J.819
the powder and prevents packing. j' ~ -.

.Comes with four drop tubes that will ,
take all ,rifle, pistol and shot shell'-
cartridges. Patent Pending. Shp. wgt. 6 Ibs.
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(Continued from page 21)

GUNS THAT FOUGHT OUR COLONIAL WARS

half feet long, and had an attractive curly
maple or "candy striped" stock with an
inlaid patch box in the butt. The firing
mechanism appeared to be complicated, but
actually was a primitively simple flintlock.

The Kentucky rifle was so named because
of its extensive use in that vast, dimly de
fined frontier wilderness called "Kentucky"
that stretched from the edge of coastal
civilization to who-knows-where. Soon hun
dreds of frontiersmen were daily staking
their lives on this invention; and to this
very day, a finely made "Kaintuck" squirrel
rifle will still outshoot all but the best
products of modern technology.

When you look at a fancily turned Ken
tucky with its elegant and painstakingly
engraved fittings and rococo curlycues, you
might get the impression that it was the
personal property of some satin-swathed fop.
Nothing could be further from the truth. To
the American pioneer, his rifle was first and
foremost a basic and indispensible tool, not
a fancy toy. However, in the long, lonely
months when the only things a man had to
remind him of far-olI humanity were the
scanty few items he could tote with him, it
was psychologically sound practice to have
some comparatively opulent reminder of
civilization at hand.

The long, slim Kentucky rifle was "it" as
far as the frontiersmen were concerned, but
their chosen gun was almost unknown and
nnfamiliar in the coastal colonial cities. Here
the traditional European preference held for

musket-pattern flintlocks with smoothbore,
%, inch diameter barrels which fired loose
fitting, inaccurate round balls. The logic be
hind such a gun was its use by several thou
sand massed troops whose watchwords were
"firepower" and "speed," rather than accu
racy. This was supposed to be taken care of
by the sheer numbers of whizzing lead balls
filling the air.

As the hour drew near for the embattled
farmers to take their stand at Concord
bridge, it became obvious that considerable
quantities of guns would be needed. Unfor
'iunately, nobody thought of consulting the
backswoodsmen about their preferences; and
so, in line with the theory that Europe knew
what it was doing in military matters, Revo
lutionary purchasing agents were hustled olI
to the Continent to round up what they could
in martial "firelocks." The European dealers
"saw them coming" and stuck the arms
hungry Colonials with a pitiful lot of junk.

Not every American saw eye to eye with
the officially endorsed tactics of massed
shooting strength versus pinpointed accu
racy, and General Daniel Morgan was one
man who decided to do something about it.
Realizing that the dense, tree-covered Amer
ican landscape was as ideally suited for con
cealed sniping action as it was suicidal for
the massed formations of red coated Brit
ishers, Morgan combed the hills of Virginia
and marched north with 1500 sharpshooting
woodsmen, each with his own Kentucky
rifle.

STOP fLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR-VAlVS let you hear everything
"armoUy while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K. Los Angeles 27, Calif.

Is & W .38 SPECIAL $29951
Iz" BBL. REVOLVERS· -I
IMade in u.s. by Smith I
I

son, these fine 6- I
with swing out
terri

I I
Ic a ammo. Oniy $29 1

ster only $3.95. .38 Sw'cial ammo box of 25 only $1.85.

I
Send cash. check or M.O. Calif. res. add 40/0 state I
tax. Shipped FOB. Los Angelcs, Ex. Charges collect.

SEAPORT TRADERS, INC., Dept. GM.8

~~~~~~~~~="'::~~__::J
THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

$3.95 ...
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes

Leading from Forcing Cone, Cyl
inder, and Barrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit tor two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Invited. Check or Money Order-No COD·s.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES Coli.:. °pa~~~ ~;o,g;a
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Finest Gun Stocks &. Blanks DEPT. G
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Arriving in the metropolis of Boston,
Morgan's men provided some initial comic
relief for the urban Bostonians who thought
buckskin leggins, coonskin caps, and long
skinny rifles were very funny, and didn't
mind saying so. They hastily changed their
minds when the quaint hill folk put on a
shooting match, unerringly puncturing tin
pie plates at fantastic 200 yard distances.

Bostonians were even more amazed when
a wild and wooly looking band dubbed "Cre
sap's Riflemen" trudged into town in August
of 1775. A correspondent for the "Pennsyl
vania Gazette" had the following rather con
servative commentary to make about the in
trepid band from Frederick County, Mary
land: "I had the happiness of seeing Captain
Cresap marching at the head of a company
of a hundred and thirty men painted like
Indians, armed with tomahawks and rifles,
dressed in hunting shirts and mocassins and,
though some of them had traveled near eight
hundred miles from the banks of the Ohio,
they seem to walk light and easy and not
with less spirit than at the first hour of their
march."

If Morgan's demolition of pie plates had
produced astonishment from the New Eng
land city dwellers, Cresap's men were de
termined to best their Virginian confreres.
As spectators held their breaths, two broth
ers put on an exhibition of frontier shooting
that has become the basis for many a legend
and tall story. While one brother cocked his
firelock and swung the sights up to eye 'level,
the other walked out to what seemed an in
terminable distance. Turning on his heel, he
displayed between thumb and forefinger a
silver dollar-sized piece of white' cardboard.
The "Pennsylvania Gazette" reporter cover
ing this unique prelude to the feared and
deadly American sniping of the Revolution
claimed to be "more astonished than
pleased" to see the young man hold the disc
in his hand while his brother plugged it dead
center.

At about the same time, a similarly star
tling shooting match was taking place in the
city of London. Early in the war, the British
opinion of the rebels' fighting abilities was
so low that a captured "hayseed Colonial"

(Continued on page 54)

superbly designed sporting arms!

MODEL 70 - Pump Gun
Perfectly balanced, a fine lightweight .410 shotgun in
popular slide action design. Safe, economical, excellent
choice for women or youngsters. Ideal for small game at
short range or small bore skeet events. .

MODEL 420 - Double Gun
A traditional hammerless double barrel, double trigger
example of superb old world craftsmanship. Perfectly
balanced with smooth, positive action. Left barrel is full
choke; right modified. 12, 16, 20 gao

MODEL 275 - .22 Lever Action
Here's a hammerless, lever action rifle with one piece,
beautifully proportioned walnut stock. Short lever throw
operates smoothly and easily. Visible feeding, safe fire
control, thumb operated safety. .

MODEL 60-12 and 16 Ga.
Beautifully finished, reliable slide action gun, fitted with
new Vary-Chek (variable choke) and resilient rubber
recoil pad. Available also as Model 65 with plain barrel,
full or modified choke, no recoil pad.

Lightweight
Favorite!

.Beautifully
Balanced!

VARY·CHEK
Equipped!

Super.Safe and
Dependable!

7Ril N~BLE £Ine 0/ J70IUe-POCNea

MODEL 235 - .22 Slide Action
Excellent for small game, target shooting and all-around
use. Features adjustable sporting rear sight; ramp

Real Value! patridge type front sight. Receiver machined for quick
detachable dovetail mount for telescopic sight.

Please write for complete illustrated catalog.

Address your inquiries to: The NOBLE Manufacturing Co., Inc., Dept.G-2, Haydenville, Mass.

N~BLE
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NOTICEI NOW AVAILABLEI
INTERCHANGEABLE BARRELS!

REMINGTON MODEL 12
Firing pins. Our new improved design ••• $2.75 ppd.

12 Gauge. 30" barrel. Weight 5 lbs._
with shot. caps & powder. Same simple
reliable lockwork. Fowling Piece-only $39.50

~;lJJ1cr
CONVERSION KIT

FOR ALL 30.06 SPRINGFIELDS (.03·Al, A3, A4)
Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round use of
your favorite rifle. even after biR" game season is past.
Inexpensive prn("t!ee (or hunlinSt & plinklng) now pos·

ti~~~:rw~~~ afe~,:I·b:::~~~S~Zh~e·28to<~n~c: (sts~n~fids:~~
unit to chantee hack to .30·06). Full sized, but shorl
aetlnte bolt. with preel.sion rifted harrel liner give!-

~2~e~OI~~~:rar~·1I~:~~tr~~~;r ~~a::lisgta.,s~~'m~~~?lil~:
RuUs have adJuslllhle headsl)8Ce feature gunrmlteeinJ!

tr~~~':n~fs<~;~u~~~hl~ll~~\~~~to~v~[,w~'1~~hS'fg~951~~:
E~t~a. ~a~a~ines ~_.-~-~-~-.-~-~S.1.~5ppd • ~

TRADES? SURE!

FOR U. S. ENFIELDS
The biggest improvement in 46 years!

f;()(;MfJNQ¥KMi~

~~
Simply insert ill your bolt

Corrects the two serious faults of the
Enfield action-Iong,_ slow firing pin fall
and cock on closing design. Our unit re
duces lock time (the great accuracy im
prover) up to 72%, cocks rifle on the up
turn of 'he bolt just as in Winchester,
Remington, Springfield, Mauser and
other~. This gives far beller, (and faster)
feeding, far beller extraction. Regular
safety works as usual. Normally a $15
to $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES
AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (For 1914 or 1917 Models
only-state which-not for British SMLE)

All American Made. Discounts to
dealers of 3 or morc. Send lonte.
self.addressed. stamped envelopo
fbr additional free information.

NEW FOWLING PIECE

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
"As recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo."

~JJ)J)}})}JjjjJjJJjJJ1)&Olh;, i ~~~~:e.
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES

~:;:t ~t:~n3:f~~ l~~~~n. p~r:,' 1':~~~i~~8Pta'f::~~d a~~~t ~1tlgPd
~1~~~~ .f:~e r,~~l~~r ~~~e :?t~ S~ytd ~~~:brd sg~ul~:~l. L~~
time reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed mainsprln~ ofspecial Austrian steel $3.75

YOU SAVE LYMAN 57A REAR

ALMOST 50%! SIGHTS - NEW! $4.50

*

*

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

FREE Water (& dirt &
tobacco) proof rubber cap
given w/ea. magazine.

*

.22 R.F. MAGNUM
borrel blanks-22" long, 19/32" on shank 3/.1"
shoulder tapering to 9/16" at muzzle. Chambered
blued. Made by one of the World's largest barrei
makers, discontinued contour-only $3.95 plus 50¢
Post.

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS. for use
~~,!>a~~~R~lar~~lOJ"ondi~~~~~;:to~lFU~~l:~b~e :gg ~~:~,
chambered for .22 1. r. o 6 groove rifling. Each barrel
trued. tested and serial numbered by Remington. The
pride of Remlntclon's barrel makers. Even -if you do not
NOW have a JnIIl for rebarreling. you will in the future
-may we su~est you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this
excepllunal price before they are gone? High strenR"tb
steel. suitable for center fire calibers. fine for target
pistol barrels. Originally made for the 513 Targetrifies Special $4.95 plus SOt post.

(!!

l1lotilfWg (!.(:JlJ@~tlHRf?~
o?d?d !!JiiJ!Jl(J}g!w

Quickly installed
sight ~et. Stream·
llned front ramp
with sf~ht. Rea r
sight with both
windage & elevation
built in. Both in·
stalled by simply As found on Colt
UghteninR' AJJcn set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
i.d.• :rear .775 t.rl
Plenty of wall thickness for reaming to all popu_
::~ ~:~iet':I~C;;:! ready to install. ONLY $2.95

88 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

Beautiful 6 groove, .357 groove dia., I turn in
16", full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
.38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W,
Lugers, etc. $8.50 plus 70¢ post., or 12" lengths
$4.95 plus 40¢ post.

=

barrels are
in the same

our now fa-

These
rifled
way
mous round muzzle
laader barrels. Not
broached or "but•
toned" but actually
ri fie d. Guaranteed
hard straight shoot
ers, the very best
blanks availa'ble any
where.

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ••• beuatifies & protects. Deep blue

e~~~a~~n~~ri'~~'it~~tu:~:r:~::e~~~~:~i:~ee~t:~::
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.
3 GUN SiZE-SEND $2.00 ppd.

INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE
1 PiNT-SEND $7.50 ppd.
Over 4 Million Guns have been dressed up
FORMULA 44·40-How about yours?

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS ;::;

G:

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS

e • 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunting, fits
~'flush with guard-streamlines appearance. Solid

machined bottom-not "raw" appearing oversized
~velf~:l:t7pe~i:~~~'itrcy. S~7~!g~nte~t:~e 3il::;,~U:: fold overs that some are selling $2.45
makes adaptable for most rim or center lire aetlons. • 15 shot, in original wrap. only$I.OOea.or2for$1.75
1 tu'rc~~m~:;in¥_{O;--:22-L:R:-ogr;: :Jd9:1~Jg~ 70¢ • 30 shot, "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.95!

,....~..

For use in rebarrelin~ \Vinchesters. Marlins, S~ring.

~:~d;Ur~:~rlf~W~~~i~.ey~:c.~min~g~~: f:t °2C~~:
15/16"acrossflats. Full 32" long. ~Y$14.50pIUS85C.

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

IDEAL FOR HUNTING, PLINKING,
TARGET & MATCH SHOOTING
all at lower cost than .22 L.R.

(FULL OCTAGONAL)
45-70 BARREL BLANKS

l'IUZZLE LOADING
BARRELS - Eight
groove rifled! One
turn in 56", .45 cali
ber. One turn in 40",
.36 cal. Hnndsome &.
smooth - tight
groups assured.
15/16" across flats.
32" long. ONJ,Y
$14.85 + 85c - on
FULL 4::" long (.45)
• • • $111.50 + $1.10
shipping.
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(To be continued)

(Continued from page 52)
dressed in buckskin and complete with
home·grown long rifle, was shipped to Lon·
don. He was to serve as example of the
incapability of the Americans, and thus boost
enlistments. The story is told that some
British officers' faces turned as red as their
coats when somebody thought it clever to
give the Colonial an opportunity to put on
a demonstration of his much touted but
strange looking gun.

To show up the American guest, targets
were placed well beyond the range of any
ordinary musket, but apparently not far
enough. The American pulled the rug out
from under his hosts, smashing targets hun·
dreds of feet away with routine regularity.
With that brand of encouragement, enlist·
ments took such a nose dive that Britain was
obliged to fork over five and a half million
pounds sterling for imported Hessian mer·
cenaries. Rightly or wrongly, it has been
stated that this captive was a "plant," a
piece of early "psychological warfare" con·
ceived by a man named George Washington
for the very purpose which it accomplished.

If the British VIP's in London were dis·
turbed over one captured American's shoot·
ing abilities, multiply their concern by 1500
and you have the problem confronting the
field officers whose unpleasant duty it was
to face Dan Morgan and his unruly but
deadly accurate Virginians. From the British
viewpoint, the Americans were downright
unsporting about the thing. The action
around Freeman's Farm, which was part of
the late 1777 struggle for the upper Hudson
River territory, was typical of the "unfair"
American approach to warfare. When the
English General Burgoyne made a flank at·
tack on the American left, he was f1abber·
gasted to find Morgan's men mounted in the
trees like orangutangs. Busily they were
picking off his officers and artillerymen at
distances three to four times the range of
the universal British "Brown Bess" musket.
This, Burgoyne insisted, was hardly cricket!

At this time, Benedict Arnold had not yet
altered his sentiments, but he had been reo
lieved of command as a result of the jealousy
of his superior, General Gates. Watching
Morgan's glowing success from a nearby
hilltop, Arnold was unable to restrain his
unbridled enthusiasm and dashed headlong
into the melee to re·assume direction of the
fight, receiving welcoming cheers from his
men.

Unlike many of the colonial commanders,
the storied traitor recognized the potential
of the frontiersman's weapon and, when he
saw that Burgoyne's General Simon Frazer
was still somehow managing to hold against
Morgan's superior rifles, he called Tim
Murphy-a Pennsylvania woodsman-to his
side and explained what he wanted done. A
few minutes later Murphy and his double
barrel long rifle had accounted for Frazer at
a remarkable distance of three hundred
paces. Burgoyne ended his frustratingly un·
rewarding day by turning over 6,000 of
his inadequate smooth bores to the jubilant
victors.

Join NOW! and receive
this gold-filled NRA mem
bership lapel button. Sells
regularly for $1.50-yours
at no extra cost.

~
MAIL THIS
APPLICATION
TODAYI

U You Like to H_t or
Sh_t You .elonv In the

NRA

o $5.00 Enclosed

o Bill me please

A year's subscription to the world's finest gun magazine
--devoted exclusively to the fascinating subject of fire
arms. Read about rifles, pistols, shotguns. hunting, target
shooting, gunsmithing, gun collecting, reloading and re
lated subjects-every month.

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $5.00

Over 400,000 sportsmen invite you to join the NRA.
You'll get prompt answers from our Firearms Information
Service-gun law bulletins-low cost gun insurance-right
to buy government gun~equipment-eligibilityfor a year•
around shooting program-marksmanship instruction
plUB many other benefits.

NEW IMPRQVED HIDE-A-WAY

Ankle Holster
This is the improved Hide-Away Holster,
made of the finest quality leather ... the
leg strap lined with softest kid to prevent
rubbing and chafing ... hand stitched by
fine craftsmen ... snap strap to keep gun
in holster. The Hide-Away Ankle Holster
solves the hidden second gun problem for
dangerous assignments. Made to fit any gun
from derringer on up. $5.00 PP. No COD.
State make and model of gun when
ordering. HOLSTER & LEG STRAP

1(tUJ4J -
THE AMERICAN
RIFLEMAN
MAGAZINE

1(tUJ4J -
. ANNUAL

MEMBERSHIP
IN THE NRA

Handcrafted
for YOU; flts
inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but avalla
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 21,2 oz.
top grain soft
cowhide, rivet
ed nickel cUp.
..... $2.95 PP.

HOLSTER

i
~ I,
i

Please enter my subscription
to THE AMERICAN RIFLE
MAN. enroll me as an NRA
MEMBER and send my lapel
button.*

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 603·08

1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.
*Confirming application & detailB will alBo be mailed.

un I *4 __ ' -

~ S,.df",,,, C.,"'"

1127-SWORD-CANE. RIDING.CRO~· WHITCO
Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leather P. O. DRAWER 1712
ridinl1 crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside.
PractIcal collector's item: attractive for den or BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS
patio. $5.00 PP.

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters
THE HIDE-A-WAY HOLSTER

--~~.~,....._ _---_ __..•.~.;:;:~
NAME _ _ .._ ..

:'~

ADDRESS _ .

~ CITY-STATE _ .

•
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FREE '
,
'

Write for Free 16·Page brochure fea·
turing the latest in gun accessories
and services from the West's oldest

• • • Gun House.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC. -'~ ~i~
1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept. a:J Los Angeles 15, Calif. ~

DESIGNED WITH THE
HUNTER IN MIND

ANY I
EFFECTIVE

GUNSIGHT COMPANY
Dept. G, Lincoln, Nebraska

*Singl~ acting crimper needed

$4950 complete ~ne gauge

• FAST-Over 200 loads per hour
NEW-Quick change "Tip·Top" shot and powder measure

with Clear-Vue Hoppers. Removable shot and powder
bushings.

• SAFE-Shot and powder bushings cannot be reversed
• VERSATILE-will load all types of shells (paper, metal, or

plastic*)
• ACCURATE-UNIFORM. Every operation ends on a complete

stop-eliminates guesswork. Perfect
reloads even for beginners.

Here is PACIFIC'S answer to popular priced
loading. This is the only low priced loader that
sizes head and rim of cases BEFORE loading
and balance of case AFTER shell is loaded,
giving a perfectly sized shell to function in
any type gun.
Interchangeable Die Sets available for 12, 12
Mag, 16, 20, 20 Mag, 28, 410 and 410 Mag
gauges.

WPACIFIC
. Box 4495

PACIFIC'S NEW DL·150

TWICE

You'll have a great advantage with a Lo-Swfng Top Mount on your favorite hunting rifle
open sights or scope at your fingertips. In some hunting emergencies this patented La-Swing
feature may mean the difference between life or death ... a kill or a miss. Features exclu·
sive windage and elevation adjustment. Easy to install. UNCONDITIONALLY guaranteed to
maintain absolute zero alignment no matter how often scope is swung to side or removed.
Featured at all leading Sporting Goods Dealers and Gunsmiths.

HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 12)

Ward's Kit was designed for people who,
with a small investment, want to reload a
few boxes of shotshells. But owners of pro
duction machines also like the kit. With
your big tool set-up for your most used load,
Ward's Kit is -handy for all other loads.
Both paper and Sop reloads functioned per
fectly and patterned well in my High Stand
ard Trophy. Because it patterns well, the
Trophy is a good test gun to compare reloads
with factory ammo.

® ® ®
Webster's RW-l scale at $16.50 has long

been the most practical number in their line.
A new Webster RW-2 is identical except for
a longer beam to weigh to 510 grains. It
also takes the Webster Funnel Attachment
to speed loading. Beam notches for rider
weights are wide and deep, clearly marked
for easy reading, in 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 grain
graduations_ Like all Webster scales it has
self-aligning bearings, adjustable sensitivity,
and a hydraulic damper.

® ® ®
Despite some opinions, good light rifles

can give superb accuracy. My friend, Caddy
McCall, gets near bench rest groups with a
light Colt .243 right out of the box. His
load is a 75 grain Sierra H.P. ahead of 48
grains 4831 and CCI 200 primers. This is
a real varmint huller. A 90 grain pill with
46 grains 4831 is a dandy game load. His
fast handling gun bags game that would get
away from a heavy, sluggish piece. Try a
slim, trim tube for a new thrill.

® ® ®
William S. Ripple", Dresden, Ohio, made

132 grain Swag-O-Matic .357 bullets with
Illinois Swag-O-Matic pure lead .308 wire
cores, in Speer jackets. Maximum variation
was .9 grain. He then formed cores in C·H
.30 caliber dies, with Illinois .250 Swag-O.
Matic 3% antimonial lead wire. Swaging the
pre-formed cores in the .357 jackets gave
harder press operation, and 1.2 grain maxi·
mum variation.

This indicates there is no uniformity ad
vantage with alloy wire for handgun pills,
even with pre-swaged cores. The Swag-O.
Matic was designed to make uniform bullets
with pure lead cut slugs. These deliver more
shock than any alloy, of course.

Mr. Ripple swaged some soft lead core
pills for deep penetration, with jacketed and
gas check bases. Then with the C-H Round
Nose punch (the only design that works
well) he put a jacket· over the nose and
lifted the handle until he felt it swage on.
His 50 yard groups were about 4" with 15
grains 2400 and WoW primers, with a .357
S & W Magnum. His regular half-jacketed
pills averaged 3" groups with 17.5 grains
2400 a very powerful, but not excessive, load
with bullets weighing around 132 grains.

® ® ®
Hornady's 50 grain S·X (Super·Xplosive)

pill is exactly that. Best load for the .222 is
20.5 grains 4198 with CCI standard primers.
This is 1.0 grain more than listed in Speer's
manual as maximum, so work up to it. There
was no indication of pressure in several
rifles. But it may be too hot with some cases
and rifles.

® ® ®
If you live near Batavia, Iowa, and need

(Continued on page 59) 55



SHOTGUN SAFETY LOCK designed for
competitive skeet and trap shooters. With
safety in "Off" position, device slides over
small end of safety and is secured by set
screw. Safety then locked in "off" position.
Lock is positive and sure. Can be quickly
removed when desired. Made of aluminum
alloy, lock is light, compact. Fits Winchester
Model 12 and Model 50. Also fits all Wil·
Iiams Giant Head right and left hand safe
ties for above shotguns. Safety Lock priced
1.25, from Williams Gun Sight Co., 7300

Lapeer Rd., Davison, Mich.

.J
MODEL 602 20 GAUGE PUMP GUN uses
3" magnum shells or regular 20/1". Power,
combined with light weight, assures sat
isfaction. Shoots like a 12, yet carries like a
20. Equipped with adjustable choke and
recoil pad. Available as model 652 with
plain, full, or modified choke barrel, check
ered hard rubber butt plate. From: Noble
Mfg. Co., Haydenville, Mass.

RIFLE SLINGS, carrying straps with solid
brass frogs (hooks) made from top grain
cowhide, available from J. M. Bucheimer Co.,
Frederick, Md. Hand set solig brass rivets,
lock-stitched keepers along with specially
tanned process prevent cowhide from crack
ing, makes slings strong, durable, attractive.
Slings are available in Military or Whelen
type, or as carrying strap, either plain or
hand-tooled, in russet or oiled finish.

DISTINCTIVE SUBURBAN COATS. Men's
style No. 126, ladies' style No. 111, fashion
ably styled and tailored. Ideal semi·dressy
coat for city or country activity. Made from
your own deerskins or bought from stock,
direct from manufacturer: Clearfield Taxi
dermy, Clearfield, Pa. Leather folder and
price list available upon request.

KUM DUCK CALL. Natural sound of call
maintained at any range. Effective when
blown softly for close-in ranges, or when
blown hard to turn ducks at distances up to
one-half mile. Available with two extra reeds
and detailed instructions. Priced at $3.00,
postpaid. Measures 5" long, weighs 1Y2 oz.
A product of Sporting Dog Equipment Co.,
1817 NW 18th Ave.,. Portland 9, Ore.

ALL-SPORTS BARGAIN BOOK for '62 sent
free to past or present customers of Klein's
Sporting Goods, Inc., Dept. G-8, 227 W.
Washington St., Chicago 6, Ill. All others
interested in securing a copy send $1.00,
refunded with first order. Most items illus·
trated, all described in detail and reason·
ably priced. Archery, boats and motors,
camera, camping, clothing, exercisers, fire
arms and accessories, fishing tackle and
accessories, golf, radios, skin diving, and
tool set lines included.

SHOPPING

FRONTIER TUNICS new design for out
doorsmen, sportsmen, sportswomen, adapted
from buckskin clothes of mountain men of
Wyoming. Slightly longer than a shirt with
two slash pockets and thong-laced front.
Individually handcut and sewn from fine
quality Western deerskin, tanned by process
which makes it completely washable. Priced
at $42.50 postpaid for men or women. Manu
factured by Norm Thompson, 1805 N.W.
Thurman, Portland 9, Ore.

MASTRA GUN CADDY. One case style
designed to carry any action or make of
gun. Model E204 measures 52 x 8% x 3Y2",
priced $31.95. Other models include The
Expert for $23.95; the Sharpshooter for
$19.95; and the Master for $59.95. Manu
factured by the Mastra Co., 2104 Superior
Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

HOLSTER

I

SAVE UP TO $50 IN COSTSt
AMAZING NEW PLANS show you how to use
inexpensive materials to build your own profes·
sional Trail or Mini Cycle. Easy to Build "Do·it·
Yourself" plans are "easy to follow" with step
by step procedures. illustrated diagrams and
complete parts list! Trail or Mini Cycle PLANS
ONLY $2 ppd. each. Both plans, only $3.50
ppd. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! QLJk.! l!lHy
- Send Check, Cash or Money Order to:
GO-CYCLE COM PANY Dept. GS-8
1539 NOrth laurel Ave.• los Angeles 46. Calif.

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur.
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary_
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED-Tested and
proven over 40 years by lb..
repeat sales to satisfied e:,
users. SEND

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

r~;- ;:E:;:-H;O-M;G:-C-O.
, G-20 Bradford. Pa.

I Name .•••••••••••••..••••••••••••••

, Address I
1. ~Y.;.; ~',;.;'~'~ ~'.:.;~'';';'';':~',;.;'.J

JORDAN

THE BULLET LUBE

That enables you to DRY CLEAN
YOUR GUN BARREL

SOLID or HOLLOW Stick - SOc

Are You Getting What You Want? 20 Years

~fha~r::'F";tsdT.T~A~l~tC~~~~::ABtE~olster
Jordan Holste~onstructed from heavy English
Bridle Leather. Metal in holster extends into
belt loop. Welt and plu&, are hand·stltt:hed with
waxed linen thread $9.85
River Belt-Heavy skirting. Solid brass buckle.

~~:rl~ II~e:In~h,G~;~80a~~ttr~~e2;"or' ?iii. ;~7.20
I-[olstpr and Belt Combination $15.95

Calalo~ 35c. Refunded on First Order. Deater Inquiries
Invited. Posta~e Paid. Calif. Resid(>nts Add 40/0 Tax

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS
8772 Van Horn Street. Dept. G, La Mesa, California

•. Nation.aLt1l Known a. the World'. lled"

THE BULLET POUCH-G
P.O. BOX 4285 LONG BEACH 4, CALIFORNIA

WRAPPED DUST PROOF. AT YOUR DEALER
_ SAMPLE-GOe, 12 STICKS $6.00 ppd.

Cash or Money Order-No C.O.D.'S
Literature on Request

• RELOADERS • BULLET CASTERS

FOR THAT CLEAN GUN BARREl

NEW! J-B NON-IMBEDDING BORE
CLEANING COMPOUND

Especially compounded for the removal of
lead, metal and powder fouling from rifles l

pistols, shotguns. Guaranteed to improve ac
curacy-will not harm finest bore.

2 oz. jor $1.50 Postpoid
Jobber & Dealer inquiries invited.

JIM B ROB 5 T ~~~g~;:rg~;p~';;~:

The FIREARMS HANDBOOK
New Illustroted Reference Book for hard-to-find
gun parts which we can supply by return mail.
The FIREARMS HANDBOOK is $4.00 postpaid.
SHEllEY BRAVERMAN, ATHENS 12, NEW YORK
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Seattle " Wash•

Another he-mol'! paUern by leonard
Mews, Ihe No. II mokes even a fine
slock look twice as e~pensi... e. And
he,.'s a lip for Ihe fellow who wants
his rifle to hove thol .eol custom look:
put on inlay of silver with your nome
or initials engroveo on it in place of
Ihe checkered diamond shope that ap
pears in the cenle, of The for. end
pollern

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72. Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc.• all differ
ent el!lch issue. Widest se·
led ion available anywhere!
Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

NORM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept. G-8

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

•

AT LAST! A Practical
Foolproof Shell Dispenser

SHEL-SERV

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT

57

"The Baker's Dozen Plan"
Send SOc for vear around baru;n mailinllS

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept. G. &844 GorslnSt..Phil.delphiaI9, PlL

Twin Falls, IdahoBox 741

DECAL CHECKERING PATTERNS

HERREll'S SlOCKS

They're fitted to fit
• • • genuine seled
Walnut woodl Low En·
forcement, Hunters.

Write for FREE Photographic
Catalog and ordering instructions.

A MUST FOR
• Hunters
• Skeet Shooter.

~~-.~~~ • Trap Shooters
NOW ... no more dirty shells-no more fumb!inA'
for waler soaked or misplaced shells! SHEL-SERV glves

~~~ff~uc~~S\Ve~ya~~cTc~f"ita"rid~v~~~~~ldU~~a~~~
~r;;~l. in~~~~l.e S~l~-S;J~ d::::i:r .'f~.lr h~~~~etr~~~~:
standard or maW1um 12 ~augc shells. The shelIs are
~~~fV~~c~n~~le~~~spu~:. ~~:.,g~~I.firWiikI~§I~Rto~g~
subjected to the most rigorous field tests in nil parts
of the c<Junlry and under all possible weather condi·
tions. Attaches easily to belt, vest or juckct. Order
today from this ad.

~~::':ndt~;~~aIlY ON9's ARROWHEAD ARMS Inc.
Oea'" ;nqu;';es $1' P 0 B B01& Sl" I 13 IIIinvited. ~ p.p. •• 01 -. nil • n•.

Checkering rifles and shotguns can be an
interesting and profitable hobby and the
hardest part of the job is done for you when
you use Decal Checkering Patterns. See your

dealer or write direct. PATTERN No. 11

MI. MCKINLEY SLEEPING BAGS
3 Ibs. Down, Overlapping
Tubes. S5O.95
2 Ibs. Down, Box
Construction,
$37.85

523-G Pike St.

PERSONALIZED BOWIE KNIFE weighs
Ilh lbs., measures 13" overall. Eight-inch
blade of high quality carbon steel with
Bowie cutting edge design. Genuine stag
grips from deer hunted in India for antler's
bej!uty and hardness. Knife fits into rich
full grain leather belt sheath with snap
holder, double stitching and decorative
western fringe. Priced $13.95 ppd., inc. up
to three initials personalized in handle.
Manufactured by Southwest Cutlery & Mfg.
Co., Inc., 1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello
I, Calif.

RUST-PRUF GUN POUCHES, Pistol
Pouches utilize new type, non-oily rust pre
ventative inside tough, long-wearing, water
and dust·proof plastic pouch. Gun Pouch
fits shotguns and rifles, even with sling,
scope, or choke. Priced at $1.00. Pistol Pouch
priced SOc. 1 yr. warranty. 10-day approval.
A product of The Hood Co., 1605 W. 180th,
Gardena, Calif.

1962 EDITION SHOOTER'S BIBLE released
by The Stoeger Arms Corp., 45-18 Court
Square, Long Island City 1, N.Y. Firearms
guide contains 576 pages with descriptions
of world's foremost firearms and accessories.
Priced at 52.50 publication serves as buyer's
guide, comprehensive firearms directory, and
textbook for collector or student of small
arms. Complete sections cover handloading
tools and accessories, sights, scopes, air and
gas guns, leather goods, ammunition, gun
parts, gunsmithing tools, targets, traps. Tech
nical section contains ballistics tables and
wide selection of informative articles by
gunning authorities.

AUGUST 1962GUNS

HOODED PONCHO to comfortably weather
all kinds of weather is light, rugged, and
compact. Offers fine protection from elements
while hunting, fishing, camping, or as a
spectator. Weather protector doubles as a
tarp or ground cloth. A product of Fabrico
Mfg. Corp., 1714 W. Division St., Chicago
22, Ill.

ACCRA·WAX LOADER SET contains light
weight pocket-size Accra-Wax loading tool,
Lyman shell-holder, a decapping pin, and
one block of Accra-Wax. Enables safe, in
expensive indoor shooting of big-bore rifles
and revolvers. Procedure involves decapping
old shell-casing. Shell and primer inserted
into Loading Tool. Neck of empty shell is
set on Accra-Wax block and bullet is
"cookie-cut". A squeeze on handle of Load
ing Tool completes one round, dozens can
be reloaded in minutes. Kit released by
Lyman Gun Sight Corp., Middlefield, Conn.

SHIRT.JACKET, all·purpose, all-weather ap
parel introduced by Triton Products, Inc.,
161 Great Neck Road, Great Neck, N. Y.
Made from Princeton Mill's featherweight
Astrotex blend of Orlon/Wool knit jersey,
laminated to Scott Apparel Foam. Water
repellent treated and resistant to dampness
and chill. Highly wrinkleproof, never loses
its crisp lines. Washable .and fast-drying, it
packs anywhere. Available in all sizes, and
in two versions: with waist pockets for
men and women, in crimson; and with
breast pockets, for men only, in navy. Retail
price $18.95.

1962 SUPERBA AND MARATHON sedans
and station wagons introduced as "40th
anniversary models" by Checker Motors
Corp., Kalamazoo, Mich. Produced in both
4·door sedan and 4-door station wagon models
in two series. Ideal for sportsmen, station
wagons feature auxiliary foldaway rear seats,
power-retractable rear seat, and car top
luggage carrier. Sleek lines accentuate in
terior roominess. Overhead weight is 3,780
pounds. Highlighted interior improvements
in sedans include high fashion flair up
holstery fabrics, padded dashboard, and
fluorescent-treated circular gauges. Classic
body style remains same for '62.

WITH



YOU GET THIS GOLDMINE
OF VALUABLE INFORMATION:

• Up-to-date price evaluations on more
than 2,000 firearms!

• Rifles, shotguns, revolvers, machine
guns - foreign and domestic - are all
included!

• Each one rated according to excellent,
good and fair condition!

• Complete descriptions for quick identi
fication!

• Most comprehensive guide to used gun
prices ever published!

A GIF FRO GUNSFR EU

MAIL
YOUR ORDER

TODAY!

MONEY·
BACK

GUARANTEE!

Here's an extremely valuable reference
you should have. It's designed to make you
a shrewd and careful buyer or trader on
the used gun market. You'll know what to
pay and what to look for-how much your
own firearms are worth-how to bargain
for the best price. Compiled by the Editors
of GUNS Magazine, the Redbook of Used
Gun Values regularly sells for $2.00, but
it's yours free with a special introductory
subscription to GUNS- 14 giant fact-filred
issues for the price of 12. Order today!

Name _

Address _

City Zone__State' _

GUNS Magazine GoB
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois
Send me my free copy of the 1962 Redbook of Used Gun Values
and start my 14-issues-for-the-price-of-12 subscription to GUNS
immediately. $6.00 enclosed, to be refunded if not completely
satisfied.
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MOD. 512

32 caliber
22 L. R. caliber

MANUFACTURERS

ARM/CALESI
COLLEBEATO (BRESCIA-ITALY)

High quality
Beware
of oounterfelts!

the fanrous

GALE$I

A eOUEeTOR'S fIND!
CHURCHILL'S SECRET WEAPON

FAMOUS BRITISH
PlAT PANZER
BUSTERS!

ONLY

$9!a~h
Two for $15.00

Now you can enhance your weapons collection with an
authentic Panzer buster. the British Piat "bazooka".
Portable. li~htweiJ?:ht. An interestinR' war curio. con
versation piece. decorator. and a fascinatin~ addition
to every Inln collection, den or hunting camp. N.R.A.
good to excellent.

BRITAIN'S
ORIGINAL
BAZOOKA!

(Continued from page 55)

custom loads, contact Leonard R. Goff. He
loads thirty calibers, including several Ber
dan primed types. He decaps these with a
"Pop Gun," as he calls it, of his own de·
sign.

@ @ @
My friend Wayne Weems, Box 7261, Fort

Worth 11, Texas, has contributed to my var·
mint hunting success since he first made the
$4.00 Weems All·Call with two "voices," and
the $3.00 Weems Wild Call. Now he has one
that's better than either, the Dual·Tone
Predator Call. It uses interchangeable cot
tontail and jackrabbit voices, included. The

'advantage is the built·in "coaxer call," that
brings animals closer for handgunning, pho·
tography, or bow and arrow shooting. When
varmints get in sight you cover the call muz
zle with your hand and continue calling. It's
a clever and dandy call.

@ @ @
Norma's .38 Special Match Wadcutter is

a good one. It has a deep 5/16" "hollow
tail," as they call it. This is similar to the
famous Ed McGivern design. In the 1930's
McGivern set some records that have" never
been approached, much less equalled. He
probably was the best practical handgunner
of all time. To load Norma's Match pill for
revolvers, crimp lightly in the crimp groove,
if desired. Or seat the bullet out to your
particular chamber length, friction tight,
without a crimp. I prefer the latter method
for cream puff target charges, the former for
heavier loads.

You can precision load Norma's Match
pill for the new Smith & Wesson Model 52
Master auto pistol. With cases trimmed to
a uniform length, chamfer mouths with an
Inside·Outside Deburring Tool, a bit heavy
inside. Size to hold bullets friction tight.
Cases should not be sized so small that they
show a bulge when bullets are seated. They
should be tight enough that bullets can not
be easily pressed home with the fingers. Seat
bullets slowly, after starting them in align
ment with your fingers, until they are flush
with the case mouth. Crimp barely enough
to remove the mouth bell. Use 2.5 to 2.7
grains Bullseye with CCI standard primers.
These loads should stay in the 10 ring every
day and Sunday too.

Cannelured cases are not the best, if bul
lets are seated below the cannelure. The
groove won't iron out completely, even with
heavy loads. While this does no harm with

. light factory loads, it has no useful pur
pose. It weakens cases for heavy loads, and
reduces case life. Let's hope that ammo
makers will eliminate cannelures in all cen
ter·fire cases.

You can load the hollow tail Norma pill
base forward for normal .38 Special service
loads for revolvers. Seat it to your standard
overall length, using a round nose seating
stem. This forms the huge hollow base into
a huge hollow·point nose, to permit cham
bering. The load looks mighty deadly with
that giant hollow·point! This is a good tip
to remember. I've loaded 3.2 grains Bulls.
eye in .38 Special hulls. Also 5.2 grains
Unique. Use a medium heavy crimp. Be
sure the overall length is about as long as
factory service loads, or nearly cylinder
length. The round nose reduces the bearing
surface to permit longer cartridge ~
length and heavier charges. ~

WWI
and II

LEWIS

., i+.

ROlliNG BLOCKS - Cal. .43

POTOMAC ARMS CORP.
Box 35 • 200 South Strand Street

Alexandria 2, Virginia

* UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS

*Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
purposes. or as a prized decorator for collectors.
SPECIAL: Both Lewis & M·3 Guns
Only $75.00. F.O.B. Alex.• Va.

u.s. M·3 GREASE GUN Cal. .45 ACP
WWII

ITALIAN TERNI CARBINE
~af~:r ':.~~d ~ ~~ri'a~:g~~,:,eii3e~tl y~~~ip"eensV~eg~~o~~~~~~i ~~~
only $8.95 plus $1.50 ppd. 6.5mm Military Ammo that
shoots, $7.50 per 100. 6.5mm hunting ammo that shoots,
53.95 Per box of 20.

&Naval CUtl.s.W::i::::b.~nt
condition. Crest removed. Only 57.25 plus BOc Post.

KURDISTAN BRIGAND SABERS
~ m-

-' STOCK your OWN!
R. R.B., complete Barreled Actions, with forearm $9.95
R.R.B.• complete Barreled Actions. less forearm $8.95

::::::: ~c:,':;.~~Ti~~s~~~i°b'~tt~~~~~~, Bn":rr.el:yp·e:· new$4.95
mfg. (Sold only with bal'"I'"eled actions) $5.95

:i~~~tj;'irrl~iPj~d're~a~n~~,;5~lg;ckHa~:n~r~:$fi~~;g-M~ig:
spring-, $2.2i; Receiver pins, 50c: TriR"R"cr, 75c: TriR"R"cr

~~a?R";i,J~c;$I:~~els~~~1s, $:a~~.; ~g~r L~:r~i ~~~~~:
cach. SOc.
?b~;in:ii.~30~~ni'bho$"-~~~ (Some mis·fires), $5.00 per

SHIPPED EXPRESS (CHARGES COLLECT). Send $5.00
minimum for COD's. Write for FREE catalog.
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that custom
are essential.

shooters believe
on target guns

Many
grips

caliber; but if you are like most shooters,
you will want to. You can stick to .22 caliber
competition only-or even to Slow Fire .22
caliber competition only. But the first time
you shoot a winning, or near-winning, score
in a .22 Slow Fire match, you'll begin to
look longingly at those Grand Aggregate
models and trophies, and the next thing you
know you'll be practicing Timed Fire and
Rapid Fire and looking thoughtfully at other
pistols. If So-and-so can shoot .38 and .45,
why can't you do likewise?

NRA pistol competition, the National
Match Course, consists of Slow Fire (10
shots in 10 minutes) at 50 yards, Timed
Fire (5 shots in 20 seconds) at 25 yards;
and Rapid Fire (5 shots in 10 seconds) at
25 yards. In Timed and Rapid, you fire two
5-shot "strings" in each match, for a lO-shot
score. Thirty shots make the Aggregate in
each caliber, and the courses are fired in
each of the three calibers. Times and ranges

vary in other courses (NRA Short Course,
in which Slow Fire time is reduced to 5
minutes and all firing is at 25 yards; Camp
Perry Course, in which Slow Fire time is
2% minutes, all firing at 25 yards; and the
Marksman League Course, Slow Fire in 5
minutes at 25 yards, Timed and Rapid same
times as above but at 15 yards) Various
combination of courses are included in
tournaments.

Center Fire match rules stipulate ".32
caliber or larger," but few competitors shoot
the .32 caliber; in practice, Center Fire
means .38 Special or .45. In all except
"Service Pistol" matches, you may shoot
either a revolver or a semi-automatic. For
years, most competitors shot the automatics
in .22 and .45 matches, revolvers in Center
Fire-because there was, for years, no semi
auto in .32 or .38 caliber in which the
shooters had confidence for match target
accuracy. Today, that picture has changed,
and the trend is to automatics because, with

TNAIL
AND

TANGET
T HIS DID NOT start out to be exclusive

ly a "how to shoot a pistol" department,
but having fallen into the subject, let's fill
at least a few of the gaps left in the earlier
sessions.

'Twas stated earlier that everything about
pistol shooting is controversial-including
the word pistol. To answer a critical reader,
yes, I do know the meanings of the words
"pistol," and "revolver." I suggest that he
does not know those meanings, that he has
been converted by certain half-informed but
pedantic-minded busy-bodies who, years ago,
robbed us of one perfectly serviceable word
and thereby forced us to invent another
(unnecessary) word to replace the 6.rst one.

A pistol is by definition "A short firearm
intended to be aimed and fired from one
hand. Pistols are now usually either revolvers
or automatic (semi-automatic or autoload
ing) magazine arms."

What's wrong with that? Pistol is the
generic word, like "horse." A revolver is a
kind of pistol, as a Percheron is a kind of
horse. Automatics (or semi-automatics or
auto-loaders) and single-shots are other
kinds of pistols.

Everything was fine until the pseudo
experts came along and inveted a new and
entirely arbitrary definition for pistol-"A
short firearm intended to be aimed and
fired from one hand ... and having only one
firing chamber." Thus a pistol is an auLo
matic or a single-shot, but a revolver is not
a pistol! So we had to invent the word
"handgun"-and a monstrosity of a word
to replace the word and the meaning we
already had! . . . Oh, well, people are
funny, and gun people are as funny as any.

Whatever you call 'em, no implement of
sport, not even the golfer's putter, is quicker
to penalize you for rough, or careless, or
improper handling. (The word is feminine
in Spanish, and the fact is worthy of con
sideration.)

But let us say that you have passed your
apprenticeship with the pistol, found the
practice pleasant, and would like to test
your new skill against competition. Your
first step will be to join a club. It should
be a club affiliated with the National Rifle
Association, since at least 90 per cent of
American pistol competition is under the
aegis of the NRA.

We will assume that you have done your
practice so far with a .22 caliber gun. If
you haven't, you should have-for the same
reason that it's better to learn to walk before

"ou enter a footrace. The .22 is the easiest
firearms caliber to shoot, the easiest to learn
to shoot well.

You will now find that pistol competition
comes in three "calibers," with three distinct
types of matches in each caliber. It is not
required that you enter all three "calibers,"
or even all three types of matches in one

66.00
10.95
13.95
11.95
15.50

9.95
10.80
39.60
13.20

9.60
10.80
91.75

Your
Price

$23.95
28.75
30.95
37.95
52.95

U.S. and Canadian Pat.
Complete job as shown

for Most guns $25

BUILD YOUR OWN GUNBERTH. Detoils on
plans, kits and hardware ore illustrated in
big Handbook. Get a copy for only $1.00
ppd. - you get it back on first order.

(l~NBE~~!~')
~The superior quolity in both workmon- I

shi~ and materials make Gunberths the most I
de.s,~abl: and accepted gun cabinets for dis· I
crlmmatmg gun owners.

I
I
I
I

COLADONATO BROS. I
Dept. G4M • Hazleton, Pa. I

---------------~~

WEAVER SCOPES • •• RetaU
K 2.501' K 3 CH or TP ..•.••••..• $37.50
K 4 c:n or 1'1' •••••••••••••••••• 45.00
K 0 ClIoI' TP . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . .• 48.50
I( 8 or K 10 CH or TP .•......... 59.50
VARI-POWER V8 CH w/mounts ..•• 79.50
VAHI·POWEH V8 Multi-Range

Reticule with mounts .........•. 84.75 56.95
WEAVER MOUNTS-Top or Side..... 9.75 7.95
WEAVER PIVOT MOUNTS ........•• 12.50 9.70

NOTE: Please state make and model o.t rifle when
ordering mounts and V·8 scopes.

SWIFT'S 21/2x8 Zoom Vari Power
Scope with L~ns Caps 89.50 52.95

SWIFT'S Spotting Scope with Tripod
& 5 Eye Pieces 15X to BOX ••. ... 84.00 52.50

SWIFT'S New Zoom Spotting Scope
20X to 50 X, 60MM 110.00

REDDING POWder & Bullet Scale 14.00
REDDING Master Powder Measure. .• 18.50
REDDING Standard Reloading Press .. 16.00
PACIFIC SUPER PRESS. . . . . . . . . .. 19.50
PACIFIC 2 DIE RIFLE SET 12.50
PACIFIC 3 DIE RIFLE SET 13.50
PACIFIC DL 150 Shotshell Loader 49.50
LYMAN 310 TOOL with Dies 16.50
eH SUPER "C" PRESS .........•.. 12.00
CH RIFLE or PISTOL DIES 1a.50
HUGER CARBINE ..............• 108.00

Red Head, 10-X, Winchester, Browning, Remington.
Marlin, F. N. Mauser, Sak01,.7Savage, Stevens, Mossberg,
Ruger, :Smith & Wesson, tti-Standard. All Major Gun

f~~P~,.~~e;m~:r~a~a~i~hdina7'~g~ii,ld'L~~~\~~s'u~~~n
~~:~~e&!.)f{iri'~~ig:lt~s.Ag~:{~ggieHB'go\~.an, Jon-E, StOrnl

ADD POSTAGE TO ALL ITEMS
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

LEADING DEALERS OF:

Send For Our Fully Illustrated

FREE GIANT CATALOGS
SPECIFY HUNTING, FISHING OR BOTH

. THE g:!t?
pendleton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no J·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP l~~~P~;'d~to~.a~~"l.
Licensed fitter for Canadian customers
IAN S. DINGWALL. Custom Gunsmith

2379 Burrard St. Vancouver 9. B. C.

~-------------------------.

3516 WHITE PLAINS ROAD (Dept. G-862)
NEW YORK 67, N. Y.- Phone TUlip 1-1900

Nevpr IJc>
(ore has an
achromatic tel e·
scnpe sold for any.
where neal' this amazi
low price! You g-et cl
sharper pic-lures at al powers
bl..'caus(> or th(' super compound
Ach,·o Lens. No color, no fuzz. Varl·

~~~~e~~ef.~~:raW(~~~~lee~~erl~n t
4

1oro
r
t~~et

~~:.lOl~~gfi ~~~g: i~~da~~~~o~~~~:r<GuI;::~~i:eSo~e~~ot
.22 holes in the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to bring

~~~~al1te O~~\~8~~ns,P~~f~eme~la;r~et:ieae~Cing60br~~~':'~~~:ii~'iO~
lell:-<es. A prec'lslon Arnel'lcan made instrument, uncon
dilionally g"ual'antC'NJ. Carrying case included. Send only
$6.91'. Cash. check or money order. We pav po~tnl~('

Criterion Co., 313 Church St., Hartford. Conn •• Dept. TSA-79
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A COLLECTOR'S SPECIAL

Selma, Alabama413 Lauderdale Street

...B.A.DG.;R All
..,~OLT HANDLES

Unpolished-$1.25 Polished-$2.50
Pol ished and Knurled, Double Border-$3.00
(Our shop can weld to your bolt body-polished
total $8.00. Knurled $10.00.) Your bolt handles
altered for low scopes $6.50. One Day Service!

FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-210l.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

DEALERS-GUNSMITHS
FIREARMS - ALL MODELS

WALTER H. CRAIG

"COUNTERFEIT" WEBLEY REVOLVERS·

~tlih·:8fin~'"sr'.~rr~~,lew:;gfeyBAe~Y~~~.~2l~i3rs~~

rea~~~~n~~\~egla~~ngrb~h:lS~~~'~wt~r~i~:h~~r~h~~:t
Frontier With these deadly copies of the Webley
revolvers made in backroom factories in No. Pakistan.
Well-finished revolvers appear authentic at first
j!lance.
Only $19.50 ea.; Two for $35.00: Three for $49.50.

MARTINI LEVER ACTION
SINGLE.SHOT PISTOLS

~lti~~~~nlatS:pfi~:i~] ~~ l~~i~r:;~s~r~~~~~t~~sas~lr~
to handle readily available .3U3 rifle cartridj!e.
Afrldi and Palhan j!unsmiths devised a close-quarters
killer! Made by hand in backroom factories in the
Khyber and Kohal Pass reg-ions, these pistols vary in
~i~:~ d{~6~h:'If~~~:'clirA~er~~~&~1!markinJts. The
Only $29.50 ea.: Two for $55.00; Three for $74.50.

Because each of the above pistols and
revolvers is hand - made by native
craftsmen and no two are alike, orders
will be filled on first-come·first·
served basis. It's impossible to fulfill
special orders for specific barrel
lengths. calibers. grips. etc.

Order Yours Today!
Stocks are Limited!

SEE PAGE 28 this
issue of GUNS FOR THE

COMPLETE STORY OF

"DARRA" GUNS

$995
ACCU-RISER

FITZ GRIPS
ADJUSTS to SIZE!

(Rig'" Hand Only)
HI-STAND .22 & COLT
.45-.38 AUTO PISTOLS

Brochure 25.
Free ONLY ta Dealers

FITZ -Box 49702, Los'Angeles 49, Calif.

BADGER SHOOTERS SU PPLY
Lew Bulgrin, Owner. OWEN, WIS.

Serving Sportsmen 26 Ye...

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, Bullets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
• saw • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

I......

Master Gun Books
Three By W. H. B. Smith, "the genius"

Small Arms of The World. Latest edi
tion, extensively revised and enlarged.
A one-volume classic, rated as the
finest reference on firearms ever
written. "The knowledge between its
covers might be compared to a master's
degree." Lewiston Daily Sun. Large
format, 711 pages, over 1,700 illus
trations. $15.00
Book of Pistols and Revolvers. The
most complete single reference text on
pistols and revolvers made and used
all over the world. New edition, reo
vised and expanded by Kent Bellah.
$10.00. Together with Book of Rifles.

$17.50
Book of Rifles. Also a new edition,
revised. A global study of military
and sporting rifles, with technical and
historical information not found else
where. Hundreds of photographs.
$10.00. Together with Book of Pistols
and Revolvers. ·$17.50
The Pennsylvania-Kentucky Rifle. By
Henry J. Kauffman. Fascinating read
ing for anybody. "Kauffman has done
a superlative job . . . an accurate
presentation of the story of America's
first great rifle." Long Beach Ind-Press
Telegram. Large format, 384 pages,
about 200 illustrations. $12.50
Genuine leather bound edition $25.00

Write for New 1962 Catalog,
A Gun Lover's Delight

~ THE STACKPOLE COMPANYW HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

for you, if you have to concentrate on it
even after reasonable practice to the extent
of lessening your concentration on sight
picture and trigger mechanics-forget it.
There's no law, that says you have to keep
one eye closed, or both eyes open.

But if you decide to close one eye, be
sure the one you keep open is the one you
see with! Keep your master eye open.

You can find out very easily which eye
controls your vision. Hold a pencil vertical
at arms length and, with both eyes open,
align it with some vertical line across the
room. Now close the left eye. If the pencil
still covers the distant line, your right eye
is your master eye. This is true for most
people. But if the pencil moves, start over.
Align the pencil with both eyes open, then
close the right eye. If the pencil remains
in alignment now, your left eye is your
master eye.

Don't let this disconcert you. A person
with very strong left-eye control and very
weak right-eye vision could find himself in
some trouble in rifle or shotgun shooting,
but it's no problem with a pistol; no problem
at all. Simply move the pistol a couple or
three inches to the left, and let the left eye
do the ighting. You will do this without
knowing it, if you shoot with both eyes open.
But if you are unaware of this left·eye
mastery and are closing that left eye, you
are simply forcing your weaker eye to do
a job the other could do better. Look at the
picture. This man is left·eyed. He shoots
with both eyes open, but the picture leaves
no doubt as to which eye is doing the ~
sighting. ~

them, the time required for cocking a re
volver can be devoted to perfecting the sight
picture and controlling the trigger.

So, eventually, you find yourself owning
at least three fine pistols. (If you think I'm
going to recommend makes and models,
you're crazy! I still have a few friends, and
I want to keep them.) Of course, by now
you know more about pistols than the de
signers and makers, so you will have had
them "accurized," custom-gripped, weighted,
and otherwise altered. Equally of course,
you will be experimenting with handloads in
the quest of better accuracy, less .recoil,
bullets guaranteed to cut the 10 ring, or
something. You can't possibly appear in.
public without a spotting scope on your
handsome pistol box; and your box will
probably be so loaded with gadgets that
you'll grunt when you lift it. This means
that you're a pistolman-not necessarily a
Master, not necessarily even an Expert, but
a dedicated addict. You'll never get over it;
the disease is incurable.

One final word about "how to," and I've
finished (for now, at least). Before you have
gone this far toward pistol" mastery you
will have heard endless argument about
keeping both eyes open in sighting, about
special lenses in your glasses-some with

Left eye is master eye for right-handed
shooter. Simple alignment of gun and
eye enables him to score consistently.

peep-hole apertures for sharper sight picture,
some with black-out shields over the non·
sighting eye, some with both peep-apertures
and shield, some with shields at the side to
protect the eyes from side lighting. As for
the gadgets, try them. Some shooters swear
by one or more of them; some manage to
shoot extremely well without them. As to
squinting one eye or keeping both eyes
open-

Well, it stands to reason that, since you
have binocular vision and have used it
all your life, you can see best with both
eyes open. However, some of .the best pistol
men I know squint one eye while sighting.
Almost anyone can learn to sight with both
eyes open, even though you may think you
can't when you first try it. But if it's difficult
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Columbus, Nebraska

(FREE FOLDER)

MARKSMAN'S BAR
ARMY - MARINE

CIVILIAN
SPECIAL

$I::AID

SILVER FINISH
RAISED LETTERS

NEW!
CUSTOM

MADE
PISTOL
CASES

ORDER FROM TH IS AD-OR WRITE FOR
ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

Manufacturers of
Exclusive Products For Shooters

Expert Riflemanls
Badge

Badges in Stock:
PISTOL SHARPSHOOTER
RIFLE MARKSMAN
PISTOL EXPERT
MARKSMAN BAR
PISTOL MARKSMAN

Various Types-$19.95 up.

~~ri'liie~~~~e,1~le~6~~si~.;':~~Sit~ ~~s"to1~r:;i'r~~
ing case. This new "JUNIOR" box IS m;<de of
the same top Quality materials as used In Qur
larger and more costly boxes. Same endunng
beauty. ruggedness and appearance. Just the
thing for keeping and carrYing your guns,
plus any of the small-type draw-tube spotting
scopes. Holds 4 guns. ONLY $19.95.

DELUXE PISTOL CASES

No. 1-Four-gun Case for the Argus
type Scope as illustrated ab0ve ..... $31.75

No. 2-Five-gun Case for the Argus
type Scope $39.95

No. 3-Four-gun Case for the Balscope
Sr. (New B & L Spotscope). $39.95

No. 4-Five-gun Case for the
Balscope Sr. type Scope $43.50

Extra Equipment for Pistol Cases
• Adjustable leather earrying- strap $5.50
• O'Dell elevating' scope mount. fastens on

open lid. eliminates scope stand .....•...... $4.50
• Carrying' strap ..................•.•.... $5.50
• Lid holder (not for Jr. Box) $7.50

All prices quoted are f.o.b. Laredo.

~~~~~ LAREDO, TEXAS

3140 2760 2410
2750 2130 1630 POWLEY

2360 1840 1440 COMPUTER for HANDLOADERS
2690 2270 1910 YOU NEED THIS • •• Finds CHARGE,

MOST EFFICIENT POWDER and the
VELOCITY for ANY CENTERFIRE RIFLE

3318 2846 2477 $3.50 at your Dealer

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS
3024 2429 2002~ a.e my business and r make

the finest. Brilliant colors,
beautiful de8iJn)s, hand cut
by precision machinery, Send
for latest list.

2850 2380 1970 C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

COMPARISON OF VELOCITY DATA

100 200 300
Muzzle Yard Yard Yard

Cartridge Velocity Ve- Ve· Ve·
ips locity 10city 10city

Rem. 7mm Mag.
150 gr. S.P. 3260 3040 2820 2600
175 gr. S.P. 3020 2650 2310 2010

\

Win..264 Mag.
100 gr. S.P. 3700 3260 2880 2550
140 gr. S.P. 3200 2940 2700 2480

Norma .308
Mag., Belted

180 gr. S.P. 3100 2881 2768 2464

Weatherby 7mm
Magnum
175 gr. R.N. 3067 2790 2500 2270

.300 H & H Mag.
180 gr. 2920 2670 2440 2220

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 10)

five shots were in the exact center of the
target, and minute of angle groups were con
sistently fired. At 250 yards the groups still
measured maa, regardless of barrel heating
or cooling. The extra wide trigger on the
test gun was free of creep or backlash, and
the trigger pull was a constant 4lh pounds.
Bores of the Model 700 ADL are chrome
plated, and Remington's ammo showed very
little fouling.

Remington currently loads a 150 grain and
a 175 grain soft point CoreLokt bullet for
the 7 mm Magnum, which by the way means
that the bore is .284. The ADL Models will
retail for $114.95; the BDL Custom grade
will sell for $139.95. The 700 BDL Custom
De Luxe in .375 H&H and in .458 Win. will
carry a price tag of $310. All guns are
tapped and drilled for scope mounts and fea·
ture the same fine safety. The BDL grades do
come with hinged floor plates, and the ramp
sight is hooded.

Ballistically, it is interesting to compare
the 7 mm Magnum cartridge with some of its
ballistic relatives. These are factory data and
will vary somewhat from rifle to rifle and
load to load, especially with handloads.

COMPARISON OF ENERGY DATA

Muzzle 100 200 300
Cartridge Energy Yard Yard Yard

ft./lbs. Energy Energy Energy
Rem. 7mm Mag.

150 gr. S.P. 3540
175 gr. S.P. 3540

Win..264 Mag.
100 gr. S.P. 3040
140 gr. S.P. 3180

Norma .308 Mag.
Belted
180 gr. S.P. 3842

Weatherby 7mm
Magnum
175 gr. R.N. 3662

.300 H & H Mag.
180 gr. 3400

......~$9~,~
NEW SIGHTMASTER U

101"RIFLESCOPE.:
It's here at last! The most sensational scope vatue in a lifetime in your choice of power - 21f2X, 4X or 6X. Its got _
all the deluxe features you've been looking for: precision glass optics throughout; color corrected; & with internal
adjustments for perfect focus & alignment. Beautifully blued steel. long eye relief. Easy to install, fits over 350 U.S. •

~~go:?{eif~dri;lisf~~Cl~~i~aitfl~~SEo?~~ $~E~~vf~~: ~~t't s~At~:bJe83A~~~tEi~~C~~~nMO~de~i~~D'~~e~1~Ui~~o::
power, maKe ana moael of rifle. Dealers inquire. PAN TECHNICS, INC., 112 Pin Technics Bldg.• Solana Beach, Calif.

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and .tort my subscription for one
year. 52 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

THE SHOTGUN NEWS

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send
you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free
of charge with your one yeor subscription.
That means you get 25 big issues. What's
more, if you're not completely satisfied, just
tell us. We'll immediately refund your
money in full and you can keep the issues
you already have. Fair enough? You bet!
Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS

P. O. BOX 9776
EL PASO, TEXAS

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are
you just plain interested in guns? If you are,
you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled
columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub
lished twice each month. It's the leading
publication for t~e sale, purchase and trade
of firearms and accessories of all types.
SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of
gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod
ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,
revolvers, scopes, mounts ..• all at money
saving prices. The money you save on the
purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your
subscription cost. You can't afford to be
without this unique publication.

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifles write to: •

H-- ~.HEINRICH F. GRIEDER
P. O. Box 487,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois

FREE CATALOG

I
G-8 I

I
I
I
r
I
INome n n nnnm.................. I

I
Addre....................................................................... i

I
Cily & 510Ie............................................................ I
-----------------!

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQuick-Draw" Holsters
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Selling
to the
growmg

ORTSMAN
field?

Kennels:
Chappaqua, N. Y.
Waynesboro, Ga.

BEROL LODGE KENNELS
Office:
375 Park Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

PUPPI ES from outstanding Sires:

Berol's Palamonium Charlie
CH. Greenwood
CH. Rumson Farm Hayride
Paladin's Royal Heir, etc.

HUNTING POINTERS

"'--i
SPORTSMAN PRINTING DIVISION I
Central PUblishing Company, Inc. I

401 North College Ave. GM I
Indianapolis 2, Ind. I

Please send me more
information on your services. I

NAME I
COMPANY I
ADDRESS I

I CITY STATE__ IL ~ J

63

NEW lB PAGE liST EVERY 5 WEEKS

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND IOc FOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. lever-Actions,
Colt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, and Win.
Parts. Will Trade.
(HET FULMER, RTE. 3, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

Savage Turkey Gun
At long last, American turkey hunters can

now huy a combination gun for gobbler
hunting, a gun that performs smoothly and
won't entail a second mortgage. The gun
is the Savage 24-MDL, now bored for the
20 gauge 3 inch Magnum shell and for the
.22 RFM.

The shotgun barrel is full choke and does
deliver a full pattern with standard" and 3
inch Magnum hulls. Similar to the Model
24 DL, extraction of the fired case and the
.22 hull is manual, but enough of the case
protudes to make extraction relatively easy.

Best of all is the fact that the upper barrel
shoots directly into the center of the pattern
at 40 measured yards. The upper barrel is
grooved for a tip-off scope that might be
desired by some hunters.

The switch from shotgun barrel to rifle
is accomplished by the traditional button
on the side of the receiver, and the gun
can be carried on half-cock safely-even
severe jolts won't fire the gun. Externally,
the gun is nicely finished, the frame is satin
chrome decorated with game scenes, and
the stock is walnut with Monte Carlo style
stock and fore-end. The test gun broke easily
and closed smoothly and noiselessly, an im
portant consideration when hunting.

The new 24 ADL should not be con
sidered a gun for the turkey hunter ex
clusively. It is a very fine small game gun,
and the 20 gauge barrel will do a very fine
job in the field.

In summary: A fine gun that has been
needed for quite some time.

Herter Bullets
This company, located in Waseca, Min

nesota, recently submitted some .30 caliber
150 grain bullets for tests. These bullets
showed a weight variation of from 150 grains
exactly to a maximum of 151.8 grains when
weighed on our Ohaus 314 scale. Average of
ten bullets weighed was 151.1 grains. Bullet
diameter average was .30851". These bullets
have a complete partition in the middle, de
signed to control expansion and give deep
penetration.

Two batches of test loads were made up.
Lot # 1 was primed with CCI 200 primers
and charged with 49 grains of 4895. Fired
in a Finnbear .30-'06 equipped with the
3-9X variable Redfield scope in Sako mounts,
several five-shot groups at 100 yards meas
ured 1 inch, and a ten shot group fired at

(Continued on page 65)

$32 50

GENUINE
PEARL STAG
IVORY &

G RIP S

COUGAR INDUSTRIES
MERIDEN. IOWA

WORLD'S FINEST STOCK ..
NOW-"LEFT HAND" STOCKS FOR CARVED, RH $35.00
SPRINGFIELD, FN, 98, M70, AND PLAIN, RH 19.50

SAV. 110 AT ONLY $5.00 EXTRA. RIGHT HAND STOCKS PAD INSTALLED. 7.50
FOR NEARLY All MODELS. POSTAGE ..... 1.00

ARMS. INC.. 3274 EL CAJON BLVD., SAN DIEGO 4. CALIFORNIA

FEATURES
Exclusive features: perfection in design
ing - speed. accuracy - simplicity. Ama
teurs lood perfed shells their first try.
COUGAR, the most feature--pocked, fool·
proof loader available.

ORDER AND (3J1H;Iz4Ire!
NO RISK! TRY IT! Order today, use it
for10 full days, compare itwithtools
selling for 3 times as much. If not
100% satisfied, return for a full re~

fund. Sold by moil only at less than
wholesale prices. Write

I m prove the
appearance of
your Revolver
or Automatic
with a new
pair of Se
lected Grips in Plain Elephant
Ivory. Pearl or Genuine Natural, Unbreakable Stag.

Per Pair Pearl or Rose..
. COLT Stag Ivary wood

Blsley "" $9.00 $17.00' $B.50
Single Action Army 7.00 16.00 6.20
Single Action Scout 7.50 17.00 6.S0
New Service 6.75 15.00 6.20
Army Special. . . . . . . . .. 6.25 9.00 4.BO
Official Police 6.2S 9.00 4.80
Police Positive N.M 5.25 7.7S 4.80
Bankers or Detective Special 5.2S 7.75 4.80
Police Positive O.M........ 4.50 6.S0 4.50
Pocket Positive .. " 3.50 4.S0 3.10
.22 Woodsman, aid model.. 6.25 1S.OO 4.80
.4S Auto. Government ..... 6.25 15.00 4.20
.38 Super .22 Ace. . . . . . . . .. 6.25 15.00 4.20
.32 or .380 Auto. . . . . . . . . .. 4.50 7.S0 4.20
.25 Packet Auto........... 3.50 4.S0 3.15

SMITH & WESSON
Magnum Stvle Grips

.357, 1905, 1905 9.00 17.00' 6.20
K.22, K.38, new model. 9.00 17.00 6.20
Chief Spec. H.E. Rd 8ull 9.00 12.00 6.20

U U Kit Gun (Sq. BUll) 9.00 15.50 6.20
Standard Style Grips
Regulation Police 8.00 11.50 7.20
.44..45 Model 1917, 1908 .. 8.00 9.00 4.80
K.22, .38 Sq. 8uII, 1905 O.M. 5.50 8.00 4.80
1902 Rd. Bull 5.00 7.00 4.20
Chief Spec. Kit Gun Sq. BUll 5.00 7.50 4.20
Chief Spec. Kit Gun Rd. 8uII "4.25 5.25 3.20
.32 H.E., .38 T.B 3.50 4.50 3.15
.32 N.D., .38 NO 3.50 4.50 3.15
(DERRINGER)-Remington,

Gt. West. and Germans .. 3.50 4.50 3.15
RUGER Single Six 7.50 17.00 6.50
Ruger Bearcat' 6.00 8.00 4.50
Ruger Automatic 10.00 18.00'
Hi Standard Double 9 7.50 17.00 6.50

Carved Ivory & Pearl Grips are Again Available
*Not Available In Pearl.

--+ J:e/~~OOeG~~O:;~: ~:~~I~rrvo~; aCnaJrSt~; G~1~~
GRIPS WILL FIT Y9UR GUN as they were
made and fitted for standard factory frames.
Solei by Dealers, Gunsmiths or Direct

Moil 25¢ for the Big New 52 Page Catalog

FRANK MITTERMEIER INC.
Gunsmith Supply Headquarters (Est. 1936)

3S71 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65, N. Y.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including nome and address. Pay~
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date Sept. 1962 issue

(on sale July 25) is June 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

BOOKS

GUNBOOK CLASSIe-"COLT FIREARMS" by Serven.
Fascinating, profitable reading-the CO.MPLETE and
ACCUllA'£E story. with 550 illustrations. Don't pOstpone
it-o\\'11 it! Available at good bookshops, gunshops. }lTee
brochure: Box 1771. Santa Ana. Calif.

GUE1UULLA TRAINI!'G Schedule In Colonel Ncy's
book-Guerrilla Principles Identified. Command }-'ubli
cations. Box 6303 NW 8ta., \Yashington 15, D.C. $3.50
postpaid.

RARE )1ARTI"-'I EI'FIELD Rifles. Mark I and II,
.577/.450 (.45) caliber. Famous Martini le'-er action
(Long and short lever models). Complete with ram rod.
Used in India. :Modern smokeless ammunition currently
manufactured by K:rnoch. Excellent shooter. Only
$19.50; set of two $35.00. Century Arms, 54 Lake.
St. Albans, Vermont.

GUKS. SCOPES, reloading equipment, ammunition. shoot
ing supplies. Become a dealer full or part time. All
merchandise at direct dealer cost. No in",estmem needed.
tremendous opportunit)· to increase your income. For com
plete information write to Gunning }I"irearms. P. O. Box
2286. Wilmington. Delaware. Dept. FD-4.

GENERAL GUXSMITHING-Repairing. rebIlling. con
"'ersion work, parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berf.}' Creek. Calif.

SlIO'fGU)l _ SPECIALIST: Refinishing, Rebluing. Re
stockIng. !\o part orders. Frank LeFever & Sons, Inc.,
Box 151. Custom Gunsmiths. Frankfort. ~. Y.

eUSTO){ .22 TARGET Pistol built in your home shop.
Send .Jc stamp for illustrated -information. Guns. BOJ:
362G. Terre Haute. Indiana.

INDIAN RELICS

CAMPINC & EQUIPMENT

IJHThlUS ~TOVES-various models single burner, com
pact. dependable, collapsible stoves. Sold since 1896.·
~end for Free Catalog. Therm'x, Dept. 0-8. 'World Trade
Center, San ll'raneisco.

1.'llE GREATES'!' RACK PACK in America. 'Vrile for
Brochure today. Budd Davis Packs. Dept. 47, 1150
North 205th Street, Seattle 33. "·ashington.

:\1A)t~TLICHER-SCHOE)tAUER service rifles, 6.5mm,
famous 5-shot rotary magazine. Identical to design of
world-famous ::\fannlicher-Schoenauer sporting arms man
ufactured today. Only $24.50. Actions only, $16.50, two
for $30.00. Add $1.50 postage. Century Arms. 54 Lake,
St. Albans, Vermont.

KLEIN"S FAMOUS Ali-Sports BARGAI" CATALOG
is FHEE to our customers. Others please send $1.00 (re
funded with first order). )foney Back Guarantee.
KLEI~'S, Dept. G-227 \V. \Vashington, Chicago 6,
Illinois.

LEATHERCRAFT

FUEE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Hox 791 - ''"16. }I'ort Worth, Texas.

SELL OR TRADE

MADE IN
U.S.A.

World's smallest REAL Derringer
"LITTLE ACE"

CAL••22
SHORTREPLICA Of SCARCE

ETHAN ALLEN GARTER GUN FOR
OF ALMOST 100 YEARS AGO. COLLECTOR
GENUINE STEEL & BRONZE. OR
(No aluminum 0' slush metal). TACKLE BOX

:~';°O:A::~~: WT. 3O~~E:I~:~~~.. ONLY S1295
A-B DISTRIBUTOR. ~~~~.7;aH:.~L~L~..·~~PT. B

)fAKE )IOXEY buying and selling Real Estate in your

~~~de $t{O~: p~e~~ ~~'~ ~3~~0~:?ne~~~il:~ J~: For llooklet

SHOO'r!~G GALLERY for BB gun_ Heplaceable mot'
ing target. no ricochet. For Indoors. Danmar, }J. O.
Box H2. Onrland Park. K.ama::.

U.S. GOVERN~fENT Surplus - Jeeps, $264.00' radios
$,2.53: Guns, typewriters: cameras; tools: thousands or
items. Fabulousb' low surplus prices. Complete Informa
tion sent immediately. Send $1.00 to: Surplus, Box
512-EE, New Orleans 1, Louisiana.

Z~IHO RIFLE Scopes 4x $27.50, 6x $29.50, 3x-Ux $35.50,
wrlte for catalogue to ""'EICO·'. 2118 North Houle\'ard
Houston 6. Texas. Dealers' Inquiries Invited. •

BAUGAI:ro;S! Hiflescopes! Bin"culars I Telescopes! SPOt
ters I .Free Catalog. Ad"enture Company, Box 21~3-U,
San DIegO 12. California. .

MISCELLANEOUS

li'OUEIGK E)IPLOY,}fEXT Infor-mation. Europe. Africa,
AsIa, South America. Free Transportation. Up to
$.1600.00 monthly. Sensational oPDOrtunities. Construc
lIon workers. clerks, truck drivers - enr)' occupation.
Complete information, application form. sent immediately
bY return mail. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only $2.00
($2.25 ainnaiI) (C.O.D.·s accepted) to: Jobs )' 0
Box 512-E&, .New Orleans 1. Louisiana. •..

1\0 )IOHE BATTERIES. :Kew rechargeable flashlight
never needs batterics. Just insert in A-C outlet to re
charge. Will not leak or corrode. Pan for itself in
battery s8\'ings. Guaranteed fixe years. $4..95 Postpaid.
Free gift with order. S&Ii:. Distributors. 2604 Dawn
Terrace, Cm ahoga Falls. Ohio.

NAZI WEAPONS, .:\1ausers. Lugers, Daggers, SIS
Items, Gorgets, Buy, Sell, Trade. No List. Stelte
1Y~~t~ers~!.ndY'S Guns, B18 - 57 St., \Vest New York,

BUY \VHOLESALF. :-Guns. Long or Short. Scopes
Mounts. All other Sporting Goods. Become Dealer. In.
structions $1.GO. Deoosit Refundable. 'Veaver's Below
\Vholesale. Berkshire ',"holesale Sporting Goods. Six Lakes,
Michigan.

. SICHTS & SCOPES

MUZZLE-LOADEHS: Blueprint and complete instruc
tions on how to build your own authentic brass I>owder
and shot flask. with adjustable charger. (Internal spring)
Send $1.00 to East\'iew Arms Company. Dept. C.' 2103
Caddington Drive. Eash'iew, California.

BA'!''!'EUY OPERATED Razor, preCl>;Jon made in
Switzerland. Satisfaction guaranteed. $D.95 postpafd
small duty on arrinl. Owens Enterprises. 620-10th
Alamogordo. N. Mex. •

UOLLAUOU~D PATIO BAR. Relaxation and outdoor
living are complete with this pOrtable bar 011 the patio.
Plans $.1.75. Bar-B-Bar. Box 266. Redwood City, ('ali
fomia.

DEALJI;RS SEND license Xo. for large price list Xew
Firearms-Scopes-Mounts-Reloading Tools-Components
-Leather Goods-Binoculars-Shop Tools. 3821 dift'erent
items on hand for immediate deli'ery. Hoagland llardware
Hoagland, Indiana. .

30% DISCOUNT: Trophies, Cups. Plaques. 50-pa~e
Catalog 25c. Architectural Bronze. 363~ Oakton. Skokie.
Illinois.

"HO~IEBRE'YIXG!.. BEERS ... 'Vines." Instruction
Book $1 (guaranteed!). Crystal's 28-BG~I8. )IIlIbum.
New Jersey.

XAZI ITE:\IS bought & sold. orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection: "lists 25c"; Lenke!. 812 Andrrson. Pallsarles. N. J.

CROSSBO'VS! HUNTING Bows! Factou-nirt'ct·PrlcesJ
.laY Co.. Box 1355, Wichita. Kansas.

Gunsmiths. handloadcrs, gun collectors. rna·
chinists, model builders, hobbyists. handymen
... do ultra· precision gaging ten times faster,

. no figuring. no guesswork! Big 2" dial reads to
quarter·thousandths! Charts included on drills,
screws, wire, sheet metal, etc. In hardwood
case, only $19.95, postpaid in U.S .. or $2.00
down, bal. C.O.D., plus postage. IO-day money
back guarantee! Dealer inquiries invited I
QUADRA-CONTINENTAL, Importers. 113
Queen Anne Ave. No., Dept. G. Seattle.9. Wn.

CUNSMITHINC

GUKS SCRE\VS. 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lenJ!'ths 50t per
dozen. Professional 2 flute 'faps $1.20. Special hard steel
drills 45t. All postpaid. Send for Catalng l6GC on all
Buehlcr mounts (includIng New Micro-Dial), Low Safetys.
~faYnard Buehler Inc., Orinda. Calif.

KE~TUCKY LIGHT\VJ<~IGH'f percussion muzzle-loading
gnns. finely European manufactured, proof-tested. An ideal
smooth bore ritle for the "black powder" shooter. and at
the low price of $19.50. Century Anns, 54 Lake, St.
Albans. Vermont.

EXCELLENT M-l CABBINES, $55. l'el\' $59.lJ5. With
12 GroO\'e Target Barrel, $67.95. Sloper, 'Yestwood. Calif.

5000 USED GUNS, Rifles. Shotguns, Handguns .. ){odern,
Antique. Free I.ist. Shotgun News. Columbus. :\ebr.

C'LOSI)lG-OUT Personal Guns, 1,000 other articles.
Send 4c stamp, ask for BIG list I-G. Darton. Oregon.

SLltPLl:S MII_ITARY Pistols $6.05. Rifles $9.95. l'ew
re"oh-ers $9.95. Send 25c for Bargain Unide, 2057 :\Iesa
'Yay, Santa Rosa. Calif.

DE\VA..T 50 cal. MZ Browning Machine Guns $25. Helen
of Troy Enterprises, New Sarepta. Alberta. Canada.

RELOADING TOOLS and equipment, bargain prices.
shipped prepaid. 'W. S. 'Vilson. 351I Rockdale Court.
Baltimore 7, Maryland.

\YIXCHESTER aI50 ]2 gao auto. shotguns 30""'. light
weight, Kew $99.50. Prepaid. Jeff. Trader. Pocomoke
City.1Iao·land.

1962 GREE::\T CATALOG Available now. Thousands of
guns. accessories, relics. ammunition. 25c. Retting,
] 1029 'Yashington. Culver City, California.

OXE )IODEL 1873 'Vinchester-Cal. 38 'V.C'.F. Com
plete, Excellent Condition $94.50. Sam Hay, Box 8,
J.exington. Tennessee.

U.S. )1-1, .30 caliber carbines. 15-shot. semi-automatic.
gas-operated. New. Only $69.50; 2 for $134.50. Centun'
Arms. 54' Lake. St. Alhans. Vermont.

KE\Y FIREAR~IS-Scopes-ReloBdin~ Supplies Acces
sories. QUick Servicr-Lowest Prices. Large Catalol: Free.
'Yalter OIit'er. Box 55, Auburn. Indiana.

INTERES'fING \VAR Curio. conversation piece. decor
ator. British Piat "bazooka." Churchill's ~ecret wea
pon. $9.95. 2 for $15.00. Century Arms, 54 Lake. St.
A lbans. Vermont.

H-V JACKE'rED BULLETS. 122 to 8mm plus .357 &
.44 half jackets. New Co. Offers }i'ree introductory price
list. Hi-V Products Mfg. Co.• r.o. Box 662, Paramount.
Calif.

CUN EQUIPMENT

STOCK BLANKS, Semi-inlets and finished. Beautiful
)(ntlewood. Maple and Walnut. Bur direct and sne.
Quality Blanks from $7.50 PP. Dealers send Firearms
permit no. J. W. Layton, Box 41. 'Myrtle Point. Oregon.

HGl'""X BORE-LITES" w/curved lucile heads & batteries
. _ . $1.00 pod. Dealers-'Vholesale: 25 for $17.00: 100
for $62.00. 'Yestchester Trading. G-2478 Arthur Avenue.
Dronx 58. New York.

BLU-BLAK BLUING. scopes, sights mounted. barrels.
barreled actions. chambering for standard and improved
cartridges. Model 92 'Vinchester con'fersions including new
22 Jet and 256 "Magnum. Send for my price sheet on com
p�ete gunsmithing services. Don Molt, Rereford, Arizona_

ALTER & JEWEL bolts $8.50. Sprlngfleld. Enflelds
altered to 308 Xorma )!agnum $12.00; Enfields to 300
Weatherby $24.00; 7.7 Japs to 30-06 $6.00; 300 ~Iagnum
to 300 'Weatherby $8.00. Catalog 10 cents. T-P Shop.
11 West Branch. Mich.

PRTunson SmITH
269-Q Shepard
E. Orange, N.J.

HANDCUfFS
LEG-IRONS.
Modern. & anti~ue \:
restraints, crime
books bou\lht, sold. \

\/iI.....lIiii1ilil--- Illus. cola log, 25c. ~.""Iil

FOR SALE

HOBBY MAGAZI"-'E. $.50. Foy McDavid, Jr.. Box
3]8, Harriman, Tennessee.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

ENCRAVINC

MODERN AND AntIQ.ue Guns. List Dime. Lyle Quist,
Crookston. Minnesota.

COLLECTORS

Ull NS - S\VORDS - Knives - Daggers - Flasks. Big 11lt
2:1c culn. Ed Howe. Cooper MlI\1 10. Maine.

·'ANTIQUE GUN DEPOT'· Offers: Original C. W.
Muster HoIls $3.50 ppd.; Original C. W. Discharge
l'ay Certificates $1.50 ppd.; Also: Flintlocks; Per-
cussions; \Vlnchesters; Kentuckies; Accoutrements;
Swords; Bayonets; Parts; Ammunition; Loads More.
Latest illustrated catalogue 50c. 'Vestchester Trading,
G-2478 Arthur Avenue. Bronx 58, New York.

U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield rifles. Very good
$39.$Ja. Excellent-$44.95. Perfect-$4!1.50. U.S. 30-06
Enfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. Excellent-$34.50.
U.S. ){1 30-06 Garand rifles. Excellent-$89.95. U.S.
Ml 30 cal. Carbines. Excellent-$79.95. British :\Ik. 5
303 carbines. Very good-$24.95. Excellent-$29.95.
British Mk. 3 303 rifles. Very good-$14.£I5. British
:.\lk. 4 303 rifles. Yery good-$16.95. German Kar 98
8mm Mallser rifles. Very good-$29.-95. German Mod. 98
7mm Mauser rifles. Very good-$2!1.95. German K-43
801m Mauser semi-automatic rifles. Very good-$65.00.
Czech VZ-24 8mm Mauser rifies. Good-$29.fl5. Very
~ood-$34.95. Persian YZ-24 8mm Mauser rifles. Good
$29.95. Very good-$34.95. IJersian Mod. 98 Smm Maus
er carbines. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.!I5. Ncw
$49.95. Swedish G33/50 6.5 mm Mauser carbines. "Very
Kood - $2~U)5. Excellent - $34.95. Perfect - $39.50.
H.ussian Mod. 38 & 40 7.62mm Tokarev semi-automatic
rifles. 000<1-$34.95. Very good-$3D.95. Excellent
$44.!J5. Guatemalan Mod. 98 8mm 'Mauser rifles. Fair
-$29.95. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. 30-06, 303
llritiSlh, 8mm Mauser, 7mm Mauser, 6.5mm Swedish,
7.62mm Russian. 6.5mm Italian, 7.35mrn Italian military
ammunition at $7.50 per 100 rdf!. Free gun list. Dealers
inquiries iO\·ited. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park Row.
1\cw York ~8. ~. Y.

GUN ENGRAVING of unsurpassed Qual1ty. Folder $1.00.
K C. Prudhomme. 302 'Vard Bldg.• Shreveport, La.

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft.. $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. \Villiam Zeller. KeU
Hwy.. Hudson. Mich. •

I ..IST OF GUNS. collectors items. 25c check or coin,
no stamps. Bob's House of Guns, 2515 S. Wayne Road,
Wayne, Michigan.

'MAXIM '08 & '08/15 m.g. bolt assemblies. $5.00 ea. or
2 for $7.50 p.p.-Leather sub-m.g. mag. cases, European,
fit all stick mags Ger., Brit.. etc., exec. \\'/slings $3.75
p.p.• tor belts $3.25 p.p.-Thompson S.m.g. 30 rd. mags
ncw, 3 for $3.75 p.p., 50 rd. drums. new $5.50 p.p.
]5 rd. 30 carbine clips 3 for $1.25 p.P.. 30 rd. banana
clips, new $2.95 ea. p.p.-Leather clip pouches .45 auto.
new. black $1.50 ea. p.p., brown, $1.25 ea. p.p.-Rare
German 8mm dummy practice rds. wooden bullets no
powder in 5 rd. stripper cUps, $1.10 per clip p.p.-Brit.
S.M.L.E. ':;:4 mags. new $2.50 ea. p.p.-German Schmeis
ser M.P. 38/40 mags exec.. $6.95 ea. p.p., 3 for $19.00
p.P.-US "Grease" gun mags 3 for $1.[;0 p.p.-B.A.R.
mags, new. $1.00 p.p.-'Winch. mdl. '54 rifies (predeces
sor to new ~Idl. 70) all are cal. 30/06, Select $72.50. V.g.
$li5.00. all bore!; perfect, cbeckered stocks. a few w/slight
cracked stocks $57.50, add $2.00 for p.p. & lns.-Colt
]917 D.A. cal. 45 ACP rev. v.g. $19.50 ea.. reblued
wInew plastic grips & set lh moon clips $29.50. sent R.n.
j<;xp. unless F.F.A.. lAc. !t, then add $1.50 p.p. Bonafide
dealers deduct 200/(', mim. of 3 of each type. fireanns
may be mixed. Fenwick's Gun Annex Inc.. 2058 York Rd.,
Timonium, Md.
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ANTIOUE WEAPONS
Don't miss this fascinating 125 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print),' mail entire ad.

ROBERT ABElS r Inc., ~~.;Uy~:~i~~~O~~V:
Send me your Catalog # 31 with backgrounds,
f 498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar·
mor. I enclose $1 to cover handling and post·
age.
NAME •••.•..•.••.••.•••••••••.•.••.
ADDRESS .•..•••.••...•......••..•...
CITY lONE STATE ..

IT'S BOTH FUN AND PRACTICAL

TO OWN A HOME RANGEl

.22 TRACERS
See a ball of fire ZIP to the target.
Safe too •••.. List $1.39

Dealers and Distributors only

george 30-06 derbes
Pottsville, Po.

Designed
and Tested
by Experts

TEAR GAS

Use inexpensive
Ward reloading
set to make the
best shotshe lis
possible. Quality,
sizing are hand
controlled. Loads
light, heavy or
mag with no
changes. New wad guide (not shown) sizes
wads for a slimmer shell; no other loader uses
this system. Exclusive crimping assembly pro
duces a quickperfect folded crimp. Available in
10, 12, 16,20,28,410 go.

Priced at only $15.95
Send check, we'll prepay. Dealers invi'ed.

WARD SPORTING GO·ODS
405 Court Street Clay Center, Kans.

FAMOUS DETROIT
BULLET TRAP

1436 E. Davis St., Arlington Heights, III .

For the person who enjoys shooting
-here are hours of fun and enjoy
ment. Practice in yard, garage, or
basement. No chance of RICOCHET
or BOUNCING and lead stays
CLEAN. A model for every need.
Write for FREE "Home Range Brochurell

Dept. GM-8/62

DETROIT BUllET TRAP CO.

For HANDLOADERS. Safe-to-handle pow
der. safe to store. Can be melted. poured.
packed. Mix with gunpowder. This is the
tear gas in use by law enforcement and
military.
PECULIAR CHEMICAL CO., Peculiar 5, Missouri

.-------------------------~

GUNSMITHING

000

The same shipment from Winchester also
brought ns some of the new Mark 5 shot
shells. Winchester has once again done some
very progressive ballistics work, and the
Mark 5 shells are the result.

When shot travels down the barrel, shot
pellets rub hard against the wall of the bar
rel, and against each other. This deforms the
shot, and non-spherical shot makes for poor
patterns. In the Mark 5, this deforming is
greatly reduced by the use of a polyethylene
collar that fits around the shot in the shell
and that stays around the shot column for
a few feet after the charge leaves the muzzle.
The plastic collar then drops away and the
undeformed pellets are on their way.

showed greasemarks and bullets were not
polished. These Herter bullets performed
in the best tradition of the H-Mantle bullets
and, if the hunter does his share, they
should perform equally well on game.

Winchester Ammo News
We took the new .44 Magnum ammo to

the range to see what effects the 240 grain
slug would have on a heavy plastic bottle.
Using one of Bill Ruger's carbines and a
heavy plastic bottle filled with soapy water,
the effects produced were nothing short of
fantastic. The bottle rose into the air about
two feet and sprayed soap suds 25 feet into
the air over a 15 or 20 foot area. Half of
the two-gallon bottle simply disappeared into
thin air, but the reconstructed entrance hole

was exactly .44 caliber. Exit hole diameter
cannot even be gnessed at. Muzzle velocity,
according to Winchester is 1750 fps, at 50
yards the reading is is 1530 fps, at 100 yards
the bnllet still had 1350 fps. Energy, in the
same order, was 1630, 1250, and 970 foot
pounds. Our shooting was done at 50 yards.

This improved Super-X .44 Magnum ammo
comes in a pack that contains 20 rounds in
a plastic holder that is most welcome to re
loaders. This cartridge may be used in hand-

"guns, bnt was designed primarily for shoul
der arms.

Send for Free Catalog

CUSTOM BUILT RIFLES
REPAIRING-REFINISHING-RESTOCKING-REBARRELING

of Highest Quality by Master Craftsmen.
JAEGER HANDGUN ~OUNT r "
for most Revolvers an"a some Automatics.'
Rigid but light WeighL $22.00

JAEGER-NICKEL HANDGUN SCOPE
Especially Designed for Handguns. Eye Relief I
10-24" 1X $49.50-1 V2X $56.00-2X $56.00~

Speer pistol bullets 0"
fer ill new standard in
weight uniformity and
balance resulting in ex
ceedingly accurate r.
loads. Exclusive long
jacket and Speer Crimp
locks core and jacket
in inseparable bond 
prevents barrel fouling
- eliminate. lead. ex
posure to rifling.

JAEGER
ACCESSORIES

TRIGGERS
SAFETIES
MOUNTS

Q.D. SWIVELS

1m
.4~n
Ja~~nt

~

.38 Caliber 160 grain
Jacketed Solid Point

.38 Caliber 148 grain
Swaged Lead Wadcutt.er

( : r- , ___

.38 Caliber 146 grain
·Jacketed Hollow Point

o=t

SPEER PRODUCTS COMPANY
P. O. BOX P244 - LEWISTON, IDAHO

Can.: 1310 W. 6th Ave., Vancouver 9, B. C.

(Continued from page 63)
the same distance measured two inches.

Batch # 2 was loaded with 45 grains of
Hi-Vel #2, again with CCI 200 primers,
and using the same rifle-scope combination.
Despite a 25 miles per hour gusty crosswind,
groups at 100 yards measured 114 inches,
with a ten-shot group measuring 21;2 inches.

Penetration and bullet recovery tests were
made in moist sand. Ten additional rounds
of each batch were fired at 50 yards into a
bullet recovery box. Penetration and ex
pansion of the bullets was very good, and
the H-Mantle design performed as antici
pated, with excellent bullet upset.

The bullets submitted to GUNS Magazine.
were obviously production items and were
not selected, since a number of them still

•44 Caliber 240 grain
Jacketed Solid Point

See for yourself! Send 25c to cover cost
of handling and mailing. 5 bullet sample
will be sent you by return mail. Send 25.
for e••h 5 bullet sample wanted.

PRECISION SWAGED
SPEER BULLETS FOR

HANDGUN RELOADS
OUTSELL ALL OTHERS!

PAUL JAEGER· JENKINTOWN, PA'.
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ing screw # 295 is suggested. This bullet
should not be used in short neck cases sim·
ilar to the .300 Savage, but as .30·30 load
with 30 grains of 3031 it did vcry well in
our ::\1arlin carbine.

For the charcoal burner clan, Lyman has
finally came up with a round ball mould
that casts balls with a diameter' of .385.
Properly patched, the ball will fit most .40
caliber muzzle loaders. This mould fills a
crying need, since it bridges the gap be·
tween their .380 and their .389 moulds.

Gun Caddy
This is one of the nicest gun cases we

have had a chance to examine and use. Built
very much along the lines of the filled cases
used by small·bore addicts for their target
rifles, the bottom and lid of the 1astra Gun
Caddy is filled with a plastic foam that is
covered with a wide choicc of material,
ranging from corduroy to Orlon deep pile.
Available in three styles and various sizes,
the Gun Caddy will snugly hold any gun,
scoped or un·scoped, and effectively cushions
the gun from rough handling. We exam·
ined the Gun Caddy with Roy Weatherby
and successively used it to lug around onc
of Roy's guns, a shotgun, and two handguns.

o matter how much shaking the cased gun
gets, it does not move in the case, cven when
the case is dropped.

This Gun Caddy is not designed for saddle
use, but certainly should be considercd by
anyone who lugs around a treasured gun .
Gun Caddy prices depend on size and style
of case, starting at $12.95 and going as high
as $74.95. If your gunsmith cannot supply,
write to Mastra Company, 2104 Superior
Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

This collar increased pallern density on
our range by 8 per cent, and in one instance,
by 12 per cent. Winchester claims that shot
string length is shortened by about 10 per
cent, and we can testify that effective range
is considerable improved. Using the Mark 5
loads at a measured 40 yards and with the
choke set for modified, we succeeded in
blasting claybirds with great regularity.
Changing to standard Winchester shells, our
average dropped surprisingly. Using the
Mark 5 ammo again, we werc able to reo
capture our previous avcrage.

Mark 5 will be available in various loads
and gauges and is already making its ap·
pearance on thc shelves of gunshops.

Lyman Mould News
Three cast bullets have been put through

th~ paces, and moulds for them are available
in single, double, and four cavity styles. In
filling the demands for flush·seated .38 Spe·
cial wadcutters for the S&W Model 52,
Lyman now offers their cast bullet # 35863.

This is a 148 gr. double end pill, that casts
.360 diameter with Ideal Metal #4 (l part
tin, 20 parts lead). Size this bullet to .358,
and it will also work when sized to .356. All
grooves should be lubricated, and the Lyman
seating screw # 344 is the one to usc. Seat·
ing and crimping should be done in two
steps, and 2.5 to 2.7 grains of Bullseye are
just the ticket.

The cast bullet # 31141 is a 170 gr. flat
nose .30 caliber gas·check hunting bullet for
.30 caliber rifles. The mould we used pro·
duced a bullet of .311 diameter with Ideal
metal #2, (l part tin, 1 part antimony and
10 parts lead). Depending on bore size, this
bullet can be sized from .308 to .311, and a
.30 caliber gas check is used. Lyman seat·

• IMPROVES your hand gun accuracy.
• COMBINES dry·firing and weight holding in

one operation.
• ELIMINATES make shift training weights

milk bottles. sash weights, electric irons, etc.
• CUTS dry·firing sessions in half.
• STRENGTHENS arm, shoulder and body muscles

as you practice with your own gun.

plus 1.00
postage.
Send money
order or PAT.
check only. PEND.

• ADJUSTABLE arm weight tailored to fit every
arm comfortably.

• THREE lead weight inserts 1j, lb., 1 lb. and
2 lb. enable shooter to adjust weight gradually
as muscles strengthen.

• CONSTRUCTED of cowhide. Built to last a
lifetime.

ORDER NOW!!!

AT LAST! N E "" ! ! !
DRI-FIRE ARM WEIGHT MEANS

MORE SULLSEYES
FOR YOU !II
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RELOADING EQUIPMENT

In Canada:
1310 W. 6th Ave.
Vancouver 9, B.C.

C-H CASE TRIMMER insutes per.
feet uniformity from 17 cal. thm 45 cal.

ONLY $13.50

C-H CHROME PLATE DIES

are available. in over 500 calibers.

Your best
insurance for
a successful
hunt! Of all the things that

insure a successful hunt, nothing is

more important than your ammuni

tion. When you want real accuracy

and economy, too, smart shooters

reload and recommend C·R Reloading

Equipment. This precision line of

reloading tools is engineered to give

you the ultimate ip. reloading pleasure,

accuracy and performance. With

C·R you can choose your own

components and loads, get the type

of accuracy and smashing power

ONLYcustom loaded ammo can deliver.

Shoot more, shoot better •••

reload with C·R! See your sporting

goods dealer or gunsmith for

FREE demonstration.

C-H DIE CO., Dept. G-8
Division of
RODDY RECREATION PRODUCTS, INC.

P.O. Box 32B4, Terminal Annex

Los Angeles 54, California

MAIL COUPON

C-R DIE CO.• DCl,t. 0-8
Div. of RODDY RECREATION PRODUCTS. INC.
P.O. Box 3284, Tenninal Annex
Los Angeles 54, Calif.
Gen tlelnen: Please rush IU6 FREE Ii terature.

NAME _

ADDRESS ~----------

CITY & STATE _

Name of my sporling goods dealer or' gunsmith is:__

------------------~



lengthened effective range, and it
eliminates barrel leading and tubewash.

Does all this help make you a more
effective shot? Absolutely! Or Mark 5
wouldn't be on'the market!

And for the trapshooter, there's a new
Super Trap Load in Xpert and Ranger
Mark 5 in two shot sizes, 71J2 and 8. If
there's anything you want here - it's
heavier, denser patterns. For example,
from 16 yards to 27, trapshooters now
have the effect of 1/8 oupce more shot
on target with these new Mark 5 loads!

of the power in ordinary high-brass
shells is lost. You might just as well
take a lot of the shot from the shell and
throw it away. Because that's actually
what happens.

Look what goes on now when you
shoot a new Super-X or Super-Speed
Mark 5, how it harnesses the hitting
power other shells waste.

The polyethylene strip, the collar,
that's wrapped around the shot inside
the shell stays wrapped around the shot
until after it leaves the'muzzle! This
collar protects the shot against waste
ful deformation, .prevents Lateral shot
dispersion, keeps the wads out of the
shot column - in short it puts more shot"
where more shot belongs:' right on the If you're an upland gunner who pre-
bird! fers the more open patterns of low

The over-all effect of these new brass Ranger and Xpert - we haven't
Mark 510ads is up to 10% better, denser changed those a bit. For the close-flush-
patterns; up to 10% shorter shot string; ing bird Of- the skeet field, they're still~

the effect of a 1/4 ounce heavier load; the best you can buy.
, ~I·

WINCHESTER·WESTERN DIVISION" In

On Aprill,asmall strip of polyethylene
made your 12 gauge shotgun harder hitting,tighte~
patterning and capable of cleaner kills at longer
range than ever before!

April 1, 1962:
Winchester-Western introduced new
Super-X and Super-Speed Mark 5; a
new type of load that hits harder, shoots
further than any other shotshell in
the world. At no increase in price!

It took a lot of doing to improve the
modern high-brass shell. Most hunters
believed that these were the finest shot
shells ever made. And they were right. ,
Until now.

These new Super-X and Super-Speed
Mark 5 loads shoot unbelievably harder
than anything you've ever known.
:They'll put more game in your pocket
at longer range than any other shot
shells ever made. Bar none.

Where does this extra impact come
from? Most of it from that little strip
of polyethylene you see. It helps these
new Mark 5 loads deliver magnum
effectiveness without the extra cost and
with less recoil.

And the Mark 5 magnums (in 12, 16
and 20 gauge) are really "super mag
nums" in performance!

As you probably realize, a good deal
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